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FOREWORD

By
LIN SEN

President of the Chinese National Government

INCEthe International Exhibition held in Londonlast
winter, our art has had an increasing significance for

Western people. Research and discussion were ini-
tiated, and a number of books published. Bronzes, jades,

porcelain, and all kinds of carving and sculpture are compar-
atively easy to appreciate and criticize, for they have tangible
forms. But the beauty of calligraphy and painting, which
have an infinite variety of changeable forms, are, for those who
are not widely read in history and learning, much less easy to
appreciate. And calligraphy is even harder to approach than
painting.

Mr. Chiang Yee is a widely read scholar of my country,
an able calligrapher and a good painter. At the time of the
Exhibition he condensed some of his knowledge into a book on
Chinese painting for the general public, ‘ The Chinese Eye’.
Now, after further study, he has written a second book,

“Chinese Calligraphy : An Introduction to its Aesthetic and
Technique’. It is well arranged, and offers many individual
views regarding the source of the beauty in the different

styles of Chinese penmanship. Even those readers who are

[ vit ]
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unacquainted with the Chinese language will be able to find

pleasure and interest init.

I am aware that the book is a pioneer in the introduction
of Chinese calligraphy to the West, but I am confident that it

will attract many new students to the art and literature of my
country. So I append these few words by way of introduction.

The Septemberof the 25th year of the Chinese Republic (1936).

林
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AUTHOR’S NOTE

PART of the text of this book was originally delivered

Ain the form of lectures, mostly at the School of Oriental

Studies, London University, during the time of the

International Exhibition of Chinese Art in London, 1935-6, and
to the China Society in London. I wish to express my obliga-

tion to my audiences, whose interest in Chinese calligraphy has
impelled me to put my views on the subject together into book
form. Mr. Cyril Goldie, of the L.C.C. Central School of Arts
and Crafts, and Miss V. E. Hawkes, a teacher of the Royal
College of Art, in particular assured me of the demand for such
a book as this. Miss Hawkes, who teaches English calligraphy,
suggested to me many important points on which English people
interested in Chinese art would be glad of information. I am

very grateful to her.

To Mr. Alan White, whose encouragement induced me to
bring out my first book, The Chinese Eye, and who arranged
for the publication of this one, it is impossible for me to express
my gratitude. He has spent much time in rectifying my ex-
pressions, helping meto assemble theillustrations, and checking
the proof. I owe him particular debt.

I have also to thank several of my fellow-countrymen who
. have helped me in various ways. Mr. Lin Sen, the President
of the Chinese National Government, has been kind enough

[ xiii ]
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to contribute a preface in which he expresses his pleasure at
the Western appreciation of our Chinese art. Mr. Yeh Kung-
Ch‘o, ex-minister of Finance in the Chinese Government, who
is a well-known living calligrapher, has kindly contributed a
piece of his own calligraphy to the illustrations. Mr. Tsai
Yu-Ting, a well-known collector of stone-rubbings andwritings,
has lent many of his valuable treasures for reproduction. Mr.
Ou-Yang Fu, a well-known critic of calligraphy and the author
of a widely read book on the subject, ‘ Chi-Ku-Ch‘iu-Chén ’,
has given me some valuable ideas towards the explanation of
the beauties of Chinese calligraphy. Mr. Chang Lai-Kung,
a calligrapher renowned as a faithful follower of Chang Yii-
Chao’s style, has supplied me from China with Chinese books
of reference on the subject, books which wereessential to me

and which are very difficult to obtain in London. Mr. Tai
Liang-Mo, Professor Liu Hai-Su, Mr. Chén Tzt-Ming and
my elder brother Chiang Ta-Ch‘uan have all helped me by
supplying either materials or examples from their own collec-
tions.

Although I have not been able in this book to go into as
great detail or cover as much ground as I could have wished,
I think that what I have done will serve the purpose of those
who wish for a general outline of the subject. The book may
also perhaps prove helpful to collectors of Chinese paintings,
the inscriptions on which, putatively written by famouscalli-
graphers, may be compared with reproductions in this book
and their authenticity, if not proved, at least supported.

Cave
October 1937
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I

INTRODUCTION

ALLIGRAPHY asa general term simply means groups

of words, in any language, conveying human thought

and written by hand. It is very rarely considered, as

in China, to be an art; indeed, I do not know of any other

country where it is still practised and generally recognized as

such. That, perhaps, is why the word ‘calligraphy’ is now
seldom used to describe any but Chinese handwriting.

The history of Chinese calligraphy is believed to be as long

as that of China herself. But its nature has always been a
source of mystery and perplexity to Westerners, many of whom
have understood well enough painting and other forms of
Chinese art. Yet calligraphy, it can be affirmed, besides being
itself one of the highest forms of Chineseart, is in a sense the
chief and most fundamental element in every branch of it.
Unfortunately, however, except for those brought up in the
artistic traditions of the country, its aesthetic significance seems
to be very difficult to grasp.

In studying the calligraphy of China one must learn some-
thing of the origins of her language, of the sources which gave
rise to the characters, and of how they wereoriginally written.
For in their written form Chinese characters not only serve the
purpose of conveying thought but also express in a peculiar
visual way the beauty of the thought.

I [1]
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In my first book, The Chinese Eye, which was an inter-

pretation of Chinese painting, I should have achieved one of

my objects—the explanation of the aesthetic elements of brush-

work—to a far greater extent had our calligraphy been more

familiar to Westerners. The exposition of such a subject as

calligraphy is really a considerable task, and I do not hope to

cover all the ground in this one short book. But I can at least

give in outline all the main facts. This book is not written

for the benefit of those already knowledgeable on the subject,

nor is it meant for any Chinese public. It is intended as a

simple guide to those who wish to discover the fundamental

principles. And it is therefore furnished with as many examples,

illustrations and figurative interpretations as I have been able

to think of. I shall besatisfied if it leads some people to appre-

ciate one more form of our art, and helps them to understand

more deeply the painting and other forms of our art which they

already love.

Being myself profoundly interested in Chineseart, especially

in its painting, I was anxious, when I came to England, to learn

the Westerner’s attitude towards it, and accordingly I read a

number of Western books on the subject. Quite often I came

across wondering comments or mistaken conceptions which,

without a doubt, were entirely due to the fact that some branches

of our art, especially calligraphy, have never been adequately

interpreted. I have listened to the comments of many West-

erners upon our handwriting. I have heard scores of people

say: ‘I like the appearance of Chinese characters, but I can’t

discriminate between good and bad.’ Or, ‘ What exactly consti-

tutes good writing ?’ Or, ‘ How is a beautiful character made ? *

And so on. Evidently there is a demand for knowledge. The

[2]
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success of the Exhibition held in London in 1935-6, showed

that a widespread desire exists to investigate intelligently the

significance of Chinese art. One small room in the Exhi-

bition was given over entirely to calligraphy, and I always saw

numbers of people looking at the pieces with keen interest.

Presumably they could not interpret them, but I imagine they

must have been impressed by their decorative qualities—strokes,

splashes and blobs woven together to form the happiest patterns.

One of my incentives in writing this book is to help such

people to an enjoymentof ourcalligraphy without putting them

to the labour of learning the language. If the student can

understand theliteral meaning of the words, so muchthebetter:

for an aesthetic appreciationit is not essential. You will under-

stand my meaning if you think of a landscape painting in which

the familiar forms of the scenery of your native land touch a

chord of memory. You have a different and more pleasurable

sensation from such a picture than from a painting of an un-

familiar scene. But I do feel that, without this sense of recog-

nition, it is possible, provided one has a sense of line-movement

and a knowledge of the frame structure of the matter, to

appreciate the beauty of lines.

Before I go on to a summary discussion of our language in

general, let me mention two things which touch my subject

only indirectly, but which should, I think, prove illuminating.

Thefirst is a comparison of Chinese with Western calligraphy.

I have paid many visits to the Department of Manuscripts and

the Grenville Library at the British Museum and examined the

old manuscripts from Bacchylides to the Articles of Magna

Carta. Each piece has its own elegant arrangement of letters

and words, but the effect of the whole seems to me to lack

[3]
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variety. The cause of this is, I suppose, the restricted nature
of the alphabetical forms. All twenty-six letters are composed
of circles, curves, and straight and inclined lines, and this

severely limits the forms of the various words. Looking at a

manuscript as a whole I see only repeated circles, curves and
perpendicular and horizontal lines, all with similar movements
in relation to each other (though I must admit that the Magna

Carta MS. shows some development of the inclined lines).

Some of the initial letters at the opening of paragraphs are
decorated with flowers or ornamental lines, but these embellish-

ments are not part of the lettering, and are, moreover, painted,
not written. Chinese characters, on the other hand, display a

handsomevariety in the shapes of the strokes, and each stroke

may contain an individual variation of form, passing from the

slender to the bold. English words, again, are limited mech-

anically as to length by the numberofletters, and all must be

written regularly from left to right; whereas every Chinese

character is constructed in an imaginary square, which it can

fill in a variety of beautiful ways. This is a matter which I

shall discuss and expand in a later chapter.

Mysecond point is the close connexion of Chinese callig-

raphy with the daily life of Chinese people. I walk the London

streets without any sensation of surprise at the shop-signs or

advertisements in the windows,for they are almostall stylistically

identical. ‘They are neat, regular and symmetrical, but they

are collections of lifeless letters—a criticism we have always

applied to the printed forms of our own characters. Calligraphy

is everywhere evident in China. The streets are hung with

hand-written shop-signs and banners, done with the brush or

painted on boards in large characters. Every establishment

[4]
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bears the name of the owner and his wares. Nearly every

restaurant, office or shop, and most private houses, bear also

hanging quotations from the poets or philosophers, or lines

from the ‘ Thirteen Classics ’, eulogizing the appetizing quality

of the food provided or offering established moral sentiments

or poetic feelings. These signs have a threefold use: as decor-

ation, as advertisement, and as an attraction to people oftaste.

Manya calligraphy-lover has been seen wandering the streets

of a Chinese town, finding entertainment and pleasure in these

humble examples of the writer’s art. They are, it is true, as

art, only decorative, and have therefore a shallower charm than

those pieces of pure writing which are the product of real

artistic feeling—their beauty is a beauty of the surface only ;

but they are at least an improvement on the dead symmetry of

printed characters.

Affection for the written word is instilled from childhood

in the Chinese heart. We are taught never to tear up a sheet

of writing, nor to misuse any paper with writing upon it, even

if it is of no further practical use. In every district of a Chinese

city, and even in the smallest village, there is a little pagoda

built for the burning of waste paper bearing writing. This we

call Hsi-Tzi-T‘a (#4 % ¥)—Pagoda of Compassionating the

Characters. For we respect characters so highly that we cannot

bear them to be trampled under foot or thrown away into some

distasteful place. It is a common sight to see old men with

baskets of plaited bamboo on their backs, gathering up this kind

of waste paper from the streets and roads for burning in the

Hsi-Tzii-T‘a. You may be sure these old men do not act only

on an impulse of tidiness! There may be people nowadays who

think them foolish ; but we cannot bring ourselves to abandon

[5]
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our deep-rooted traditional habits. Newspapers, books, every
kind of printed matter are poured out on all sides andin in-
creasing quantity, but still the old reverence for the written
word prevails.

The majority of our business men believe that a piece of
good writing on their shop-sign and banner will bring good
fortune, and they do their best to find competent calligraphers
to write for them. For this service they are willing to pay
almost any sum that the calligrapher may demand! After the
characters have been written or painted on the board, incense
is burned in front of them, and before the board is hung up a
celebration is held. This is surely sufficient evidence of the
care and respect in which these written signs are held and of
how much they mean to the merchants.

Many of my countrymen, knowing how great a part callig-
raphy plays in the daily life of the people, devote all their
spare time to the cultivation of a good ‘hand’. Do not make
the mistake of thinking that calligraphers have to vary their
style, like window-dressers who,lest their goods pall on the eyes
of onlookers, have to be constantly changing the arrangement
of them. Chinese calligraphy never satiates the eye or mind,
and does not require to be continually rearranged. A good
hand is the result of years of diligent and constant practice.
Travelling from town to town, one can easily recognize the work
of the most reputed calligraphers of a district, simply from the
shop-signs they have written.

In England I have seen manyfine statues in cathedrals and
churches, and many large monuments standing in some of the
most beautiful spots in the country, and I have been struck
very forcibly by their contrast with the memorials of my own

[6]
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country. Theinscriptions on them are very unobtrusive. For

us the inscription is often the most important part. We hang

examples of tasteful writing painted on boards, or else we en-

grave beautiful characters upon stones. These writings may

be quotations from well-known sayings, or admonitions of an

older generation to a younger, or essays extolling the beauties

of a particular spot, or a description of the building itself—

when and how it was constructed, for example. By the side

of ancestral tombs there generally stands a tablet on whichis

written, for the edification of those who come after, accounts of

the dead person’s character and deeds. Whatever the inscrip-

tions may be they are always written in a good hand.

Our housesare usually of one story, with rather lofty rooms.

In the central hall there are always somepieces of calligraphy ;

generally there are paintings as well, but some houses have

calligraphy only. There is a fairly common traditional plan for

houses in China. Looking in from the entrance door one gains

an impression of depth and spaciousness. At the end of the

hall, hanging in the centre, will be a large painting or a few huge

written characters, on either side of which will hang a pair of

scrolls bearing writing, very often a couplet from a poem, to

which we give the name of Twi-Tzi (# ¥), Parallel Sentences.

On the left-hand wall we commonly find four paintings repre-

senting the scenery ortypical flowers of the four seasons of the

year. On the opposite wall will be four strips of calligraphy

constituting either a well-known essay written out in four parts

by onecalligrapher or four separate poems written by different

hands. This, as I have said, is merely one typical arrangement;

considerable variation is practised. In the room set apart for

study at least one painting and one piece of calligraphy are

[7]



 
FIG. I.—A STONE-RUBBING OF THE CHARACTER SHOU, LONGEVITY

By Chu Hsi, a great scholar and calligrapher of the Sung dynasty
Approximate size of the original: 2 ft. 94 in. X 1 ft. 7} in.

(Collection of Tsai Yii-Ting, Nanchang)
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FIG. 2.—A STONE-RUBBING OF THE CHARACTER HO, STORK

By Hung Tsé-Chou of the Ch‘ing dynasty. The stone is at Nanking

Approximate size of the original: 2 ft. 34 in. X 1 ft. 9% in.

(Collection of Yen Shou-Ch‘ien, Nanking)
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usually to be found, and quite often thereis calligraphy alone.
The position is always carefully chosen to exhibit the beauties
of the writing to the best advantage. In the young ladies’
apartments four small paintings are generally hung on the

central wall, and a couple of Tz#-Tzz on the side walls. Here
too, occasionally, calligraphy only is hung, but then thestyle
of writing is somewhat more graceful and soft—less virile—than
that in the central hall.

Wandering through the garden of a typical Chinese home
one finds pavilions, bowers, terraces, bridges and many kinds

of artificial erections, all placed at carefully selected points of
vantage, chosen to please the eye and to add an imaginative
variety to the scene. Scholars habitually attach poetic names

to these small ornamental buildings, such as ‘ Pavilion of
Searching-for-the-Spring ’, ‘ Bower of Listening-to-the-Orioles ’,

* Terrace of Gathering-Stars ’, ‘ Bridge of Clasping-the-Moon’.

These names are engraved upon the buildings in various styles

by eminent calligraphers, and they serve not only as decoration
but to give an added significance to the locality.

At the approach of the New Year every household prepares

to paste upon its door the so-called Spring Couplet (Ch‘un-
Lien : # Mi). This is usually two lines of poetry written on

red paper. It is supposed to bring good luck in the coming
year. For wedding or birthday presents, as well as when con-
veying condolence on the death of a relative, we Chinese send,

not flowers, but a piece of written poetry, an essay or distich.

We consider this the best way to show joy or grief.

If you travel about in China you will notice that most of

the impressive spots in rugged mountain districts are decorated

with engravings of two or four characters, their huge proportions

[ 10 ]
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standing out on the rocks. Sometimes you will also see the

lines of an appropriate poem. Far from detracting from the

beauty of the scene, these characters are chosen and placed with

such taste that the onlooker will view the scene with an added

insight, comparing his own impression of it with that of the

poet or scholar who has scanned it before him. Afterwards,

perhaps, the visitor may be inspired to add a commentofhis

own upon another rock, thus leaving not merely a record

of a_casual visit, which would be meaningless and vulgar,

but the token of a nature-lover’s mind. The most splendid

sites on Chinese mountains are often occupied by monasteries,

and these always have a book specially prepared for the in-

scriptions of visitors, who are expected to write in it some

lines of poetry or a few sentences praising the loveliness of

nature. One would not dare to make one’s contribution in

a poor handwriting, however gracefully composed might be the

verses or sentences written!

It is commonly believed in China that calligraphy expresses

the personality of the writer. An individual’s character, dis-

position, and propensities, as well as his good or bad fortune,

are said to be accurately ascertainable from his handwriting. I

am awarethat the art of interpreting the handwriting of Western

countries has become almost a science, but in my opinion the

variety of construction and the arrangement and form of the

strokes make Chinese even more susceptible to this form of

analysis. Let me give instances. The Sung dynasty (A.D. 960—

1276) is very far removed from the present day, and yet from

examples of the Emperor Hui-Tsung’s writing, executed in the

style peculiar to him and termed Slender Gold (Fig. 47), we

can infer that he was a person of handsome appearance, tall

[11]
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and slim, meticulous as to detail, with a somewhat effeminate
temperament ; we can even affirm that he was slow and measured
of speech. Again, if we study the writing of Mi Fei (Fig. 46),
the somewhat colloquial English word ‘ tubby ’ springs to the
mind as a good description of theartist’s general appearance.
I imagine him walking with amused deliberation, head erect,
alert and whimsical—the sort of man who would kneel down to
worship a grotesque rock as his beloved brother? and paint
misty mountains with the bold and humorous ‘ Mi dot’. The
writing of Su Tung-P‘o suggests to me a man fatter, shorter,
morecareless in nature than Mi Fei, but broad-minded, vigorous,
a great laughter-maker and a great laugher (Fig. 40). The
writing of Huang T‘ing-Chien, ontheotherhand,tells a different
story. I should say he was a tall man,lean but strong,firm of
will, obstinate even, but generous-hearted in his actions to
others (Fig. 38). These are rough judgements only: many
finer points could be deduced from more careful study of the
written characters.

In former times the ability to write well was the passport
to a successful official career, a good handwriting being one of
the highest desiderata in the Civil Service examinations. All
through the long period from the T‘ang dynasty (a.D. 618-905)
to the Ch‘ing(A.D. 1644-1911) the examination system forofficials
was arranged in three stages—District, Provincial, and Palace,—
and at each, the handwriting of the candidates came in for the
most careful scrutiny, success being withheld, no matter how
brilliant the composition, if the characters were poorly formed.
It may safely be said that all those who achieved the distinction
of passing the Palace Examination were notable calligraphers.

1 Cf. The Chinese Eye, page 158.
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Even at the present time a good handis a social asset. As
I have said, we tend to judge a person’s character from his
handwriting, and many a friendship has been madeorstrength-
ened by admirably written letters. Such is our respect for a
scholarly and cultured calligraphy! We believe even that we
can test a person’s learning from his hand, for writing needs
not only persistent practice and disciplined training, but an
extensive background of knowledge as well. Without the
ability to write a good letter, a Chinese would find it hard to

secure any kind of appointment. We have now,it is true,
invented a Chinese typewriter, and have also become accustomed
to writing with foreign pens and pencils, but westill give little
weight to printed or typewritten matter or to the products of
the fountain-pen. We treasure, on the other hand, the manu-

script letters of our friends, even mounting them for the sake
of their pleasing appearance, instead of merely keeping them
as souvenirs. And importanceis attached not only to the style
but to the arrangement of the characters on the note-paper.

From these remarks you will gather that our calligraphy is
very closely bound up with our social habits; indeed, it is
used in every sphere of our life. In this respect it is more
important than painting. And it cannot be denied that it has,
through long usage, reached a very high state of development,
and is fully entitled to its status as the basic element in all forms
of our art.

Speech and writing are two organs of the same human
impulse—the conveyance of thought : the one operating through
hearing, the other through sight ; the one by sound from mouth
to ear, the other by form or image from hand to eye. But
each can do something besides convey thought. Spoken words
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can be arranged to discharge aesthetic ‘ musical’ significances,
as in much Western poetry. Written words can be formed to.
liberate visual beauties; and this is possible with Chinese
characters in a greater degree, it is safe to say, than with the
script of any other language, because art, not scienceorreligion,
was the prime end of those responsible for their development.
A good Chinese character is an artistic thought.

Chinese characters are monosyllabic and pictographic. They
are not made up from an alphabet, but stand alone, each ideo-
gram throwing on the mind an isolated picture. This is a
different system from that of any Western language. European
words are sound symbols intended for pronunciation and con-
taining no visual idea. Some of our characters too, I must
admit, are only sound symbols, having no ‘ written’ meaning,
but these derive chiefly from our comparatively recent attempts
to translate by their sounds the words of foreign languages into
our own. Chinese characters comprise three elements, thought,
sound, and form, and thusare able to fulfil both the uses of
daily life and the exacting requirements of an artistic medium.

I doubtif, as a step to the full appreciation of Chinesecallig-
raphy, I can persuade myreaders to learn the Chinese language,
in spite of the assurances of many of my countrymen thatit is
an easy language to acquire ; but I should atleast like them to
realize the simplicity and clarity of its appeal to the memory.
It is these qualities that have caused Chinese writing to be so
widely used throughout our vast country. Chinese is in nature
and origin entirely different from any other language. It is
perhaps the only pure language in the world. Thoroughly to
understand a single Western tongue one must know several
others. English, to take one example—an extreme one, it is
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true,—contains more than seventy per cent of words derived

from at least ten different languages. Again, Chinese has only

monosyllabic words, in which respectit is simpler than German

or English, which have wordsoffifteen or more letters and nine

or ten syllables, difficult both to write and to pronounce. And

there are other points. Chinese has no such element as accent,

a part of the English language which strangers find extremely

difficult to learn; nor has it grammatical inflection—no differ-

ence in number, gender, case, person, voice, mood, tense, or

degree of comparison—not even prefix and suffix. Surely

these are advantages? The ordinary affairs of life are com-

plicated enough; most of us wish that we could stretch time

to twice its length: if, therefore, we can simplify language to

its basic elements, so much, surely, the better for us! Chinese

has had simplicity of form from its earliest days. The style

of the classical literary language is condensed to the extreme

of significant brevity, though from the richness of its content

and the grace of its manner we mustinfer that it passed through

a period of purgation (as it might be called) before reaching its

present form.

The characters and the construction of the Chinese language

are unchanging; time has scarcely affected them. We can

read one of the mostancientof all books, ‘ The Book of Changes’

I-Ching (3 #), written in Chinese about three thousand years

ago, and then turn to a daily newspaper, and although we

certainly find a considerable change in the terms, phrases,

facts and ideas, the characters, grammar, and that to which we

may give the general term of ‘style’, do not appear strange.

How different is the situation of an Englishman of to-day

attempting to read one of the Anglo-Saxon poets or the writings

[15]
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of Chaucer! It is not an exaggeration to assert that a Chinese

child of seven or eight years can read the ‘ Four Books’, Szu-shu

(09 #)—the Confucian Classics—though these were written at

least 2,400 years ago.

For purposes of learning, Chinese characters can be simply

divided into six categories, one of which is so comprehensive
that three-quarters of the characters fall into it. The structure

very often gives a clue to the meaning, while a part of the char-

acter generally indicates the sound. With a knowledge of the

basic elements of structure and of a few phonetic groups one

has a very good chance of deciphering both the approximate

meaning and the approximate sound of a great number of

characters. If you know thoroughly the components of a

hundred characters, you will probably be able to read and use

a thousand! The best method of memorizing is to learn

to write: for writing is simpler than conning. Once you can

analyse the structure, and at the same time appreciate the beauty

of the lines, you will have cometo a real love of Chinesecallig-

raphy for its own sake ; for the more you study the appearance

of Chinese characters, the more you will enjoy writing them,

and the more quickly you will remember their meaning and

shape.

As I havealready said, this book is not for sinologists but

for readers who cannot interpret a single Chinese character.

I hope to bring them into a simple appreciation of the beauty

in the movement of strokes and the patterns of structures. I

write also to help those who already love our painting to a

better understanding of brush-work, to something more than

the general feeling of a picture. I shall try to explain the

aesthetics of calligraphy as fully as possible, for that is the root

[ 16]
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of the matter. But I shall not neglect technique: there will be

chapters on training and practice for the assistance of those who
wish to make the venture even though they know nothing of

the language.

In Chinacalligraphy is the most popular of the arts. It is

a national taste, a common aesthetic instinct nourished in every
Chinese from childhood up. There are many more scholars

whoare crazy overit than over painting. Good paintings, songs

and poems are not common, but goodcalligraphy is to be found

everywhere in China and at every period of history. The

majority of Chinese people—like the majority of any other
nation—understand almost nothing of art and literature, yet

all of them can gaze at a piece of calligraphy with pleasure

simply for its familiar shapes and patterns. Families which

are too poor to afford ancient paintings will possess rubbings

of characters taken from engravings on bronze and stone objects.

Great numbers of Chinese people look upon calligraphy as
one of the most delectable of hobbies and pastimes. The art
is easier than painting in that far less preliminary thought is
required. For a painting one must wait upon mood and in-
spiration—if one is ever granted these gifts !—whereas in an

instant one can write a character, a series of beautifully pro-

portioned curves and strokes that can be looked upon with

pleasure. Why not try ?



WO

THE ORIGIN AND CONSTRUCTION OF

CHINESE CHARACTERS

thousand or more years ago, and in tracing the origins of

Chinese characters we can only draw rough conclusions.

Although there are no authentic records of the very early stages

of the written symbols, it is evident that there must have been

some primitive aids to memory before the invention of the

picture-character Hui-T‘u-Wén-T2ii (4 圖 交 “F), which wecall

Piao-Shih (# #), sign or symbol.

Thefirst stage, as far as is known, wasthat of knotted strings

or cords—Ch‘ieh-Shéng (4# #8) in Chinese. Before the time of

Fu-Hsi ({k #) (28th century B.c.) those in charge of the admin-

istration used these knotted strings to remind themselves of

matters which had already been dealt with and to remember

those which had still to be done. Anything particularly im-

portant was indicated by a large knot, something less important

by a small one.

Second in order of time, according to tradition, we have

Fu-Hsi’s Pa-Kua (j\ #h), which I described briefly in my earlier

book, The Chinese Eye. This is a much more advanced

system, covering all natural phenomena. The Emperor Fu-

Hsi, in whose reign it was propounded,tried to bringall things

[18 ]
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in heaven and earth into a simple system of notation. With
the two signs — and ~-, corresponding to the positive and
negative principles of the Universe—Yang (8) and Yin ({®)
as they are called in Chinese—as a basis, Fu-Hsi evolved

Heaven Earth Water Fire | I

= SS Ss oe = om “
= SS SS ee = om

= om

River Mountain Wind Thunder Pa-Kua

FIG. 3

eight combinations, representing heaven, earth, thunder, wind,
water, fire, mountains, and rivers. This list is instructive as
showing what things seemed of most importance to the human
mind at that early stage of development. It is interesting to
note that though rain, hail, and snow are all included in water,
rivers are separated from it, and mountains distinguished from
earth. Mountains and rivers still hold a high place in the
Chinese heart. Probably Fu-Hsi developed a system of group-
ing all the observed objects and phenomena of his universe
under these primary symbols. For instance, = would repre-
sent heaven, emperor, father, gold, head, horse, and so on; and

== would represent earth, mother, cloth, breast, cow, etc.
All the items under one head will be seen to have some
quality in common: those in thefirst list, for example, share
an element of strength and hardness ; those in the second, one
of weakness and softness. Of course, Fu-Hsi’s universe was
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considerably less complex than ours: its outstanding features

were the facts of nature, such as climate, warmth and cold,

flood and drought, or personal property—horses, cows, dogs,

pigs. Later the system was elaborated, further combinations

of the primary symbols being made by such means as doubling
一 一 ae

the groups == == ==, andsoon. During the 12th century

B.c. Wén-Wang (% =), the first king of the Hsi-Chou (西 周)

dynasty, worked out sixty-four combinations.

In its later forms Pa-Kua provides very deep philosophical

problems. Theclassical ‘ Book of Changes’ is devoted to them.

But that is not a subject with which we are concerned in this

book ; what has to be noticed is the advance made from knotted

strings, which were only an aid to the memorizing of events

and could beeasily confused, to a method ofdirectly representing

human thought.

Thefirst kind of picture-writingis traditionally ascribedto the

invention of Ts‘ang-Chieh (4 #§), official recorder to the semi-

mythical Yellow Emperor, Huang-Ti (i& iff) (2679-2898 B.C.).

Obviously neither sources nor dates can be relied upon ; we can

only say that, whether or not Ts‘ang-Chieh was responsible for

them, they were definitely established in his time. Ts‘ang-

Chieh is said to have devised a primitive form of deed, which

was used for official counting, simple business transactions, and

affairs of like nature. The object he invented was something

like the English tally, and was called Hsii-Ch% (# 32), Notched-

stick. It consisted of a piece of wood engraved with a symbol.

The two people or parties concerned in the transaction would

divide it between them. Ts‘ang-Chieh, if certain ancient books

are to be believed, observed the marks of birds’ claws and
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animals’ foot-prints upon the ground, the shapes of shadows

cast by trees, and so on, and engraved rough representations

of their forms upon the sticks. Gradually these pictures came

to be recognized as elementary characters.

When first picture-characters came into use, human affairs

were comparatively simple. Hunting and fighting occupied a

large part of men’s lives, and in such events one either lost or

won the battle, shot or missed the bird. As life became more

complicated, additional characters were invented to meet the

new needsof society. Examplesofvery early picture-writing are

not easy to find in existing records. But recently a great many

tortoiseshell and animal bones of the Shang-Yin (i #) dynasty

(18th century B.c.) were found, bearing picture-characters en-

graved toformrecords. We can also get some idea of what early

characters lookedlike from bronzes of the same dynasty and of the

Chou(fé]) dynasty (12th century B.c.). Here are some examples:

fih (A), Sun: BH WO @ e. Notice how these

symbols pick out the solar attributes of roundness and radiat-

ing beams.

Yieh(A),Moon:}) (| @ =) &% / YA

crescent, a form in which the moon sometimes appears in the

sky, and in which it clearly differs from the sun. The char-

acter is engraved sometimes as a combination of twolines,

sometimes as a single heavy line.

Hsing () Star: Qo 9 av 0 oo €

Constellations in the sky have this appearance.

Yiin (2), Cloud : if A symbol conveying the sinuous or

curved shape of clouds.

[21]
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Yu (i), Rain: 人 ae i. Water falling down
from the sky.

Shan (il), NA Uda.
Mountain : 一 lb “ b v

A range of mountain peaks.

Shui (2k), Water: & ff fh 前
Ripples on the surface of moving water.

Shou (#2), Hand and Tsu & x y and 六 ( a Gy
foot :

Mo (@), Eye and K‘ou (4), Mouth: o ~ wm Wa and
roy.

Niu (4), Cow or ox: ¥ V W . A composite

character in which U4 UU represent two horns, and/ + |!
represent head and neck.

Yang

@); ¢ . Here we have the whole animal, but
Sheep:

sometimes sheep is written oF | oe, oes

with two horns and the head only.

Chu (3), Pig: 表 ¥. The whole body of the animal.

Yi (ft), Fish : 發 賞 i Q 入.

The fish complete with fins and tail.

Fu (#), Axe: a 同 T +.
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Chou (Jit), Ship or boat: DE ww 人

Hu (az),

Pot, jug, or gS f § ¢ 分 $ os $.

tankard :

House:

Ch‘iu (M), Prisoner: If (2 t- A man in jail.

CA‘(if), Worship: ey) @. A man kneeling in prayer.

Chieh (街) Street: » 站 a SE A foot walk-

ing in the street or by the side of the road.

These few examples of ancient Chinese characters are simply

pictures or imagesof things. In the etymological study of them

it is usual to look for three elements : image, sound, and mean-

ing. But the meaning is derived from the other two: if you

know exactly the image and sound, the meaningis necessarily

plain. In the course of time both sound and image became

considerably modified. It sometimes happens when comparing

the ancient and modern forms of the same character that the

reason for the meaningofthe latter is not immediately obvious,

because there seems to be no connexion with theoriginal image.

In these cases it is necessary to discover how the character was

constructed and formalized.

As I have said, the invention of the notched stick is dated

at about the 27th century B.c., and picture-characters were

drawn up into some sort of rough system at the same time.

Some thousand years later, about the 18th century B.c., during

the Shang-Yin dynasty, most of these picture characters were

engraved upon tortoiseshell or animal bones. These we call
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Chia-Ku-Wén ( 3c), Shell-and-Bone Writing. About
800 B.C. an Imperial Recorder named Chou(/#) drew up a system
of characters which was called Chou-Wén (f§ 3c) or Ku-Wéen

G& 3c) and was usually engraved on bronze. Later these char-
acters came to be known by philologists as Ta-Chiian (K #),
Great Seal. About 213 B.c., under the famous Ch‘in Shih-
Huang-Ti (3 43 = #7), who perpetrated the ‘ burning of the
books’, the Prime Minister Li Szu (4: #7) drew upan official index
of characters and fixed the written form for the use ofscholars.
This, which was known as the Hsiao-Chiian (/)) %), Small Seal,
contained more than 3,000 characters. It was an extremely
important step in the history of our calligraphy. Li Szu led the
way to the easy method of character-formation by phonetic
combination, for in all cases he merely combined a primitive
picture-character with a phonetic. As the need arose for new
characters, scholars added to Li Szu’s list by the method he
had invented, with the result that by A.D. 200 the number had
increased to over 10,000. At the present day it has reached
half-a-million.t And while increasing in number, the char-
acters underwent many changes of form, some of which were
for the sake of higher speed of execution, some for aesthetic
reasons, some through the improvement in writing materials.

The first standard work on Chinese etymology, the ‘ Shuo-
Weén-Chieh-Tziti’ (% 3C f¥ =), was the work of a scholar named
Hsii Shen (st) who was born about 86 B.c. It was not
printed until about A.D. 120. This contains the first classifica-
tion byradicals, radicals being the modern formsofthe primitive

1 The reader must not, however, be deterred by this from learning Chinese.
In order to read and speak with facility one need remember only atout 4,000
or even less.
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picture-symbols. Most later scholars have based their work
upon the ‘ Shuo-Wén’ (#t 3c). Hsii Shenclassified the ancient
characters under six heads, showing how they were constructed
and how new ones based upon them could be formed.

The characters are divided, in the first place, into Wen

(%), Simple Figures, and Tza (), Compounds. These two
classes are in turn subdivided. The simple figures may be
either (1) Images, Hsiang (&), or Imitative Symbols, Hsiang-
Hsing, (& Fé), or (2) Indicative Symbols—symbols indicating
an action, quality, event, &c.—Chih-Shih (4% 事).! The com-
pound characters are also subdivided into two: (3) Phonetic
Compounds Hsing-Sheng (\% #£), in which one part stands for
the meaning and the other for the sound, and (4) Logical Com-
binations Hui-I (@ #), in which each part of the character
contributes to the meaning of the whole. The ‘ Shuo-Wén’
gives two moreclasses of characters, (5) Chuan-Chu (#4 4) and
(6) Chia-Chieh ({ {&), both of which must be mentioned, though
neitherhas ever gained the universal acceptation of the otherfour.

Now let me restate these categories, with a few details and
examples, one by one.

(I) FIRST CATEGORY: Hsiang and Hsiang-Hsing, Imitative
Symbols or Images, sketches representing an object. I have
given some examples already ; here I will give further details.
The image can be divided into, four kinds—single, double, com-

bined and complex. |
(i) Single figures:

Ché (#), cart, * 人 or ©

Yen (#8), swallow, ap fi.

1 Literally, ‘a pointing at something’.
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(1) Double figures:

Chii (#8), looking at both sides, a ae,

Ping (dé), standing together, Dan Ad.

(iii) Combined figures:

Fu (ff), quiver, yh ai Mitt > two or three arrows —

in the quiver.

Shé ($$), to shoot, ly As fy an arrow, a

bow and a hand.

(iv) Complex figures: &

+,
Chiang (4%), boundary or border, 2 $@1O

0l
O

5

two fields with a stream or sand-hill between.

Chi (ib), corn-flail or winnower, = iy a corn-

flail set on a stand.

Simple figures are easy to detect from the pen-strokes,

position and outline. They are constructed upon the charac-

teristic shape of the object, such as:

Hsiang (&),
elephant, Bri S有 人 2

GH, (lia), Clese e, 臣

萬/ (虎), ttger,

Chitian (XK), io
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In these four figures it is easily possible to distinguish the

animals from the characters. There are very many characters

like these. I have already mentioned the sun, always round,

and the moon, which appears sometimesas a crescent.

(2) SECOND CATEGORY: Chih-Shih, Indicative Symbols,

figures which suggest the meaning, often by the idea of some

motion :

Tan (8), dawn or day-break, 9 2 9° o. The

sun rising above the horizon.

Ming (A), bright or clear, 4) ) >. A combina-

tion of sun and moon, which have in commontheattribute of

luminosity.

Li (at), to stand, £ iN k- The upper element

represents a man, the lower the earth; ic. a man standing

firmly on the ground.

Chih (#), to reach or go to, g. The upper part indi-

cates a bird, and the lower, land: a bird flying down to land.

The characters listed in this category by the ‘ Shuo-Wén’

are comparatively few. In form they are similar to those in

the first category ; in function they differ in being used exclu-

sively for abstract description and the expression of imaginative

ideas. They depict objects not according to their intrinsic

visual characteristics but as imaginative symbols.

(3) THIRD CATEGORY: Hsing-Sheng, Phonetic Compounds.

One element indicates the meaning, the other the pronuncia-

tion. Weare able to trace the way in which this type of char-

acter came into being. Primitive man could imitate sounds

before he could write. His first attempts at writing were done

with simple figures. Then he found that there were some
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things which he could not express by this means, and he devised

a clever expedient. He set beside the simple figure indicating

the main attribute of his meaning a second element having the

sound of what he wished to express. This extension of the

written language considerably enlarged its field of expression.

So now we have not one character only for such a thing as

water, of which there are many forms—rivers, lakes, seas,

oceans, &c.—but several, each describing a different form of

water, down to distinctions between great and small rivers,

calm and rough seas. The characters for river are examples of

such Phonetic Compounds. There is 從, Ho, of which the

left-hand element, 的 Shui, signifies simply water, and the right-

hand element, Oy , Ké, the sound of water flowing. That would

be a very wide river. Chiang, {3 of which the left side also

stands for water and the right, 3 , Kung, for the sound of water

flowing, would designate a rather narrower river. For Kung

is a higher pitched sound, as of water flowing from a height,

than Ho, which is the sound of a broad mass of water flowing

more slowly.!_ These are by no meansthe only characters for

river.

Here are some further examples of Phonetic Compounds.

Hu, {8D 5 lake: the left side, Ms means water and the right,

ép , Hu, conveys the sound. . Ya, AR crow : theleft side, As

gives the sound (we imitate the crow’s harsh call by * Ya-Ya’

1 To appreciate the onomatopoeic quality of Ho and Kung it is necessary

to speak the first in a whisper and to sing softly the second.
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instead of ‘ Caw-caw’ as in the West) and the rightside, a, is

the sign for bird. Wen, ff, to ask: PA, Men, door, is the

phonetic, and », K‘ou, means mouth—a mouth in a doorway

suggests asking. Wen, Fel , to hear (when spoken, a different

‘tone’ distinguishesthis character from the previous one) : an

ear, § , érh, to a crack in the door.

(4) FOURTH CATEGORY : Hut-I, Logical Combinations. The

meaning of each part of these characters, as with the characters

in the Third Category, contributes to the meaning of the whole,

but here the signification of the whole is a synthesis, not a
joining, of the meanings of the components. Hzz-I characters
were created, like Hsing-Sheng, to meet the needs of a social
life growing more complex, and they constitute a very subtle

development. They are something more than two simple
figures placed side by side, the one qualifying the other: their
meaning is ‘metaphorical’; it is a new thing, not logically
contained in the parts. Here are some:

Ch‘ung (#%)5 hy or \\, means‘all’, ‘ multitude’, ‘ many ’,

or ‘majority’. Originally it was a symbol composed of three

men, because in number at least one more than two is con-

sidered many.

Chou ((), 7 or $2, means‘to be similar ’, ‘ enemy ’, or

“to answer’. Originally it was & or 4%, two birds, some-

times fighting, sometimes answering each other.

Lung (J), R , means farm, agriculture. Originally it was

written 2. You can see @ representing ‘field’ or ‘land’,
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and @ or wa‘plough’. To plough the land is symbolical

of agriculture. In the second character there is in addition

the sign « representing the humanfoot.

Fu (4s) means woman, lady, matron. Originally it was Ve

or (5,. It is based upon the characters 為 and B, symbols

for a girl, and * and [e the simple forms for a broom. A

girl holds a broom to do housework, which is the duty of a

married woman.

Fa ({&) means to invade, attack. Originally it was written

Te 六 FA and the ot TR, The shapes of

a lance or spear (held by a man) can be discerned in

和 條 I + 1 . The forms of the char-

acters are different, but in each the inference to be drawn

from a soldier about to fight is expressed. ;

The principle of combining characters is not confined to the

uniting of two simple figures: it is possible to combine two

compound characters. The method by which this is accom-

plished is explained in the diagram on the opposite page (Fig.4).

I could give examples of very many characters constructed

in this way, but to do so would be to overburden this book

with examples and lead us away from our general purpose.

It might be supposed that provision had now been made

for every type of character which could be needed ; but, as we

know, the Chinese language is monosyllabic, with fewer sounds
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Indicative
Symbol

Phonetic (ge Logical
CompoundRed Combination

Imitative
Symbol

FIG. 4

than other languages, and this circumstance necessitated further
elaboration of the characters. So two more categories came
into being: Chuan-Chu and Chia-Chieh. They consist of
characters constructed in the ways we have already seen, but
used to signify different meanings. The two categories have
never had universally accepted meanings and even to-day are
still the subject of controversy in China. The following are
examples:

(5) FIFTH CATEGORY: Chuan-Chu. Characters ofthis type are
likened to water poured from onebottle into another—the water
is the same butthe bottle different. Their meanings are under-
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stood in an extended or derived sense, sometimes metaphorical

or figurative, occasionally inverted or even directly opposite

to the original. Chuan means to turn or transmit, Chu

means to explain or note: together they signify ‘to explain

by turning’ or ‘to express by reciprocation’. Thus two

Or more characters are constructed to explain one another.

For example: Lao (才 meaning ‘ old’, if the final upward

stroke is turned downward, becomes Kao (A meaning

“to examine ’ (youngsters are generally examinedbytheir elders).

T‘so and Yu Cz and %) mean left and right respect-

ively ; the ancient characters are and X , the second

being formed by reversing the first. The characters k and

(— and > in ancient writing) mean ‘ up’ and ‘ down’ ;

but by extension they also stand for above and below, superior

and inferior, &c. There are many possible ways of interpreting

the characters in this category and the best method is still in

dispute. No new words can be added to it except for the

purpose of explaining those already in existence. It can be

seen, however, how complicated the Chinese character has

become in the process of time, and how wide its scope.

(6) SIXTH CATEGORY: Chia-Chieh, Borrowed Characters.

To this category belong characters used in senses not originally

their own, either by reason of their sound or through associa-

tion or derived meaning. For instance, Ling (4>) originally

meant ‘an order’, and it has been ‘ borrowed’ for the mean-
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ings ‘ to give an order’ or ‘a person giving an order’. Chang

(4) means‘long’ as opposed to ‘short’, and has been “ bor-

rowed ’ to represent an adult, because heistaller than a child ;

or an aged person, because he is older than a youngster; or

an officer or governor, because he is a leader of others. Hsz

(西 was in ancient writing & & and 4, originally constructed

out of the bird returning to its nest at sunset; but as the

sun sets towards the West, this character has been permanently

borrowed for the meaning ‘west’. Péng (JH), in ancient

writing 易 was originally the image of the phoenix, and has

been permanently borrowed for the meaning friend ’, because

in our imagination this bird is always followed by a score of

other birds while flying.

To sum up: The Chinese written language has definitely

overcomethe difficulties which arose in the course of its develop-

mentand, still alive, preserves its independent tradition. It is

true that some of the present styles of the Chinese written

character, with which I shall deal in the next chapter, have so

far deviated from their original forms that there seems to be

no connexion between image and meaning ;—thus all the

advantage of Hsiang-Hsing has been lost ;—but a connexion

nevertheless exists, and a study of the accompanying chart

detailing the changes of Chinese written characters from the

28th century B.c. to the Han (#) dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 219),

taken from the large chart prepared by Mr. Hua Shih-Fu

( 4@ #), will reveal this. After Han times there are few

changes in stroke-making, but the evolution of different styles

of calligraphy brought changes in the shaping of the strokes.

The difference between the ancient script and the method.

3 [33 |]
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of writing after Han times is manifest, but there is not much
change in construction and shape. Clearly thefirst glyph of a
character—the original reduction of a concrete object to a few
simply written lines—must have been a task of great difficulty.
The ancient script has no consistent form, no definite sound, no

recognized position, and it could not have had any great use
because the number of its characters was so limited. And yet
the same idea remains evident in a character through all the
variations, without any confusion resulting. Thefirst imageis
a solid representation of the object; double lines are then
substituted for this; then a single simplified line; and then

different shapes of stroke come into being. The varying
methodsof construction to convey the same meaning must have
been inconvenient for daily use, for character-formation under-
went systematization and unification many times before the Han
dynasty ; but although nearly two thousand years have passed
since Han, no further radical change has occurred. Evidently
China reached the peak of her culture before the end of the
Han dynasty. And whatever limitations there may have been
to the practical uses of this Chinese ancient script, one cannot
but admire, from an artistic standpoint, its simple beauty.

In the present-day style of writing, though the original
image has in manycases beenlost, thereisstill a vivid enough
image to move the reader’s feeling and stir associations with
other characters. These images are complicated and the
characters include many elements. Just as a good picture may
send a man’s thought beyond the bounds of the frame, so a
character can move his imagination beyond itself. This is
what we mean when wesaythat‘ to look at the figure engenders
thoughts’. A character, being evolved from a picture, displays
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its meaning clearly through its appearance, even if it has no

sound.

It has been said that Chinese characters were derived from

ancient Babylonian and Egyptian. Wecan easily pass a judge-

menton thefirst of these propositions by examining the following

comparisons ! :
sun house hand comb bird

Ancient Babylonian : © 0 wl tl ¥
sun house hand broom swallow

Ancient Chinese : a 1 Y 說 小

Between the first two pairs of characters there is a difference

in the way of imaging the object. Both of the fourth pair have

a connexion with ladies, but in Babylonian the object is a comb

while in Chinese it is a broom. The similarity of construction

in the fifth pair is only very approximate.

Now let us compare the ancient Egyptian script with the

Chinese. For convenience I will divide my comparisons into

four groups:

(1) Similar in form and meaning:

Ancient Egyptian :
sun moon mountain water eagle silk eye knife

0oe® ws wa hed BE mm {yoo \}

Ancient Chinese :
sun moon mountain water eagle silk eye knife

no typ @U TTA AHL Ud

1] take these comparisons from ‘:Kuo-Wen-Tan-Su-I-Pan’, by Hua

Shih-Fu.
[ 36 ]
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(2) Similar in form but different in meaning :

; throne parallel line sieve

Ancient Egyptian:  [,\ \ ©

hundred rosy (}{% T‘ung) a conical cap

Ancient Chinese: ®B Y >

(3) Different in form but similar in meaning :

Ancient Egyptian :

leg stone window basket garden grass worship

jl @ B Y ww y St

Ancient Chinese :
leg- stone window basket garden grass worship

ei fo B88 gE te ens

(4) Both form and meaning different :

bottle lamp

Ancient Egyptian : Om) 44

mortar chief or master

Ancient Chinese : ey By

The above tables suggest that the processes of human

thought are probably very similar all over the world. It must

be the processes of expression which differ. Here, the method

of constructing a character in Chinese is seen to be ‘sketchy’,

while in Egyptian it is elaborate and exact. The onehas strong

simplified lines, andis ‘ idealistic’ ; the otheris “ photographic ’,

a kind of painting—‘realistic’. By the time that the Egyptian
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script had reached its greatest refinement, it had become incon-
venient for writing, and, incapable of modification to meet
the requirements of daily use, it fell away. But the Chinese
preserved a great capacity for development, and so it keeps
its life, yet without ever losing touch with its very ancient
origins.

The most marked difference between a Western language
and the Chinese is that the former is written horizontally from
left to right and the latter vertically from right to left. Aesthe-
tically it makes no difference whether Chineseis written vertically
or from therightor left, but to write horizontally with a Chinese
brush is not convenient because every Chinese character is con-
structed in a square and is always written from the top down-
wards.

Now let me draw some comparisons between Chinese and
those languages, such as Korean, Japanese and Hsi-Hsia (74 B),
which are derived from it:

Korean writing Chinese translation

ol Hl 認 去se Sie H-3ae E
oy ot 9h 4 aF
ol 0! ) os > <

9! 人 ~ ao
oF cL z 4

yal pe, RK Sd
Vv Hi[a2 3 及 tt
a ec A 4%: s

% 2 {P=4% 4 as 9
FIG. 6
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Japanese writing Chinese translation

ETI" H eRAR
pets EL %uR

yg i, = g
: ‘ FAR oy> 字
Fem A? wy e ee

Nat jes 3

ae , :
aeSF oA.道

FIG. 7

Hsi-Hsia writing Chinese translation

th BY Ait
WEB eS
: a tb 自 4aan natAe Bh at ee

455 @ ot %
Jae, ih 上
人 Si

49g he TG
a es Te po 8
Hi ye 12 yp 4

Fe 5k Fi
FIG. 8

It can be seen that Korean, Japanese, and Hsi-Hsia are

written in the same manner as Chinese: with a brush, from

right to left, and from the top of the page downwards. In

Korean the nouns and verbsare preserved exactly as in Chinese
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in regard to their form and meaning, but many of the other
words have circles and vertical lines which give a monotonous
appearance to the writing. In Japanese most of the Chinese
characters are employed without change in form or meaning,
only they are pronounced differently ; but the fact that the forms
of many of the subsidiary words are taken from Chinese Grass
or Regular writing and mixed with the native style upsets the
aesthetic balance of the whole. In the Hsi-Hsia example, not
a single character is exactly the same as its Chinese counterpart,
but their sounds and meanings are the same, and, taking the
pieces of writing as wholes, the type of stroke and method of
construction are similar. Hsi-Hsia, however, is poor aestheti-
cally ; the strokes are mechanical and crowd the imaginary
squares they fill. Hsi-Hsia writing is only employed in a small
area, a part of the Kan-Su province of China, and it has no
great importance. Koreans and Japanese are very fond of
hanging calligraphy in their houses, but, significantly enough,
not usually their own calligraphy but Chinese.

[ 40 ]



III

THE STYLES

DO not propose to burden the reader with a detailed

| description of the historical development of the various

styles in Chinese calligraphy ; I am anxious to avoid bor-

ing him with dates and unfamiliar names. What I wish him

to understand are the aesthetic and technical matters essential

to appreciation. But some general sketch of the principal

styles in the order of their creation is necessary, and this I

shall give in the fewest possible words.

Betweentheoriginal invention of written characters, ascribed

to Ts‘ang-Chieh (25th century B.c.), and the Shell-and-Bone

characters of the Shang-Yin dynasty (18th century B.C.), varia-

tions and new forms were doubtless devised, but there exists

no record of them. After Shell-and-Bone comes Ku-Wén, a

style of character used for the inscriptions engraved on the

bronze vessels and objects ofthe Chou(ji) dynasty (12th century

B.C.). No standardization was achieved in this style, the

different bronzes showing a great variety of forms of the same

character. Later in the dynasty, Chou (/#), a Recorder at the

Court of the Emperor Hsiian (#), invented a newstyle called

Ta-Chiian, Great Seal, which he described in a book entitled

‘ Fifteen Essays on the Great Seal’. This new style seems to

have been adopted and, with slight local variations, widely used
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until the Ch‘in dynasty (246-207 B.c.), when the separate feudal
States of China became united under one Emperor and the
Prime Minister Li Szu decidedto unify thescripts of the various
states, and to this end devised the style now called Hsiao-Chiian,
Small Seal. This style, which was based on the one used in
the Ch'in state, was a modification of the Great Seal Style and
was more suitable for universal use. Next, in the period from
Ch'in to Han (the Han dynasty lasted from 206B.c.to A.D. 219),
there gradually developed, through many processes of change
and simplification, the Li or Official Style. The invention of
the final form of Lz-Shu (2 #)is attributed to a certain Ch‘éng
Miao (## #). The Pa-Fen (A 3) Style, which was also devised
during the Han period, is closely related to Li-Shu. After
Han, as a consequence of improvement in the writing instru-
ments, three further styles were produced which quickly gained
acceptance and have remained to this day the most widely
used of all the styles: K‘ai-Shu (## #), Hsing-Shu (4 #)
and Ts‘ao-Shu (& #) Regular, Running, and Grass. Though
not actually simpler than Li-Shu, these three styles are quicker
to write and offer a wider range of stroke and construction,
besides being generally more convenient in practice.

But while, for general use, K‘ai-Shu, Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-
Shu became permanently established, the older styles continued
to be practised by calligraphers. For artistic purposes no dis-
tinction was—or is—made between the ancient and thelater
scripts. Calligraphers practised them all, though they might
specialize in any one of their preference. With the passage of
centuries an almost unimaginable variety of styles has been
evolved. And still there is room for novelty! Every new
style has, however, derived—as, I am convinced, every new
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style must in future derive—from the ancient foundations.

That is why budding calligraphers still dutifully study the old

styles and techniques.

Neglecting the minorstyles, I will now deal briefly with the

five principal ones only : Chiian-Shu, Li-Shu, K‘ai-Shu, Hsing-

Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu. Only the most general forms of each will

be considered, though it should be understood that each is

susceptible of considerable individual variation.

CHUAN-SHU OR SEAL STYLE

Under this general heading I am including Shell-and-Bone

writing, Ku-Wén or Ancient Script, Great Seal and Small Seal.

The recent excavations in Honan province have brought to

light many interesting examples of the most ancient Chinese

script. Bones of animals and tortoiseshells, of considerable

archaeological value, have been dug up and found to bear

characters engraved upon them. The well-composed patterns

and linear qualities of these characters have suggested new

methods of treatment to calligraphers. But so far few have

distinguished themselves by their inventions. The only im-

portant namesin this field are Lo Chén-Yii (#2 tg 玉) and Yeh

Yii-Shen (# 3: #) (Fig. 10).

The Ku-Wén Style occurs in the characters inscribed on

bronzes in the period before the invention of Ta-Chiian (Great

Seal). The arrangement and interrelation of the lines of the

characters differ in every example, but each has its own value

and beauty. The ancient bronzes were used in important

national ceremonies and at the services of ancestor worship. As

is to be expected, therefore, the characters are dignified and

sublime, and designed to endure for many generations. The

[ 43 ]



 
FIG. 9.—A SPECIMEN OF CHARACTERS FROM A SHANG-YIN TORTOISESHELL

(Collection of Chin-Shon Hall, Shanghai)
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most talented calligraphers of the day were doubtless employed

to engrave them, but unfortunately no trace of their names and

careers remains. The process of engraving upon bronze and

stone is an art in itself. In Chinese it is termed Chin-Shih-

Hsiieh (& 4 #2), the Study of Metal and Stone. All through the

centuries Chinese scholars have made it a subject of study

and discussion.

Manylater calligraphers have imitated the Ku-Wén Style

in order to train their eyes to well-balanced construction and

their hands to strength of stroke. Down to the last dynasty,

writers have been in the habit of refreshing their minds and

technique by practising Ku-Wén, and all the most renowned

exponents have distinguished themselves in this style.

Ta-Chiian (Great Seal) is not very different from Ku-Wén

(Ancient Script): it is a synthesis of the variants of that style.

The most famous and admired examples of it, the “ Stone Drum

Inscriptions ’, have for centuries been the subject of enthusiastic

comment by scholars. The prominent T‘ang dynasty writer,

Han Yii ( #&), composed a long poetic eulogy in praise of

these characters. His fine poem makes us vividly aware of their

firmly patterned strength. The drums were discovered in the

Pao-Chii district of Shensi, and are treasures for both calligrapher

and archaeologist. Copies of them are now kept in the gateway

to the Temple of Confucius in Peip‘ing. Unfortunately only

two hundred characters remain, and the numberless rubbings

of them taken by scholars has left even these in a very worn

condition (Fig. 16). Wu Ta-Chén (4 大 @&) and Wu Chang-

Shih (吳 & 7M) are famous exponents of Ta-Chiian.

As has already been explained, previous to the unification

of China under the first Emperor of Ch‘in, each of the feudal
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FIG. II.—INSCRIPTION ON A BRONZE FIG. I12.—INSCRIPTION ON A COVER OF

BELL OF A DUKE OF CH, HSI CHOU PEI-YU TUN (BRONZE BOWL) OF CHOU

(K&B #8) (自&)
(National Museum, Peip‘ing) (National Museum, Peip‘ing)
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FIG. 16.—PART OF THE INSCRIPTION ON THE STONE DRUMS

(Collection of Ch'in Ch‘ing-Tséng, Soochow)
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By Wu Chang-Shih, one of the most prominent painters and calligraphers of the
He was especially noted for his Stone-Drum-Inscription style.

art critics are of the opinion that Wu Chang-Shih’s talent in painting, as shown in both
the pattern and the shape of his strokes, is due to his training in handling the brush
for Ta-Chiian characters

(Collection of P‘ing Tén-Ké, Shanghai)
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states used its own form of the Great Seal Style. Then the

Prime Minister, Li Szu, with the help of some of his subordin-

ates, unified the various modes into the Small Seal Style. He

also, incidentally, added a number of new characters to meet

the demands of the increasingly complex society he governed.

This Small Seal Style (Hsiao-Chiian) has a standard character

for each object and action, and does not confuse the mind with

a variety of forms as does the Great Seal.1 This was an im-

portant stage in the development of Chinese culture, affecting

not only etymology butcalligraphy and painting as well. Learn-

ing could be more easily disseminated with a standard script.

All the irregularities of the ancient writing were dropped, and

each character was made to ‘occupy ’ an imaginary square. On

this basis were built all the later styles of writing.

Thereis a record that the first Emperor of Ch‘in,on hisvisit

to the east of his kingdom, madesix stone engravings recording

his victories and distinctions. Unfortunately only two still

exist : one on the Lang-Ya Terrace (#% 39 2), the other on Tai

Shan ; and in the course of the centuries even these have been

badly damaged. The famous J-Shan Pez (i \l) 2),a memorial

on I-Mountain in the Province of Shantung,is not the original

written in Ch‘in times but a copy made by Hsii Hsiian (#f #%)
of the Southern Tang dynasty. It cannot be claimed that this

Pei (##) faithfully reproduces the original Small Seal Style as

devised by Li Szu, but it is considered by students of this

style to be of considerable merit, and it cannot be overlooked.

1 Many writers translate Hsiao-Chiian as ‘Lesser Seal’. I consider this

misleading. It suggests that the style was throughout simpler than the Great

Seal and that its characters had a smaller numberof strokes, whereas although

this was true of some of the characters it was not true of all.
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THE STYLES

In the reproduction of it (Fig. 18), it will be seen that the

characters are of uniform size, and every line is of equal thick-

ness, smoothly curved and well balanced. The style has two

other names: Yii-Ching-Chiian (fii 3), which means Jade

Muscle Seal Writing, and T‘ieh-Hsien-Chiian (%% #8 2) or Iron

Wire Seal Writing (the last a term also used in figure painting).

It is a style muchpractised by calligraphers and painters with

the object of acquiring assurance of stroke and mastery of

pattern. Li Yang-Ping (4 & tk) of T’ang dynasty, uncle of

the famous poet Li P‘o ( A), was a devoted follower of Li

Szu, and a pioneer of this style; later calligraphers adopted

his work as a model. Succeeding generations of Small Seal

writers blended elements from other styles with the original,

in this way giving play to their individual taste. Of these

numerous modifications I can give only a few examples here,

but they will be sufficient to show how much variation within

the bounds ofa single style is possible in Chinese calligraphy.

Although seal writing had originally no connexion with

the engraving of seals, it is nevertheless always used for that

purpose. The designing and carving of seals, itself a form of

art, developed independently. But without a thorough ac-

quaintance with the ancient Seal writing, it is very difficult to

appreciate the beauty ofseals.

[ 53 ]



 
FIG. 18.—A MEMORIAL ON I-MOUNTAIN FIG. I9.—A DESCRIPTION OF SAN-FEN

A copyof Li Szu’s, by Hsti Hsiian-of South By Li Yang-Ping, a famouscalligrapher of T‘ang
‘ang who specialized in Hsiao-Chiian

(Collection of Tsai Yti-Ting, Nanchang) (Collection of Tsai Yii-Ting, Nanchang)
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FIG. 20.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Téng Shih-Yi (|) 44 如),
a calligrapher of Ch‘ing, well
known for his work in every style
and famousas the great reviver of

the old calligraphy. In this ex-
amplehis great talent is apparent
in the design of each character
and the evenness of the strokes

(Collection of P‘ing-Tén-Ké,
Shanghai)

FIG. 2I1.—A LINE OF POETRY

By Wu Chang-Shih (cf. Fig. 17)

(Collection of P‘ing-Tén-Ké, Shanghai)
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FIG. 22.—SOME CHARACTERS FROM AN ESSAY

By Chao Chih-Ch‘ien (#8 2 #f), a statesman, calligrapher, painter and seal-en-
graver of Ch‘ing. The design of his characters has peculiar charm and his strokes are
very graceful. We consider, however, that his work shows feminine characteristics, and
though undoubtedly good, is not so fine as the powerful work of Téng Shih-Yii

(Collection of Chiang Ta-Ch‘uan, Kiu-Kiang)
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By Ho Shao-Chi ({nJ #4 3£), a learned scholar and historian of Ch‘ing dynasty

As a calligrapher, he is particularly remarkable for his K‘ai-Shu or Regular Style.
In this example it will be noticed that the number and arrangementof strokes of Hsiao-
Chiian is adopted, though the pattern is different. The strokes have a free appearance.
One can almostfeel the writer letting his brush turn in his hand, following the curves

of the characters

(Collection of Cathay Publishers, Shanghat)
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FIG. 24.—A POEM

By Yang Fa (## 7%), a specialist in Ku-Wén writ-
ing. In this example the squared circles of Ti.‘Shu
have been blended with many elements of Ku-Wer
The rippling or quivering movement of the strokes is
very charming to the eye. It is by no means an easy
style to write unless one has thoroughly mastered the
Chiian-Shu

(Collection of Cathay Publishers, Shanghai)
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FIG. 25.—A POEM
By Yi Li-Hstin (伊 立 勳),

a living calligrapher

(Collection of Ta-Ch‘uan
Hall, Kiu-Kiang)



THE STYLES

LI-SHU OR OFFICIAL STYLE

L1-Shu is said to be the invention of acertain Ch‘éng Miao of

Ch‘in dynasty (246-207 B.c.). Ch‘éng Miao had the misfortune

to offend the first Emperor of Ch‘in and was thrown into the

prison of Yiin-Yang (§§), where he lay for ten years, brooding

over a new style of writing. Ultimately he produced about

three thousand characters in the style we now call Li-Shu,

and, in consideration of this amazing achievement, wasset free

and promoted to a high position in the government. Hisstyle

was adopted almost universally for official purposes, for which

it was much more convenient than Seal writing, which the clerks

found slow and laborious. At first Li-Shu was regarded as a

kind of shorthand, and was used only by clerks and officials.

Indeed, Lz in Chinese means‘ clerk ’, and the style is sometimes

called Clerical Style. It is also called Tso-Shu (2 #), ‘ Tso’

meaning ‘to help ’—a help to quicker and easier writing. Later,

the Emperor’s orders, the government proclamations, and the in-

scriptions on ceremonial vessels used at public services all came

to be written in Li-Shu. No authentic record exists to prove

whether the original examples of this style were beautiful in

appearance or merely serviceable, but it is clear that later

developers of it have adopted beauty rather than convenience

as their standard. By the Han period Li-Shu was established

as one of the standard styles and used, probably, more exten-

sively than any other. All kinds of stone monuments and public

documents were written in it. Unfortunately most of the Han

writings are unsigned, so we shall never know the names of the

great Li-Shu stylists of those times. But this does not pre-

vent us from appreciating thestyle itself: the firm, decorative
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characters, and the varied shapes of stroke (Figs. 26 and 27)
which transformed the circular, curved and rounded lines of

Small Seal into the square, the polyangular and the straight.
Strictly speaking, there are three forms of Li-Shu: the Li-

Shu of Ch'in, the Li-Shu of Early Han and the Li-Shu of Later
Han. Thelast is often termed Pa-Fen, and has somewhat the

same relation to earlier forms of Li-Shu that Hsiao-Chiian has
to Ya-Chiian. A vast amount of discussion has taken place
as to the origin and significance of the name Pa-Fen. But the
question is one for archaeologists, and we can content ourselves
here with noting the change from rugged uneven strokes to

smooth, even, decorative, and regularly incised ones.
The Later Han period saw a sudden leap forward in the

art of calligraphy, mainly due, no doubt, to the improvement
of the writing instruments. It becamepossible for calligraphers
to express their talents freely, shaping their strokes with varied
thickness and rendering them steady or hasty, heavy or light,

dry or wet, square or circular as taste demanded. These
facilities were denied to the earlier writers, who worked upon

bronze and stone with knives that could not be turned with
any ease. Henceforward the possibilities of calligraphy as an

art were developed to an astounding degree. The designing

of the characters had been regarded as a fine art even in the

days when the symbols were almost wholly pictorial; but now
the technique was developed till calligraphy could rank, as a
means of expression, with any other of the fine arts. It is a
tragedy that of the writings of T‘sai Yung (#4 &), who was con-

sidered the finest calligrapher of Han times, and who specialized

in Pa-Fen Style, no authentic examples remain ; we have only

records of the opinions of his contemporaries.

[60]



 
FIG. 26.—AN EPITAPH OF TS‘AO-CH‘UAN OF HAN (HY 4 厂)

A good example of Pa-Fen. The strokes are shaped very beautifully. ‘Thousands

of calligraphers have been inspired by this specimen to practise sedulously, and some

of them have produced fine work

(Collection of Ch'in Ch'ing-Tséng, Soochow)
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FIG. 27.—THE HSI-P‘ING FIG. 28.—THE BROKEN EPITAPH OF
( 漢

西

平所 DOCTRINE OF WEI TS‘AO-CHEN (Zi BF 貞 BB)

(Collection ofes Ta-Ch‘uan, (Collection of Chiang Ta-Ch‘uan,
Kiu-Kiang) Kiu-Kiang)
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IG. 29.—THE CHIN-KAN DOCTRINE
1 TAI-SHAN (dt 74 #& il) 4 HH #8)
The most famous stone engraving that

er existed. 980 characters, each nearly
o feet square, still remain undamaged.
ney are considered to be an excellent
»del for big poster characters

‘Collection of C. Y. Tseng, Nanking)
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FIG. 30.—A STONE INSCRIPTION OF TSSUAN-PAO-TZU

($ #{ 子 @P) oF THE CHIN PERIOD

In this style, the shaping of the strokes and the making of
the patterns are done in a peculiar, almost geometrical way.
Some elements of K‘ai-Shu are incorporated

(Collection of Tsai Yii-Ting, Nanchang)
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FIG. 3I1.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Chu I-Tsun Ex pa Te) a well-known scholar and a great writer and calli-

grapher, who specialized in the Pa-Fen style. Notice howskilfully he handles his
brush, and howscrupulous is his perception of nature

(Collection of Cathay Publishers, Shanghat)
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PLATE II

An example of Li-Shu, by Shih-Tao (41 ), the mostbrilliant painter of the early

Ch‘ing period. Shih-Tao has exercised a dominating influence on all subsequent

Chinese art. As a calligrapher he specialized in Chiian-Shu and Li-Shu. But his strokes

and patterns are designed according to his own particular taste

(Collection of Cathay Publishers, Shanghai)
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FIG. 32.—HSU TA-FU CHIH (#F KR 誌)

a Chén a-Shéng (BR 2 4),2 calligrapher of the Ming period. The deriva-

of his style from a Li-Shu he Northern Wei period is observable. The
ao ern is very oleeasin

了 1 of Chang Lai-Kung, Nanking)
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FIG. 33.—A SHORT ESSAY

By Chin Tung-Hsin (金 冬 af}), one of the so-called ‘ eight queer painters’ of
Ch'ing. His calligraphy is distinguished by the square endsof the strokes. Obviously
the brush was held in a slanting position,like that of a varnish-painter, and his writing
is accordingly called Chi-Shu or Varnish Style. It is a mixture of Li-Shu and K<ai-
Shu, and testifies to an undoubted queerness in the calligrapher’s nature

(Collection of Cathay Publishers, Shanghai)
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THE STYLES

I have been able to give only a few of the most famous

examples of Li-Shu. The innumerable variations which were

evolved must be left to the reader’s imagination.

K‘AI-SHU OR REGULAR STYLE

Chronologically, K‘ai-Shu does not, strictly speaking, follow
Li-Shu. A style known as Chang-Ts‘ao—a rapid, abbreviated

style—came between. Butthis I shall deal with later, under

the heading of Ts‘ao-Shu.

The Regular Style is acombination of the modified Li Style,

of which it preserved the essential characteristics of squareness
and precision, and the Chang-Ts‘ao mentioned above, the features
of which are simplicity and speed. At one time the Lz Style was
sometimes called K‘ai-Shu, a name descriptive of its contrasting
elements—K‘ai meaning ‘model’ and 7s‘ao meaning ‘ grass’,
the whole signifying ‘ rough’ or ‘ care-free’. In practice, both
Li-Shu and Chiian-Shu always tended towards Ts‘ao-Shu, but

in K‘ai-Shu there was an inflexible regularity of design that
earnedfor it the additional name of Chéng-Shu (iE #) or Regular.

It is impossible to say exactly who originated this style.
We have seen that by the end of the Han period manyindividual
variations of Li-Shu had been developed: the elements of the
future Regular Style are to be found among these variations.
But in the four hundred years from Han to T‘ang so many
scores of scholars of the utmost importance in the history of
Chinese calligraphy lived and worked that it is very difficult
to particularize at all. Some of their stone inscriptions, par-
ticularly those of the Northern Wei period (a.D. 220-64), have
roused the enthusiasm of Ch‘ing-dynasty and present-day
scholars to lyricism.
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Popularly, Chung Yu (8 £%) is consideredto be the patriarch

of K‘ai-Shu, on account of his stone inscription Ho-K‘é-Chieh-

Piao (& ¥8 té #%). The most famousof all Chinese calligraphers,

Wang Hsi-Chih (£ # Z) of the Chin (#) dynasty, waschiefly

distinguished for his K‘ai-Shu. He was fortunate in being

highly favoured by the second Emperor of Tang, the great T‘ai

Tsung (# 太 3%), who was himself no mean calligrapher. This

Emperor was devoted to Wang’s writing and took the utmost

pains to collect examples of it, for which he paid very high

prices. The court officials were commanded to imitate them,

and a fashion was thus started which has prevailed to the

present day. Young writers still like to model their style on

that of Wang Hsi-Chih.

Other well-known calligraphers who have developed indi-

vidual types of K‘ai-Shu include Ou-Yang Hsiin (& & #)),

Yui Shih-Nan (tt ) and Chu Sui-Liang (# # &).

In mid-T‘ang, during the period which we regard as the

Golden Age of Chinese culture, the writer Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing

(#8 8 $e) made a drastic change from the elegant slender stroke

created by Wang, to a broad, muscular, rigid one (Fig. 39).

Another master, Liu Kung-Chiian (fi) 2 #2), made the frame-

work of his characters even more ‘ bony’ (Fig. 37). By the

beginning of Sung times (A.D. 960-1279), the possibilities of

K‘ai-Shu seemed to have been exhausted, for the style had

come to a standstill ; but once again the impact of new person-

alities refreshed it, and we have the writings of Su Tung-P‘o

(Ae 3K YE), Huang T‘ing-Chien (# = ), Mi Fei (米 市 and

T‘sai Hsiang (#¢ 32). In the Yiian (jt) dynasty (A.D. 1279-

1368) Chao Meng-Fu (i i: J&) evolved a style of his own, and

his work is probably the best K‘ai-Shu written at that period.
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FIG. 34.—PART OF A LETTER

By Chung Yu, of Wei. This showsthe true beginning of K‘ai-Shu

(Collection of Tai Liang-Mo, Peip‘ing)
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FIG. 35.—HUANG TING-CHIN

By Wang Hsi-Chih, of Chin. The inscription being written on a small scale, the
original force has unfortunately been lost in repeated rubbing and engraving

(Collection of Chén Tzii-Ming, Shanghai)
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FIG. BMcaTCHENACUNG (九 成 宮)

By Ou-Yang Hsiin (BK 陽 詢), ascholar and calligrapher of T‘ang dynasty. Each

character is strongly constructed and designed and the strokes are sharp and powerful.
One imagines the artist to have been a well-built man with a fine, handsome appearance

(Collection of Chang Lai-Kung, Nanking)
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FIG. 37.—HSUAN-PI PAGODA

By Liu Kung-Chiian (柳 ZS FE), a scholar and calligrapher. His style might at
first glance be mistaken for that of Ou-Yang Hsiin. But Liu’s strokes have greater
“boniness ’ and the construction of the character is more elongated. The inscription
suggests a slender but well-covered figure belonging to a man careful in carrying out a
thing from start to finish

(Collection of Tsai Yti-Ting, Nanchang)
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FIG. 38.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Huang T‘ing-Chien, a writer, poet and calligrapher. The sharp, stiff strokes of

his style indicate his obstinate character and determination to work out his own ideas

(Collection of Chén Txti-Ming, Shanghai)
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FIG. 39.—AN EPITAPH ON MAO-SHAN

{ By Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing (68 J& Jpl}), a high official in the army, a statesman andcal-
ligrapher. Thechief characteristic iis the heavy structure with the ‘ flesh’ of the strokes
tightly bound on to the ‘bones’. One can feel the artist pouring the energyof his
whole body into his writing, which is full of indications of his strong character and
sincerity in affairs

(Collection of Chiang Ta-Ch‘uan, Kiu-Kiang)
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FIG. 40.—HSIAO-YAO-FU

By Su Tung-P‘o (#& Hi Yk), statesman, writer, poet, painter and calligrapher of

the Sung dynasty. In his style one can discern the loose flesh and easy manner of a

fat person. Su Tung-P‘o’s reputation as a happy humorist has engendered the saying

that one can live longer if one practises Su Tung-P‘o’s style

(Collection of Chiang Ta-Ch‘uan, Kiu-Kiang)
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FIG. 41.—KWEI-CHU-LAI-TZU

By Prince Ch‘éng (mq ¥# =F) of the

Ch‘ing dynasty. The charm of stroke and
pattern resembles, onefeels, the shy glances
of a younggirl

(Collection of Chang Lai-Kung, Nanking)
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FIG. 42.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Chang Yii-Chao (ie #$ Zl),
statesman and calligrapher. His style
shows the great influence of Wei stone-
rubbings. He has onlya fewfollowers,
because his brush-workis very difficult
to be achieved

(Collection of Chang Lai-Kung,

Nanking)
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FIG. 43.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Ho Shao-Chi ( 紹 基), whom we have already seen as a Seal writer. Here

we see his special way of shaping the strokes and making the patterns. Theeffect is by

no means soft if you compare it with the work ofYen Chéng-Ch‘ing. It is very difficult

to copy and beginners are advised not to attempt it

(Collection of the Author)
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FIG. 45.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Chao Chih-Ch‘ien (8 之 Fr), an example of whose writing we have seen in the

Seal Style. Here he follows the style of the stone inscriptions of Southern T‘ang. A
different way of shaping the strokes is apparent, and an individual mode of construct-
ing the characters

(Collection of Chang Lai-Kung, Nanking)
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Of the Ming (#8) dynasty writers (A.D. 1368-1644) Tung Ch‘i-

Ch‘ang (# it &) is the most notable exponent. From the

Ch‘ing (i) dynasty to the present time, writers have tried to

put new blood into their imitations of the old masters by in-

corporating elements from ancient stone inscriptions. I have

given (pages 69-79) a few examples of the many variations of

K‘ai-Shu that have been created.

It can safely be said that K‘ai-Shu is the most typical style
of Chinese calligraphy. Though strongly differentiated from

both Li-Shu and Chiian-Shu, it holds an uncontested place both

as a practical medium for daily use and as a graphic art. Each

individual variant has, as we shall see later, its corresponding

version in Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu.

HSING-SHU OR RUNNING STYLE

Hsing-Shu or Running Style was the invention of Liu Té-

Sheng (4) # Ft), of the Later Han period. Inits most highly

developed form it departs from the strict formality of Lz-Shu.

The angles of Li-Shu are softened and a great deal of movement

and ease added. Both this style and Chang-Ts‘ao (# ®) were

created before the real K‘az-Shu was established. Hsing-Shu

cannot therefore be said to have derived from K‘ai-Shu ; itisa

parallel style which prevailed at the same time. As the Regular

Style developed and ramified it was inevitable that one varia-

tion should be a combination of K‘ai-Shu and Hsing-Shu. The

two found each other good companions, and became, indeed,

inseparable ; every type of K‘ai-Shu came to have a corre-

sponding type of Hsimg-Shu. Running hand, as its name

suggests, allows of freer handling and more vivid movement.

[ 80]



 
 

PLATE III

Féng-Chii-T‘ieh (長 a 帖), by Wang Hsi-Chih ( 王 #§ 22). This, the only piece
of Wang’s writing which has survived, was done in the fourth century A.D. It is a very
pleasing specimen of Hsing-Shu .

(Palace Museum, Peip‘ing)



 



THE STYLES

It has usurped the old position of K‘az-Shu as the most popular

style for daily use, besides achieving recognition as one of the

most artistic styles. K‘at-Shu now occupies a subordinate

place in the training of calligraphers.

The Lan-Ting-Hsii (i = *) of Wang Hsi-Chih is con-
sidered to be the best work ever done in Hsimg-Shu. Unfortu-

nately most of the rubbingsof it found in China nowadays are

taken from copies made in the T‘ang period which have probably

lost the quality of the original.

The strokes and patterns of Hsimg-Shu are designed and

executed every bit as carefully as those of K‘az-Shu, only they

are written in a quicker way. The strokes and dots which in

K‘ai-Shu are separate are usually joined in Hsing-Shu, and, in

the piece, Hsing-Shu has a fluency not possessed by the more

formal style. Though closely related to K‘ai-Shu, Hsing-Shu

can also manifest the influence of Li-Shu and Pa-Fen.

In the following examples the reader will be able to make

his own comparisons between the various modesofthe style.

Most of the pieces are by artists famous for their painting as

well as for their calligraphy, and should therefore, incidentally,

serve the purpose of collectors wishing to identify paintings by

one or other artist. It is worth while also to compare them

with the K‘ai-Shu examples on pages 69 to 79, especially those

by the same calligraphers (e.g. Figs. 43 and 52 by Ho Shao-

Chi). It is even more worth while to compare them with the

examples of Ts‘ao-Shu later on (pages 94 to I04).

6 [ 81 ]
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FIG. 46.—PART OF A POEM

By Mi Fei (3K Th): One thinks of a striking tubby figure walking along a road,

unaware, apparently, of any one but himself. The style is very different from both

Wang’s and Yen’s

(Palace Museum, Peip‘ing)
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FIG. 47.—A POEM
By the Emperor Hui Tsung (gf 4%), of Sung (4€), a gifted scholar, painter and

calligrapher. He distinguished himself in calligraphy by a special style to which he
gave the name of Slender Gold. The above is an example. His writing shows him
to have been tall, thin, handsome figure

(Palace Museum, Peip‘ing)
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By ‘ Old Lotus’ Chén Lao-Lien (陳 老 閣 ), a great painter and calligrapher of the

Ch‘ing period. He has a highly individual way of shaping his strokes and constructing his

characters. He has absorbed some qualities from Wang and Huang

(Palace Museum, Peip‘ing)
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By K‘ang Yu-Wei ( 有 為), a widely read scholar, statesman, and calligrapher.
His style shows many elements found in Wei rubbings. He has taken the lead in the
new era of calligraphy begun in modern times
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FIG. 54.—A COUPLET

By T’an Yen-K‘ai (7m WE fi), late President and late Premier of the Chinese

Republic. He was a faithful follower of Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing’s Style. This couplet was
written specially for the author.

(Collection of the Author)
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FIG. 55.—A POEM

ByYi Yu-Jén (FF A f£),
the president of Chien Tsa
Yuan of the present govern-
ment, a statesman and widely
known living calligrapher.
His style shows him to possess
a cultured and care-free per-
sonality with the tastes of an
antiquarian

(Collection of Chang Lai-
Kung, Nanking)

Ae
FIG. eeOF A POEM

By Chéng Hsieh. (Cf. Fig. 44.)

(Collection of the Author)
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THE STYLES

TS‘AO-SHU OR GRASS STYLE

AsI have already explained, the variety of Ts‘ao-Shuknown
as Chang Ts‘ao wasin existence before K‘ai-Shu. Controversies
still rage as to the identity of the inventor. Somerecords pro-
pose the Han Emperor Chang, arguing from the name; others
prefer T‘sai Yung or Tu Ts‘o (#t #). The meaning of the
word chang is ‘essay’ or ‘chapter’; f¢s‘ao signifies ‘ grass’
and has besides the adjectival sense of ‘rough’. The two
words combinedgive us the expression ‘ rough essay’ or ‘ rough
draft’, something written quickly and perhaps carelessly.
Ts‘ao-Shu may be supposed to have been written, in the first
instance, in a hurried, sketchy manner, for the sake of con-
venience ; but, later, scholars found a certain beauty in it and
an interest in practising and perfecting it. Each character in
the Chang-Ts‘ao Style is written separately and thestyle thus
differs from the later Ts‘ao-Shu. The undulating movement
of the strokes was doubtless derived from Li-Shu, especially
from the Pa-Fen variety.

The later Ts‘ao-Shu, developing simultaneously with K‘ai-
Shu and Hsing-Shu, grew more and more care-free and‘ grassy ’,
as the following examples show. The uncurbed force and
rapidity of the style causes every character in a complete piece
to have both an inherent anda visible link with the rest. For
this reason many descriptive names have been given to special
variations of Ts‘ao-Shu, such as Flying Grass, Scattered Grass,
Twining Silk Grass.

Generally speaking, Chiian-Shu and Li-Shu are the most
decorative styles, and are used on important occasions for the
sake of their beauty and dignity. For practical use their incon-
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FIG. 58.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Chang Chih (張 =) of the later Han period. His style retains something of

the quality of Li-Shu

(Collection of Tsai Yti-Ting, Nanchang)
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FIG. 59.—SHIH-CH‘I-TIEH

By Wang Hsi-Chih, whose graceful and fluent T's‘ao-Shu has dominated the minds
of all Chinese scholars through the centuries. The stone engraving from which this
rubbingis taken is probably not the original, much of the quality of which has been lost

(Collection of the Shanghai Commercial Press)
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FIG. 61.—A PART OF AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY

By a monk, Huai Su ([# x), of the T“ang period,a calligrapher who specialized in
Ts‘ao-Shu. He was very fond of wine, and wrote quickly and beautifully whilst he was
drunk. Being very poor, and lacking money to buy paper, he planted many banana
trees in his native home and used the leaves for writing. He called his writing ‘ The
calligraphyof an intoxicated immortal’. From his style one can imagine his appearance

(Palace Museum, Peip‘ing)
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By Huang T‘ing-Chien. This example shows Huang’s character moreclearly than
his K‘ai-Shu and Hsing-Shu. It is considered to be his best work

(Palace Museum, Peip‘ing)



 
FIG. 64.—PART OF AN ESSAY

By Chu Yiin-Ming (aie 510 HA). It displays the same character as his Hsing--Shu

(Collection of Chiang Ta-Ch‘uan, Kiu-Kiang)
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PLATE V

By Tung Ch‘i-Ch‘ang

( HL 8), alearnedscholar,
statesman, painter, and cal-

ligrapher. He has combined

most of the well-known styles

and created one of his own.

‘This piece of Ts‘ao-Shushows

atendencytowardsHsing--Shu

(Collection of Cathay Pub-
lishers, Shanghai)
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FIG. 66.—PART OF A POEM

By Chen Tao-Fu (陳 道 人 ), of the Ming period, a well-known Hower-painter and

calligrapher. His style is a kind of combination of Mi’s and Chu’s

(Collection of Cathay Publishers, Shanghat)
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FIG. 68.—A POEM

By Wu Chang-Shih. We have already seen an example of his Ta-Chiian Style.
From that basis we can trace the source of his strength in the strokes of his Ts‘ao-Shu

(Collection of P‘ing-Tén-Ké, Shanghat)
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THE STYLES

venience in writing forces them to yield place to K‘ai-Shu,
Hsing-Shu, and Ts‘ao-Shu. They are used occasionally, how-
ever, even to the present day, but only bytrained calligraphers.
The three simpler forms have really dominated calligraphic

“practice ever since their establishment.

The elements of the characters in all styles were fixed in

the Han period and no changes have since been madein their
formation, all the attention of subsequent writers having been
turned to the shaping of the strokes and the arrangement of
them in patterns. When beginning to learn calligraphy,
K‘ai-Shu should be practised first, then the other styles in the
order of the learner’s preference.

I recommend the reader not to proceed to Chapter IV
until he has looked again at the examples given in this chapter,
examining them attentively and deciding for himself what
constitute the essential differences between the variousstyles.
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IV

THE ABSTRACT BEAUTY OF CHINESE

CALLIGRAPHY

EAUTY is a difficult word to define, especially as
B applied to Chinese calligraphy.

There is a beauty which appeals immediately to the
heart—in natural scenery, for instance, and in somepictures.
There is also a beauty which more than half conceals itself
within or behind Form andis revealed only to the ‘informed’
and searching eye. Thefirst we can trace to its origin and
analyse. The second is generated neither by powerful thought
nor reason, nor has it any particular source : it is the ‘ abstract ’
beauty of line.

The word ‘line’ suggests certain general shapes—straight
and curved, thick and thin. The medium ofall the graphic
arts is line—straight and curved or in combinations ofstraight
and curved. Straight lines give the impression of solidity,
strength, severity, immobility. Curves engender feelings of
motion, buoyancy, suavity, and delicacy ; they also tend towards
the negative and effeminate. The beauty of handwriting in
any language is the product of combinations of these two linear
movements. But whereas calligraphers of Western languages
are confined within the range of straight and curved lines,
Chinese calligraphers have additional scope for individuality in
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ABSTRACT BEAUTY

variations of the separate strokes. All this constitutes what I

have termed the ‘ abstract beauty’ of line. But definition is

difficult and not always very helpful; my meaning may be

clearer after I have given some examples and analogies.

To the Chinese themselves, calligraphy is the most funda-

mental artistic manifestation of the national mind. Rhythm,

line, and structure are more perfectly embodied in calligraphy

than in painting or sculpture, and even form and movement

appear in it in at least equal measure. Every Chinese char-

acter, built up in its own square, presents to the calligrapher

an almost infinite variety of problems of structure and com-

position ; and when executedit presents to the reader a formal

design the abstract beauty of which is capable of drawing the

mind away from the literal meaning of the characters. Many

of our scholars have confessed that they have almost lost their

minds in contemplating the miraculous lines and structures of

some of our characters—characters so combined as to introduce

indirectly to the thought aesthetically satisfying equilibria of

visual forces and movements. Forthere is in every piece of fine

Chinese writing a harmony which is a source of pleasure over

and above the pleasure of apprehending the thought. To those

who lack the sense of abstract visual beauty, or are unable to

experience it from Chinese characters, the enthusiasm of those

Chinese connoisseurs who lose their heads over a single line or

group oflines that have no apparent logical meaning, will seem

little short of madness ; but such enthusiasm is not misplaced,

and it is my aim in this book to explain whence this joy is

derived.

I cannot write of the abstract beauty of Chinese calligraphy

without mentioning some of the most vital movements in con-
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CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY

temporary Western art, such as Surrealism. A section of the

general public appreciates the productions of the Surrealists,

partly no doubt on account of their novelty, but partly also

from genuine insight into the ideals and intentionsoftheartists,

The rest pooh-pooh the whole movement, which gives too

severe a shock to their conventional ideas of beauty or is in-

comprehensible to them. Yet there is, after all, nothing

essentially new in Surrealism; to the Chinese mind, accus-

tomed through many centuries to an attitude of receptivity

towards purely linear beauty, its principles cause no shock.

A piece of our most ancient script, composed perhaps five

thousand years ago, and a Surrealist drawing of the 20th century

produce very similar aesthetic emotions. Compare, for example,

the Chinese word Fu ue in the ancient script with this draw-

ing by Hans Arp BEB. Viewed as realistic representations,

both appear strange, but viewed as abstract designs they are

extremely fascinating.

Until recently Europeans tended to think of the Chinese

mind as something highly mysterious. The Chinese, of course,

never thought of themselves in this way, and the mystery

must therefore have been the result of misunderstanding. Most

of the obstacles to a right understanding of the Chinese are

removed by a comprehension of the extent to which artistic

emotion is indulged in by them for its own sake, and howlargely

they sacrifice realism to aesthetic satisfaction.

In ancient China the menofartistic genius perceived the

beauty in the real and tried to represent it by simplifying the

outline, in order to capture the essential shape of the object
[ 108 ]
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and at the same time to form an aesthetically pleasing com-

position. Compare, for example, the hieroglyph for ‘ worship °

in ancient Egyptian script, §, with the ancient Chinese char-

acter for the same word, ¥. The Egyptian is a “ straight’

picture of a kneeling person. The Chinese, though it captures

the attitude and essential shape of a kneeling person, is not an

exact imitation of it. We claim that it is ‘above the real’.

But obviously many moreprimitive and hesitating forms of the

character, of which we have no record, must have preceded the

one shown, which is the product of a long evolution. Thus

the deliberate neglect of realistic representation is in no way

strange to the Chinese. The ‘line’ of the ancient character

for ‘ worship ’ is, to us, as powerful and beautiful as any linear

form can be.

The Surrealists—to return to our rather illuminating com-

parison—have expressed the desire ‘to deepen the foundations

of the real, to bring about an ever clearer and at the same time

ever more passionate consciousness of the world perceived by

the sense’. I think it is just this which the Chinese, in their

ancient script, accomplished. They perceived reality with clear

eyes, and, in simplified and astonishingly significant forms,

rendered the essentials visible and memorable.

The Surrealists are also said to ‘ have attempted to present

interior reality and exterior reality as two elements in process

of unification’.t This, too, I think, is sometimes achieved

in the composition of Chinese characters, especially those in

the category called Logical Combinations : complex characters

compounded of two or more simpler characters, each of which

1° What 1s Surrealism?’ by André Breton.
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CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY

has a visual significance of its own and contributes in addition

to the meaning of the whole.

The Chinese value calligraphy, as I have already said,

purely for the sake of the satisfactory nature of its lines and

groups of lines; they acknowledge no necessity for the thought

expressed to be beautiful. The aesthetic of Chinese calligraphy

is simply this: that a beautiful form should be beautifully

executed. A piece of writing lacking the second factor would

be merely vulgar. An identical series of characters can be

_-written by two hands, and though thelines described are pre-

cisely the same, with no difference at all between the curves

and the structures, the work of the one hand will be an object

of joyful contemplation while the work of the other appears so

common that the untutored onlooker feels he could do as well

himself! A fine stroke by a good calligrapher (examples of

which are given in the last chapter) is not easy to analyse, still

less to imitate. Its aesthetic quality does not vary with the

changes of fashion; many other styles may—and always do—

succeed it, but it remains as satisfying and admirable as when

it was first conceived.
The power to distinguish good strokes from bad depends

upon taste and experience. In an ordinary decorative design,

provided the curves andstraight lines are of even breadth and

consistent movement, two different hands can sketch it equally

well; slight differences which may appear in the sketches can

be adjusted subsequently. But a line in Chinese calligraphy

is executed with a single stroke of the brush ; it is not possible

to touch it up afterwards; the writer’s skill, or lack of it, are

always only too apparent. Perfect co-operation between mind

and hand, such as can only be achieved by years of practice,—
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co-operation vitalized by the emotional energy of the artist at
the moment of writing—is required for Chinese calligraphy,
and it results in forms of unique individuality. One master’s
work is inimitable even by another master. A fairly exact
likeness is possible, but such a copy invariably looks laboured
and lacks vitality, for no other hand than that of the creator
can imbuethe strokes with spontaneous and unconscious spirit.

It is told of Chung Yu of the Wei dynasty that after failing
to get any instruction from Wei Tan (# #€) about T‘sai Yung’s
stroke he nearly died of disappointment. But after Wei Tan’s
death he rescued a specimen of the wonderful stroke from the
calligrapher’s tomb and, making this his model, evolved what
came to be called the Regular Style, of which he is now re-
garded as the ‘ Father’.

The fundamental inspiration ofcalligraphy, as of all the
arts in China, is nature. As I have said in my book, ‘ The
Chinese Eye’, our love of nature is characterized by a desire to
identify our minds with her and so enjoy her as she is. In
calligraphy we are drawn to naturein the sameirresistible way :
every stroke, every dot suggests the form of a natural object.
And, in turn, natural objects become in many instances proto-
types of calligraphic styles. Many expressive names drawn
from nature have been coined by great writers in the past to
describe different kinds of stroke: ‘falling stone’, ‘ sheep’s
leg’, ‘the ruggedness of a plum branch’, ‘ decayed trunk of
an old tree’, ‘the muscles, bones, and sinews of an animal’s.
limbs ’, are examples.

It follows that our appreciation of calligraphic strokes is in
proportion to our feeling for nature. Just as in the process of
writing we install this sensuous perception within the frame-
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work of the characters, so afterwards in contemplation we

experience an emotional pleasure akin to that of direct contact

with natural beauty. Every twig ofa living tree is alive; and

every tiny stroke of a piece offine calligraphy, inspired by some

natural object, has the energy of a living thing. The strokes

of a printed character are very different; they are inspired

only by draughtsmanship, and can be copied by the most in-

sensitive. So, too, with a stroke which is ‘ painted’, i.e.

deliberately formed in direct imitation of a natural object ; its

superficial verisimilitude prevents it having the true vitality of

art. Nor can a good stroke be made with any kind of pen or

pencil. The brush alone—the same brush as the painter uses

—can effectively reproduce the movements of clouds and

trees.
In modern Chinesecalligraphy certain types of stroke have

become standardized. ‘Their ideal formsare called the * Seven

Mysteries ’, Ch‘i-Miao (+4 x). A writer who can achieve all

seven of them may rest assured of winning lasting fame. They

are as follows:

(1) A horizontal line or Heng ($&) =, so written as to

seem like a formation of cloud stretching from a thousand

miles away and abruptly terminating.

(2) A dot or Tien (35) e, giving the impression of a rock

falling with all its force from a high cliff.

(3) A Pieh (st) or sweeping downward stroke, written from

right to left A, so that it has the sharp edges of a sword, or

looks like the glittering horn of a rhinoceros.

(4) A vertical line or Chih (iB) |; like a vine stem thou-

sands of years old butstill stout andfull of strength.
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(5) A Wan (#), a sharp curve, J and (_, like the sinews

and joints of a strong crossbow, pliable in appearance but in
teality tough.

(6) A Na (#8) or downward stroke \., made from left to

right—the opposite of Pieh—like a wave suddenly rolling up
or a flying cloud emitting growls of thunder!

(7) A T% (I), a downward stroke \\, moving from left to

right, but straighter and stiffer than Na, and made to appear
like a drooping pine-tree with firm roots.

To those not versed in the technique of calligraphy, and
particularly in the handling of the brush, these terms, for all
their vividness, will seem remote from the actual practice of
writing. All the necessary information on technical matters is
given in the next chapter; but I think that even without this
information the *‘ Seven Mysteries’ are illuminating as giving
some idea of the beauty and movement which Chinese people
expect to find in the strokes of a good ‘ hand’.

But we claim that not only the separate strokes but the
structures of the complete characters are basically inspired by
Nature. During the long course of our artistic history in-
numerable writers have made exhaustive researches into the
possible variations of stroke and structural form, with the
result that there is now hardly an organic shape or a move-
ment of a living thing that has not been assimilated into our
calligraphy. The great masters of the past set themselves to
absorb natural beauties and to translate them into the strokes
and structures of characters, and their successors haveclassified
their achievements. In the previous chapter you will find
examples of strokes inspired by the brittleness of the sheep’s
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leg, by the massive paw ofthe tiger, the rugged face of a rock,

the heavy tread of the elephant, the twisted shape of the pine

branch, the firmness and straightness of the chestnut trunk,

the elegance of the orchid’s leaves, the intractability of an old

rattan, the creeping movement of the snake, and so on. Every

stroke must, as I explained earlier, be well shaped and beautiful

in itself, and form, in combination with otherstrokes, a satisfying

pattern. But our judgementof a character’s excellence depends

largely upon the degree to which it possesses the vitality of a

particular natural object.

There are in drawing only three basic forms: the circle,

the triangle, and the square. If you fill each of these with

pattern, you find that the last is the one which provides the

greatest scope; the circle and the triangle will satisfactorily

contain only curved patterns. Every Chinese character roughly

fills a square, and for this reason its exponents have unusual

freedom for composition and attitude. But this freedom has

its laws. For each character there is a definite number of

strokes and appointed positions for them in relation to the

whole, the shape differing with the different styles. No stroke

may be added or deleted for the sake of decorative effect.

Chinese characters were evolved by a processofartistic simpli-

fication from observed objects, and it would be a travesty of

this origin were unnecessary parts to be added or necessary

parts omitted in the interests of some impulse towards “ beauti-

fication ’.

The definite and well-knit strokes of a Chinese character

can be composed into many individual patterns according to

the talent of the calligrapher. Thus:
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* $8 BA A
By

Print Chiian-Shu Li-Shu Li Jui-Ching

K‘ai-Shu After After :
after Yen Chéng- Liu Kung- Cho

Ou-Yang Ching Chiian Chih-Ch‘ien
Hsiin

Chun, spring

FIG. 69

Each of these examples, with the exception of the printed type,
has its own pattern distinguished by sharply individualized
shape of stroke and the arrangement of the strokes in the
character. Strict regularity is not required; the writer has
only to consult his taste and establish a general balance. The
essential thing is that the pattern should have a living movement.

It is not difficult to differentiate the qualities of printed
characters from those of good handwriting. In a printed
character the strokes are of fixed length, thickness, position,
and so on ; printing doesnotallow ofvariation in these respects.
As for the style—any one can copy that, for it is bound to be
common and entirely lacking in individuality. We call such
strokes ‘dead’. And the arrangement of them in the char-
acter is ‘ dead’ too, for it is done simply to fill up the square
symmetrically. The result is neat, clear, and legible, but quite
without aesthetic significance.
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Another type of ‘dead’ character—though this kind is

executed by hand—is the ‘ decorative’ one (Fig. 70) widely

used nowadays in advertisements. Superficially, this © style’

is not without attraction; but on examination each stroke is

seen to have been painted,—not executed with a single stroke

of the brush,—and the product is accordingly wooden.

PIES
FIG. 70

I give below (Fig. 71) some experimental diagrams which

I think will enable the reader to compare the aesthetic response

in himself to printed and well-written strokes. I have deliber-

ately refrained from forming the strokes into actual characters

in order not to distract the reader’s attention with an invitation

to discover some possible meaning. The first two examples

represent the printed character, the other three represent

various lively movements such as are to be found in different

styles of calligraphy.

Thwe
FIG. 71

 

If these simple lines can produce such markedly different

visual impressions, how much more must be possible with the

complex shapes and contours of actual characters!
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Although, except in our most ancient script, which is some-

times termed picture-writing, no Chinese character exactly

represents a living thing, yet the main principle of composition

is in every case a balance and poise similar to that of a figure

standing, walking, dancing, or executing some other lively

movement. In criticizing a piece of calligraphy, the first

desideratum is that the thing should be living; the next, to

discover wherethelife lies. The beauty of Chinese calligraphy

is essentially the beauty of plastic movement, not of designed

and motionless shape. A finished piece of it is not a sym-

metrical arrangement of conventional shapes, but something

like the co-ordinated movements of a skilfully composed dance

—impulse, momentum, momentary poise, and the interplay of

active forces combining to form a balanced whole. Neatness,

regularity, and exactitude of outline, such as are found in

English or Chinese printing types, are not desirable qualities

in Chinese calligraphy.

The principles on which the strokes are balanced into a

beautiful pattern are not those of symmetry, but depend upon

a kind of inherent tendency in the writer. The balance is

achieved by instinct, and derives from the writer’s aesthetic

vision. However, although our ancient masters doubtless had

no knowledge of mechanics, most of their characters succeed

in obeying its laws! ‘The centre of gravity, for instance, is

always rightly placed. In the examples below (Fig. 72), each

character has a stable stance, with a gesture of movement, and

the centre of gravity falls upon the base. If any part of any

character had been wrongly placed, the whole would have

appeared to totter.

The construction of a good character presents a further
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problem in the spacing of the parts. One side of the character

may be muchlarger or denser than the other side, but the whole

still must not overbalance. We Chinese prefer asymmetrical

 

By Téng Shih-Yi By Tai Hsi By Chao Meng-Fu By Chao Chih-Ch‘ien
FIG. 72

balance, for the reason that it seems to us to possess more
movement.

In the following sketches two pairs of birds are perched

upon a branch, but in (a), where the postures of the pair differ

\ii
C2) ©)

FIG. 73

slightly, the eye is stimulated, while in (6) the eye has an im-

pression of decorative effect only, a static impression. Similarly

with characters. There is a very marked difference in the pleasure

derived from the standard proportions of the printed words

Ping and Lin and the well-placed irregularities of their written

3h oak RR
Ping Lin

FIG. 74
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forms. The word ‘ three’ provides an even better illustration.

The character is composed of three horizontal lines. In print-

ing, these lines are equidistant, parallel, and of equal length ;

則

以
\s
s 9yt

FIG.

in the Seal Style a larger space is left between the second

and third lines than between the first and second; while in

K‘ai-Shu and Hsing-Shu the length differs and the shape of

the lines varies more or less in accordance with the taste of the

writer at the moment.

We try to avoid using similarly shaped strokes in the same

character or forming similarly designed characters in the same

piece of calligraphy. ‘This point I shall deal with more fully in

the chapter on composition.

It is of especial significance that the arrangement of the

different parts of a character to form an organic whole can be

done only with the subtlest appreciation of artistic values.

Firstly, all the strokes of a character must be groupedso that

they not only balance perfectly with each other but together

form a unit which is complete in itself and which would be

upset if any stroke were to be taken away. Finally, the whole

character must have, not static symmetry, but a dynamic posture,

the attitude of a moving figure in momentary equilibrium.
In the following illustrations, characters by eminentcallig-

raphers are accompanied by sketches by myself, illustrating

how much of art and howlittle of mechanical design there is
in Chinese script. In Fig. 76, the character Yu (43), ‘to have’,

which is by Téng Shih-Yii, was written in Chiian-Shu at a time
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whenlittle progress had been made beyond the most primitive

form of the style (Ku-Wén), yet it has a very emphatic movement

as well as stability. In the accompanying sketch, the left hand

of the figure largely supports the body and is balanced by the

left foot ; while the slight lifting of the right hand andtheslight

downward inclination of the right foot, which is held close to

the left, assist in creating the impression of a temporary equili-

brium achieved in the act of moving.

 

FIG. 76

The character Hsin (sty) in Fig. 77, which means ‘ heart’, is con-

sidered difficult to form well, because the three dots and the

single curve are not easily arranged into a satisfying pattern.

This particular example is taken from a Lz-Shu memorial of

 

the Wei dynasty. Comparing it with the accompanyingpicture,

the three dots are seen to occupy corresponding positions to the

man, the oar, and the awning, while the elongated curve has

the semblance of the boat. The whole character seems to

be proceeding serenely down river.

Fig. 78 is another example of Yen’s style, of which we
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have already learned something (page 74): it is strong, firm,

sincere. The character Ts‘ou (@) means ‘foot’, and, appro-

priately, it compares with a dignified bishop stepping ceremon-

iously down, perhaps, the aisle of Westminster Abbey!

 

FIG. 78

In Fig. 79 the character Chieh (#4), ‘ boundary ’, well formed

by Chao Chih-Ch‘ien, has the motion of an owl in flight when

about to soar upward. The two strokes of the lower half,

stretching out in divergent directions, seem to support the body

of the character like the wings of a bird.

 

FIG. 79

Fig. 80 comprises the character J (#) for ‘thought’ written

by Su Tung-P‘o and the figure of a person seated at ease.

There is no suggestion of a wooden image in the character,

but the imaginary person, from the inward movement ot the

strokes, seems to have a pensive demeanour.

FIG. 80
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Fig. 81 shows the character Sui (#), ‘to follow’, in the
Grass Style of Wang Hsi-Chih, The movement ofthe strokes
suggests speed, but a dancing rather than a racing speed. The
formation of the character is amazingly good, every stroke
joined to the next in a continuous mobile line, like the contours
of a dancing girl with her floating draperies.

:
Finally, Fig. 82, Yee, the author’s signature (#), which

means “a constant rule’, has the shape of a stork standing on
one leg—stable but poised for movement.

|
It may not be possible to find pictures to correspond as

closely as this with every character, but the principle holds
good for all: the character must have the balance of a human
being or natural or other object caught in the act of moving.
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In the writing of an inferior calligrapher either asymmetrical

balance, or momentum, or both, will be lacking. Good writing

always has both qualities, and the achievement of them often

draws a character into unexpected shapes. This unexpected

quality is one of the greatest attributes of Chinesecalligraphy.

The flexibility of construction which is possible enables the

"practised calligrapher to choose his own forms as he works.

The choice and construction require, of course, good taste, and

good taste has to be cultivated, and this is done by observing

beautiful forms in nature and studying beautiful forms in art.

Those unaccustomed to these practices are usually uncertain in

their judgementsof calligraphy. Some characters are satisfying

to every eye, but many more can be appreciated only by those

who have taken the pains resolutely to train themselves.

Beauty is, of course, not an absolute quality; there are

many kinds of it which appeal to one in different moods. The

Chinese have names for a numberof the types of beauty to be

found in good calligraphy. They distinguish ‘ perfect beauty *»

‘ virile beauty ’, ‘ elegant beauty ’, ‘ limpid beauty ’, and “ strange

beauty ’, for example. Someofthe establishedstyles of callig-

raphy mentioned in the last chapter fall in these categories.

Wang Hsi-Chih’s hand (Figs. 35 and 59) certainly has ‘ perfect

beauty’; Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing’s (Fig. 39) has ‘ virile beauty’ ;

the Sung Emperor Hui Tsung’s (Fig. 47) has ‘ elegant beauty ;

Mi Fei’s (Fig. 46) and Chao Meng-Fu’s (Fig. 49) are possessed

of ‘limpid beauty’; Su Tung-P‘o’s (Fig. 40) and Chéng

Hsieh’s (Fig. 44) have ‘strange beauty’.

It has already been explained that Chinese characters

originate in nature. Now, no completely natural thing is ever

quite regular: consequently Chinese characters usually display
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small unevennesses, in addition to the deliberate asymmetry of
their pattern. Every stroke, after it has fallen from the brush
of the writer, has to lie on the paper without correction ; ‘ touch-

 

FIG. 83
By the Monk Huai-Su

(Palace Museum, Petp‘ing)

 

FIG. 84

By Feng Hung-Chang

(Collection of Cathay Publishers, Shanghai)

ing up’ would destroy its life. Hence, when a partially dry
brush is used, and ‘ hollow’ strokes described, as in Figs. 83
and 84, this is deliberate. Such strokes show moreclearly than
solid ones the movement, direction and speed of the brush
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itself. The colour and thickness of the ink enable us to detect

whether any retouching has been attempted.

Individual inspiration is as necessary to the creation of

brilliant calligraphy as to any of the more familiar formsofart.

It is easy to copy the composition and pattern of a goodstyle,

but the movement of the strokes is not so simple to imitate.

The story of the calligrapher Wang Hsien-Chih (+ |X Z), who

was the son of Wang Hsi-Chih, himself a famouscalligrapher,

illustrates this. When Hsien-Chih was a boy he was confident
that he could write as well as his father. One day he saw a
piece of his father’s writing hanging on the wall and sat down
to imitate it exactly. Then hesecretly substituted his work
for his father’s. In due course Wang Hsi-Chih camein, and
noticing the inferior writing hanging on the wall, muttered to
himself: ‘I must have been drunk when I wrote that abomin-
able stuff!’ MHsien-Chih heard this and it made him feel so
ashamed that he never repeated such a trick again. Another
story tells how Sung Yi (4 3%), a pupil of Chung Yu, perhaps
the greatest writer of the Wei period, turned all his mind to
forming characters which were models of neatness and correct-
ness, thinking thus to please his master. But Chung Yu
reproved him so severely that Sung dared not show his face
before him again for three years. These stories testify to the
value the Chinese attach to good brushwork as compared with
mere exactitude.

Movement, as I have said, is the very breath of Chinese
calligraphy. Two kinds of this movement are distinguished:
the first may be called ‘ activity in stillness ’, the second‘ activity
in action’. ‘The two are not strictly separable, but grow out
of each other. Thefirst manifests itself in the direction, shape,
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pattern, and grouping of the component strokes of the char-
acters: places where, offhand, one would not expect to find

motion, but where, after a discerning analysis, the irregularity,
asymmetry and proportion appear to obey some law of organic
growth. The second kind of movement lies in the motion of
the brush as it travels.

A good English handwriter wields a firm pen-nib and
balances his hand in such a way that the nib travels lightly over
the paper with the minimum ofeffort. Theflexibility of the
Chinese brush-pen, which can twist and curve in every direc-
tion, makes it possible for the sense of impetus and potential

movement to emerge in the written character. The ‘ push-off’

of a stroke provides the impetus, as with a skater, and the hand

follows through and governs the movement exactly as the

skater controls his ‘figure’. And just as a skater who loses

control of his body either falls or is thrown into an awkward .-

posture, so bad handwriting is the result of a failure of the

writer to find an equilibrium between himself and his brush.

The brush may be badly balanced and so unable to acquire

any impetus, causing it to drag heavily and produce lifeless

strokes, without rhythm and movement. There is a long and

important essay by Wang Hsi-Ch‘ih on the subject of Pi-Shih

(4 3), ‘the posture for brush-handling’, dealing with this

question of balance and impetus.
It is not unprofitable to compare calligraphy with dancing.

The calligraphy of a great master is not the piecing together

and lining up of certain written symbols to convey meaning,

but an adventure in movement very similar to good dancing.

A skater, preoccupied with the evolutions of his legs and feet,

will sometimes forget to balance his arms and hands, but a
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dancer’s whole body and all his limbs must be woven into a
harmonious rhythmic movement. The pleasure derived from
looking at good calligraphy, or felt in practising it, is exactly
this delight of watching a beautiful dancer. Weare told that
the writing of Chang Hsii (#& #1), a calligrapher highly esteemed
for his Grass Style characters, was suddenly improved and
inspired after he had watched the Lady Kung-Sun (2 #)
perform the ‘ Dance of the Two-Edged Sword’.

Blasis Carlo says in ‘ The Code of Terpsichore’ (1830) :

When the arms accompany each movement of the body with exactitude,
they may be comparedto the frame thatsets off a picture. But if the frame
is so constructed as not to suit the painting, however well executedthelatter
may be, its whole effect is unquestionably destroyed. So it is with the dancer;
for whatever gracefulness he may display in the performanceofhis steps, unless
his arms be lithesomeandin strict harmony with his legs, his dance can have
No spirit norliveliness, and he presents the sameinsipid appearance as a paint-
ing out ofits frameor in one notadaptedto it’ (page 28).

A dancer has to pay particular attention to the logical and
harmonious co-ordination of feet and arms. As a rule the two
run in fairly obvious concord: with a wide movement of the
feet the action of the armsis likewise large. In the following
characters a similar correspondenceis displayed.

)RRAA
FIG. 85
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In Figs. 85 A, B, C, D, you will notice particularly how all
the strokes are formed in logical co-ordination with each other ;
the direction and movement of certain of the leading ones

influence the remainder. Fig. 864 shows the character Huang
(2), ‘yellow’, written in two styles: in the first the poise
of the character is towards the left; in the second it is to

the right. Fig. 868, the character Huan (#), ‘vast’, has
its ‘ head’ tilted to one side and its ‘arms’ slightly higher on
one side than the other. This slight tilting of the left upper
corner serves to create a feeling of tension against the lower

fw a

FIG. 86

Adopted from the article by Lin Yu-Tang

right-hand corner. As a result the outline of the character

has something of the posture of a tap-dancer.

In dancing there are certain recognized positions for hands,

feet and head. They are not symmetrical postures, but points

of equilibrium, variable with the figure of the dancer, which

occur in the course of the movements. In calligraphy there

are similar conventional positions for the strokes, but it is rare

to find any two strokes in a single character alike. Obviously

every position in dancing varies with the slightest displacement

of foot or arm; in calligraphy, corresponding minute variations

on a set design effect the development of an individual style.

A dancer has first to master the mechanical pattern of a step
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and then to develop his individual method of presenting it.
Calligraphy is in no different case.

During the three years I have spent in England, I have
heard a good deal of the Russian Ballet, and have myself seen
several of its performances. The kind of pleasure I personally
derived from watchingit closely resembled, I found, the aesthe-
tic emotion involved in calligraphy. After some experience of
writing one begins to feel a movement springing to life under
the brush whichis, as it were, spontaneous. It is present in
even a single stroke or dot. The brush acts rhythmically,
stretching to the left, drawing away to the right, turning,
pirouetting, poising. The stroke responds to the slightest
movement of the wrist and fingers or of the right elbow and
arm. ‘The sensation is really very like that aroused by a
ballerina balancing upon onetoe, revolving, leaping, and pois-
ing on the other toe. She has to possess perfect control of her
movements and amazing suppleness. The same qualities are
demanded of the writer. A dancer’s movements follow the
rhythm of the accompanying music: a writer’s movements
depend upon the length and shapeof stroke of the style heis
practising, which may thus be said to correspond to the music.
When I see a dancer executing a ‘ stilted’ step, I am reminded
of the Regular Style of handwriting; when she changes to a
flowing movement I think of the Running Style; and when
she breaks into a light, rapid step, I think of the Grass Style.
And conversely, I believe one can derive more pleasure from
contemplating a piece of Running or Grass Style calligraphy if
one holds in mind the image of adancer. Particularly is this the
case with the Grass hand, in which all the strokes of the char-
acters are joined in a continuouslinelike the pattern of a dancer’s
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feet. Mi Fei’s Running Style is like the smooth motions of

a ballroom dancer; Wang Tso-Ling’s Grass Style is like the

dancing of the corps de ballet.

I conclude that the beauty of Chinese calligraphy is of the

same nature as the beauty of painting and dancing. callig-

rapher’s aim is not merely legibility and the making of a page

pleasant to look at—the desiderata, I believe, of good Western

manuscripts, but the expression of thought, personality, and

design together. For us, it is not a purely decorative art. A

satisfying piece of it can be executed only by a scholar of marked

personality, and preferably one with poetical, literary and

musical tastes. One could practise writing for years andstill

fail to achieve a good hand if one did not at the same time

cultivate one’s personality. Accomplished vulgarity in writing

is unfortunately only too common.

Many examples of the handwriting of the Ch‘ing Emperor

Ch‘ien Lung were exhibited at the International Exhibition of

Chinese Art held in London in 1935-6. Fig. 87 is a specimen

of his work in which he is supposedly following the style of

Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing.

gu RS
FIG. 87

(Palace Museum, Peip‘ing)

A glance at Yen’s own work (Fig. 39) is sufficient to show

how far short the Emperorfell of his model. Noneofhis strokes

is well made andthe pattern is ill formed. The first character

on the left—Yz, ‘art ’—has too small a base for its upper
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structure, with the result that the character appears to totter.
In the second character from the right, Ts‘ai, ‘ style’, the left
lower corner is too small for the rest and the character only
just maintains its balance. After a study of the Emperor’s
Running and Grass writing one is at a loss to find any move-
ment as graceful even as the gestures of a street dancer! The
writing of the Sung Emperor Hui Tsung(Fig. 47), on the other
hand, is worthy of the highest praise. Social ee it is certain,

2°
FE Jel 1tA

A fee
ce

Fic. 88 FIG. 89

does not make an artist. When I first came to London I
rather liked the handwriting of some of the post-office officials
who wrote out receipts for registered packages. Later I dis-
covered that there was no difference between their writing and
that of most other clerks and secretaries. Neatness without
individuality is not hard to attain. I imagine that people un-
acquainted with Chinese characters mayeasily fall into the same
temporary error about them as I did with English writing.

Butto achieve individuality it is not necessary to beeccentric.
Strokes and compositions must follow general rules, otherwise
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the results would be fantastic. In Figs. 88 and 89, each char-

acter is deliberately distorted in shape and pattern. In Fig.

88 the shape of the stroke itself is grotesque, while in Fig. 89

the composition is over-fanciful. Both testify unmistakably to

lack of taste and training in the writer.

Chinesecalligraphy—alively conception of some equilibrium

of forces—can only be achieved by concentrated and unremitting

scholarly study.
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TECHNIQUE

O its very roots, our technique of writing differs from
that of the West. It is our custom to write from the

right side of the page to the left and with the brush
held vertically instead of obliquely like the pen. The tools
and materials are also different. We can write, it is true, on

 

FIG. 90
a, Table. 6, Paper. c, Brush Stand. d, Brush. e, Ink-stone. f, Ink. g, Water-pot

any ordinary desk or table, but the table we customarily use,

which is called Chang-Tiao-Cho (4 4 #3) (Rectangular Table),
is a longer rectangle than most tables seen in the West. It is
shown in Fig. go.
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We do not need a drawing-board to be hinged to the edge
of the table so that it can be inclined at any desired angle. We
simply place the paper on the flat surface. The table sketched
in Fig. 90 is higher than the tables we use for other purposes,
because, for the sake of greater freedom of movement, we

prefer to stand when writing a large piece ofcalligraphy. When
We sit to write we like to have the chair of such a height that the
waist is just below the level of the table.

We use the same paper for writing as for painting: coarse
in weave and more porous than that with which you are familiar
in the West. It is specially suited to our method of handling
the brush, with its rapid, lively and balanced alternation of
light and heavy strokes. If you examine carefully any well-
written character you will understand what I mean.t For
learning and practising we use a cheaper paper. Unbleached
and yellowish in colour, it has nevertheless the same general
characteristics as the more expensive kind. For formal callig-
raphy we use as a rule a well-ripened paper which has been
dipped in a warm solution after the initial process and then
pressed to give an extra fineness of texture.

Fig. 90 shows how the paperis placed on the table. Beside

it are the brush, the brush-stand, the ink, and the ink-stone.

These four writing instruments are called The Four Treasures,
of the Room of Literature, Wén-Fan-Szu-Pao (x % W #),
because all four are indispensable to every calligrapher, painter,

and scholar. I will not go into the history of their evolution,

but content myself with explaining how they are used.

Chinese ink, the most characteristic medium for calligraphy

1 For a more detailed discussion of the instruments used in Chinese painting

and writing I refer the reader to The Chinese Eye, pages 192-212.
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and painting, is different from that used in the West. It is

black and not made in liquid form. The soot of burnt pine-

wood or of oil smoke (lamp-black) is collected and mixed with

a kind of gum, warmedandleft to solidify. It is then moulded

into small flat or round sticks, often decorated with carved

designs and characters which make them beautiful objects in

themselves. When about to write, the calligrapher grinds this

stick upon the ink-stone with a little water.

The Chinese ink-stone is an unfamiliar object in the West.

It is a flat stone with a hollow scooped out in the middle in

which the ink is ground and mixed. One endis rather more

deeply gouged than the other to enable the water to flow into

it. Inkstones are generally made of a special rock called ‘ red-

stone’, which can be cut and highly polished. The surface

cannot be made as smooth as glass or jade, but more so than

ordinary limestone. Bricks and roof-tiles have also been used

on occasion. The brick-makers of the Han dynasty were

particularly successful in compounding bricks of harmonious

colour and shape.

When grinding the ink on the ink-stone, we hold thestick

perpendicular to the surface of the stone and work it slowly

but firmly, using the left hand, so that the right hand is kept

 

FIG. 91
(a) ink, (b) ink-stone, (c¢) good models of masterpieces
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free for writing. As we grind we meditate, making our minds
as calm as possible. An amateur about to make a copy should
spend this time studying the model carefully to find out which
points are particularly beautiful. A more accomplished callig-
rapher about to write a piece of his own composition would
devote himself to visualizing his characters—their special beauty
of stroke or structure. The amountof ink required to complete
a piece of writing should be estimated at the outset. To be
on the safe side we usually grind a little more than we expect
to use. To be obliged to grind more than onelot of ink for
the samepiece of writing usually results in a noticeable variation
of colour and thickness. Moreover, if a considerable pause has
to be made, a change in the wholefeeling of the writingis likely
to become apparent. If the ink is ground too thickly it will
not run freely on the paper; if it is too thin it will blot and
expand into lines thicker than you intend, for the paper is very
absorbent, somewhatlike blotting-paper. In general it can be
said that the ink is ready for use when the surface of the stone
emerges through the liquid. It is best to test it at this point
with your brush on the paper. If your ink-stone is not large
enough to grind all the ink required at one time,it is necessary
to grind two or three lots and pour the extra fluid into a cup,

dish or other receptacle in which it will not easily evaporate.
It is always wise to make fresh ink for each piece of writing.
Left on the stone, especially during our hot Chinese springs
and summers, the gum becomes affected and the ink flows
harshly and unevenly over the paper. Old ink is also apt to .
turn an unpleasant brownish colour.

I have described the character of our paper and how welay
it on the table; but I have not told you that we always put
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a second sheet of paper beneath the one on which weare going
to write, in order to prevent the ink from running through on
to the surface of the table. The calligrapher has to be very
careful to move this backing sheet whenever he moves the
writing sheet, otherwise the wet spots on the underside will
make blotches on the calligraphy. Generally we write on
scrolls of paper, and when these are longer than the width of
the table, we like to get some one to hold the top end and move
the paper and lining together as we write. When writing very
large characters we lay the whole sheet upon the floor and
write there, kneeling down or bending over.

The Chinese brush is made of animal hair, tied together in
small bunches andfixed into a hollow reed or very thin bamboo
stem. Usually the handle is mounted with a small tip ofgold,
silver, jade, ivory, or crystal. The brush is stiffer than that
used in the West for water-colour painting. The tips of the
hairs form a very fine point which is extremely sensitive and
pliable in use. The hair of many different animals is employed :
sheep, deer, fox, wolf, mouse, or rabbit, according to the taste
of the writer or the requirements of a particular style. For
small, delicate characters, rabbit’s hair is the most popular ; for
bold characters, sheep’s hair is the best. As we write prin-
cipally with the tip of the brush,it is important that every hair
should be of even length, smooth, and straight. A single curly
or irregular hair would destroy the appearance of strength in
the stroke. Every calligrapher should possess his own brushes

- and condition them to his habits until they respond to his
slightest movement. Many famous writers, indeed, have made
their own tools, just as in the past Westerners have cut their
own pens from reeds or cane. But the possible ways of making
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reed pens are limited: the nib must be finely cut and may be
slanted at any angle to suit the writer’s style—that is aboutall
the maker need attend to. We cannot press our brushes on
the paper as you are able to rest a good part of the weight of
your hand on a nib. The play of the brush under Chinese
fingers is extremely delicate, and the instrument has therefore
to be more sensitively constructed.

The handling of the brush is of the utmost importance.
It is said that once a calligrapher has learned to handle his
brush correctly he is in a fair way to become a good writer.
There is no definite method to follow. The brush may be
likened to a bow and arrow. When an archer has thoroughly

sighted his target, poised his body, grasped his bow firmly, and
aimed accurately, the arrow will almost certainly hit the mark.
So with the calligrapher : with the mind concentrated, the body
upright and balanced, the brush vertical, the dot or stroke

should fall exactly on the appointed place.
Every great master has his own way of handling his brush,

but a beginner mustfirst submit to some discipline. Generally
the brush should be absolutely vertical, in-

clining neither to right nor to left. The thumb

and three fingers should grasp the handle on

four sides, with the little finger in support.

(Fig. 92.) The upper phalange of the thumb

presses on theleft side of the handle, the top

of the second finger on the right side; part of

the handle lies on the middle phalange of the

second finger. The top of the middle finger

hooks round the anterior side of the brush,

FIG. 92 and the finger-nail and some of the flesh of
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the fourth finger backs on to the posterior side. Thelittle
finger is held close behind the fourth finger, supporting it
and giving added firmness to the stroke. This is called the
Five Character Method of Brush-holding, or in Chinese,
Yeh (i), Ya (IE), Kou (#1), Tieh (BK), and Fu (#), characters
which representthe five fingers of the hand in action.

The thumb and second finger are the most important
members, receiving the strength of the wrist and arm and
regulating the pressure of the stroke. The middle and fourth
fingers do the work of turning and moving, for the middle
finger can twist the handle downwards or to the right, while
the fourth lifts it upwards or to the left. When the fourth
finger is in process of lifting the brush, the middle one can
adjust it; while the middle finger is hooking the brush the
fourth one can prevent it from slipping too far. The little
finger plays the part of conductor, sometimes drawing the
fourth finger to the right and sometimes pushingit to theleft.
In this way each of thefive fingers plays its part. The work is
distributed, and the fingers never tire. Another name given
to this methodofholding the brush is Po-Téng (# #8), Touching
the Stirrup, the explanation being that when only part of a
rider’s feet rest, lightly but firmly, in the stirrups, it is easy for
him to move and turn and control his horse, and a brush held
in the fingers, away from the palm, offers similar freedom and
control to a writer. The fingers mustall co-operate. This is
an important point. Only a small part of them touches the
brush, but every part mustassist if the hold is to be firm. There
is no need to handle the brushin a strange or awkward fashion.
The essential is that the strength of wrist or arm should flow
into the stroke.
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The poise of the hand in relation to the brush, as well as the
disposition of the fingers, must be noticed. The average length
of our brushesis about six f‘sun (-t) (a t‘sun equals 1-3 inches).
In a book called ‘ Pi-Chén-T‘u’ (@ [i fi), ‘ Battle Array of the
Brushes’, by the Wei Fu-Jén (f# # /\), the instructor of Wang
Hsi-Chih, we read the exhortation: ‘ One ¢‘sun for K‘ai-Shu,
two for Hsing-Shu, three for Ts‘ao-Shu’. This means that
when writing in the three styles, K‘ai-Shu, Hsing-Shu, and
Ts‘ao-Shu, the brush should be held respectively 1-3, 2:6, and
3°9 inches from the tip. For K‘az-Shu, if the handle is held
rather high, the stroke produced will tend to be vague and
weak. For Ts‘ao-Shu, a higher position helps the fingers to
movefreely. Conversely, if the brush is held too near the hair,
the point is dulled, and every stroke appears heavy. In practice,
every writer has to find his own position on the brush-handle,
wherever he feels he can exercise most control.

When Wang Hsien-Chih, the seventh son of the famous
calligrapher Wang Hsi-Chih, at the age of seven was practising
writing his father crept behind him and tried to snatch away
his brush, but without success. Thereupon Wang Hsi-Chih
declared: ‘ This boy will win great fame for himself in callig-
raphy.’ ‘The story stresses the great importance of a firm grasp
on the brush for the writing of good characters.

A very tight hold produces rugged, severe, powerful strokes;
a rather looser hold results in graceful, tender, and supple ones.
But it is better to err on the side of firmness, for a loose hold is

apt to end in weakness instead of fluid beauty. On the other
hand,it is necessary to beware of holding the handle toorigidly,
and so causing the strength of wrist and arm to end with the
handle and not reach the hair, the result of which is a flaccid
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stroke. It is particularly important that the brush should be
held in the fingers and away from the palm, otherwise, as in
Fig. 93, where the palm is pressed against the handle, it is
impossible to produce the stroke intended, all the strength
being concentrated in the palm and neverreach-
ing the brush’s tip.

There are also some points to remember about
the positions of wrist, elbow, and arm. As the
brush has to be exactly vertical, the wrist must 5
be held level; that is to say, the small bone on z
the outer side of the wrist must not incline to-
wards the table or support. This enables the
writer to exercise control over the brush with
fingers and wrist simultaneously. The effect is
very remarkable. The extreme tip of the brush
describes the central part of each stroke, and the
stroke or character produced is ‘full of blood and rigid
muscles’. I shall explain such special terms as this later.
For the present purpose I can think of no English equivalent
that is more expressive than theliteral translation. The writer
Chu Chiu-Chiang is frequently quoted on the subject of brush
handling. His saying: Hsii-Chuan (iit 4), Shih-Chih (& 48),
Pting-Wan (4 Wi), Shu-feng (2 %), means roughly: ‘Empty
the fist, make the fingers firm, level the wrist, keep the brush
upright.’ These are the four fundamentalrules to be observed
by the student when practising.

The size of the characters to be written governs to some
extent the position of the wrist. The normal position, which
is called P‘ing-Wan (48 Iii), Level Wrist, and is used for most
practical purposes, is illustrated in Fig. 94. Greater freedom
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of the brush is obtainable with the Chén-Wan (#: if), Pillowed
Wrist, position shown in Fig. 95, in which the right wrist rests

 
FIG. 94

(P‘ing-Wan)

called T%7-Wan (# fit),
Raised Wrist (Fig. 96),
and allows the brush to

operate over a_ greater

ambit. For still larger
characters, both wrist and

elbow are held above the

table (Fig. 97). Hsiian-
Wan (8 Bi), Suspended
Wrist, is the name for

this method, and without

  

upon the left hand. This
method is most convenient
for writing small characters.
Strokes produced in this way
have a steady, firm appear-
ance. For medium-sized
characters it is better to let

the elbow rest on thetable
and to raise the forearm at
an angle of about 25 or 30

degrees. This position is

  
FIG. 95

(Chén-Wan)

doubt it is the most important position in the training of a
calligrapher. If no part of the arm touches the table, the
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strength of the whole body can pass through the shoulder,
arm, elbow, wrist, and fingers, into the brush-point: and the
strokes of the brush

will be correspond-
ingly vivid. The
training necessary

to attain mastery of

this method must
inevitably be long
and persistent. In-

complete control
results in shaky and
quivering strokes.

For K‘a-Shu the ones
wrist and elbow (T'i-Wan)

 

need not be sus-
pended very high,
but for Hsing-Shu
and Ts‘ao-Shu it is
as well to raise them
as high as is com-
fortable. The
largest scrolls of all
we write standing,
a position which

 

 

FIG. 9
(Hsiian-a leaves the whole

arm and body with-
out support. This engenders in the stroke a dynamic force
as if an electric current had passed through the writer’s frame
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and the brush-handle had been a good conductor ; no support

“short-circuits’ the passage of the strength into the brush.
In speaking of brush-play, the four words Hsi (jit), Hstian

(Rk), Ch‘th (i), Chin (&), are often on our lips. They mean

respectively, ‘Empty’, ‘Suspended’, ‘ Upright’, ‘ Tight’.

They are the passwords to a good hand.

Having mastered the relations between hand and brush, we

have to attack that most important problem, Yung-Pi (i 2),
Brush Treatment (the phrase Yiin-Pi (3@ 4), Brush Move-

ment, is sometimes used). It is often maintained that the

aesthetics of Chinese calligraphy are the product of Yung-

Pr

Breadth or slenderness of stroke depend upon the pressure

of the hair of the brush upon the paper. The exercise of this

pressure should be at the commandof the writer. The length

and thickness of the brush-hairs vary with the size of character

to be written, but seldom is more than half the length of the

hair used, the other half forming a reservoir of ink. Too

great pressure on the brush not only renders impossible the

execution of the intended stroke but damages the delicate

Chinese paper. Western painters sometimes press their brushes

with some force upon the canvas without disaster, and the

Western writer can bear heavily upon his pen or pencil because

the texture of the paper is strong, but the Chinese has to curb

his strength and render its impression by ingenuity.

In every kind of stroke there are three principal brush-

movements: Tun (i), ‘to crouch’; 7% (4), ‘to raise ’;

and Na (4), ‘to press the hand down heavily’. Let us

suppose that we wish to write a character measuring about one-

and-half inches square. A medium-sized brush will be re-
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quired, and we shall need to fill the whole length of the hairs
with ink. Only a part of the hairs will ever touch the paper.
For Tun seventy per cent of them; for T%fifty per cent; and
for Na ninety per cent (Fig. 98). In any particular stroke, two
of these movements only may be employed, orall three. There
is no hard-and-fast rule; my figures are only rough computa-
tions, and must vary with the individual mannerof the callig-
rapher. The 7% movement makes thin strokes, and the Na
movement thick; and their right alternation governs the

  
FIG. 98

composition of a character. The Na movementis often applied
to the ‘empty’ part of a character where the strokes are few ;
T% to the parts where many strokes are accumulated. In
making the 7“: movementthe brush is gradually lifted, starting
with about half of it on the paper and ending with the point
only. Tun is always used for starting and ending a stroke,
when turning, and at the junction of two strokes. There is a
saying that a stroke should be started with a force great enough
to move a mountain and end with someofitstill left! Every
stroke has its definite startmg and ending, easily visible in
K*‘a-Shu and Hsing-Shu, but somewhat obscure in Ts‘ao-Shu.
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The speed of the strokes is another important factor of

brushwork. Every stroke is composed of alternating quick

and slow movements. Which these are can only be described

in relation to a particular character.

The terms Reserved and Exposed, which describe the two

ways in which the brush-tip can touch the paper, require some

explanation. When the brush is filled with ink all the hairs

are bound together into a fine point. A stroke is said to be

Exposed when the brush—poised, as usual, vertically—is

drawn along the paper without the tip of it being turned in,

the resultant stroke having sharp outlines like a bird’s beak and

lacking, to our eyes, vitality. In a Reserved stroke the hair-

tips are turned in slightly and the track of the brush’s point

forms a visible line down the centre of the stroke. Any good

example by an old master will display Reserved brushwork.

Ifyou hold the paper up to the light you will notice—for Chinese

paper is rather thin—a darker streak running down the middle

of the stroke, the ink aroundit beinglighter.

The expression Fu-Mu-San-Fen (A # = 3) which means

‘piercing into the wood three-tenths of an inch’, is used to

describe the impression created by a stroke of which the ink,

under the force of the writer’s stroke, appears to penetrate

through the paper into the wood of the table beneath. This

is done with an ‘ upright brush’. A graceful and supple stroke

can be achieved by slanting the brush. Depending upon these

two positions of brush are two distinct styles of writing: Ydian-

Pi ({B] 4), Round Stroke, and Fang-Pi (Fj 4), Square Stroke

(literally). The first type is produced by the 7‘: movement,

the second by the Tun. Round Stroke writing is graceful and

supple, Square Stroke solid and reposed. Square Stroke is
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suited to K‘ai-Shu; Round Stroke to Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-
Shu. These, however, are not rules but merely guides: in
K*ai-Shu the Round Stroke is sometimes employed to add a
grace and ease of manner ; in Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu added
dignity is gained by the use of Square Strokes. The expert
writer works out for himself the most suitable combinations
and variations for his special style.

 

FIG. 99

Horizontal line Na or Sweeping- Pieh or Inclining- Vertical
rightward Stroke leftward Stroke Stroke

(a) (B) (c) (D)

Single strokes are made in accordance with a method called
San-Chieh-Fa (= tf 3), Method of Three Folds, which is
illustrated in Fig. 99,a and B. Fora Horizontal, or Sweeping
Stroke to the right, the brush first moves slightly to the left,
then turns to the right for the main length of the stroke, and
finally leftwards slightly again. For an Inclining-leftwards
Stroke (Fig. 99,c), the brush first twists to the right, then
Sweeps downto the left, and for the third movement, pauses.
For a Vertical Stroke (Fig. 99, D), the brush travels upwards
first, then moves down, and ends by twisting back slightly.
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One more matter must be mentioned. Every hair of the

brush must be straight. If after a stroke or two one or

more hairs become twisted, the point of the brush must be

straightened by twisting it gently on the ink-stone, round in a

circular movement for an instant, and it is then refilled with

ink.

The technique of Chinese calligraphy is so fine and difficult,

and so different from European methods, that the Westerner

may feel discouraged from attempting to master it. But the

venture is worth the trouble. In China calligraphy is looked

upon as a healthy exercise, like skating or golf or tennis! For

it involves not only the movement of the fingers, wrist, and

arm, but, in the caseof really large pieces of writing, the whole

body. Consequently we habitually practise it in the early

morning, when the body is fresh. And it must have some

effect, for it is remarkable how many of our good calligraphers

have lived to a great age.

Our scholars practise calligraphy as a hobby. If you enter

the study of one of them you will find no guns orrackets, but

you will certainly see the Four Treasures, and you will find

that the owner of the room practises writing for recreation.

An article by Lin Yii-Tang (#} #8 %) in the ‘Tien Hsai

(KF) Monthly’ for December 1935 contains the following

note :

Wang Hsi-Chih and other masters of calligraphy have compared the action

of writing to that of a General in the field of battle. They compare the paper

to the battle-field, the brush to the fighting weapon, ink to the armour and

ink-stone to the waterways. Thetalent or ability of the writer is the General,

the artist’s mind is the Chief-of-Staff, the structural form is the military plan

or tactics, the incidental or momentary inspiration which comeinstinctively
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to the writer at the moment and may make or spoil the products are fate, the

main strokes which intercross or penetrate each other are the army commands,

the bendings and turnings are close combats, the date and strokes are detach-

ments, and the longer drawn-out strokes are the colours of the army.
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THE STROKES

HAVE explained that the beauty of Chinese calligraphy
does not lie in symmetry but in dynamic asymmetry.
We do not attach much importance to printed characters,

which, though they are neat and readable, are visually lifeless.
Drawn figures too can be mechanical. With the help of an
instrument such as a compass, or even with a hard-pointed
pencil or pen used freehand, perfect straight lines and curves
can be smoothly drawn; but they will necessarily be of even
width and shape and will appear ‘ dead’ to the eye. It is not
possible to vary very much the thickness of stroke when using
a Western pen; the nib would scratch or tear the paper if
pressed to its fullest width. The Chinese brush, on the other
hand, can be made to produce strokes of widely varying thick-
ness and depth of colour by adjustments of the amount and
strength of ink with which itis filled and of the proportion of
the hairs pressed on to the paper. This great flexibility makes
it possible to invest the individual strokes of a Chinese character
with life and movement.

* Weliken the irregularity of good strokes to the undulations
of mountain ranges and winding streams and the knotted
strength of twisted tree-branches, but we never write a stroke
actually to resemble a natural object. It is the kind of life
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inherent in mountains, streams and trees which we wish to

reproduce. Westrive to make our writing appear as if it had
itself grown naturally.

To achieve this is a great joy, ie it involves the patient

assimilation of a very subtle and even esoteric technique only

to be learned through actual practice.

In earlier chapters I have several times referred to the ‘ type

of stroke’ of an individual calligrapher as if there were only
one stroke and various personal ways of making it. But actually

Chinese characters are composed of a multitude of different
strokes, each of which is executed with a different movement

of the writer’s hand and arm. The samestroke, too, varies

according to the style employed. In general, and always for
practice, we take as our standard the strokes of K‘ai-Shu or
Regular Style. We believe that a calligrapher will find it

comparatively simple to make the strokes of the ‘ freer ’ styles,
such as Hsing-Shu or Ts‘ao-Shu, if he has first mastered those

of K‘ai-Shu, especially if he has taken as his model the work

of Ou-Yang Hsiin, Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing, or Liu Kung-Chiian.

The Emperor Chang of the Later Han dynasty differentiated
fourteen types of stroke; the Lady Wei distinguished seventy-

two. The classification of the great calligrapher Wang Hsi-

Chih in his book, ‘ The Eight Components of the Character
“ Yung”’’,' has been more widely studied than any other
system andis still the most generally usedas the basis for practice.
The eight strokes of Yung are: Tsé (Wil), Lé (#h), Nu (43),
Yo (#@), Ts‘é (48), Liao (4%), Cho (*%), and Chieh (#), as in
Fig. 100. Wang Hsi-Chih affirmed that one would have a
good handif, after practising these eight strokes, one could

1 Yung means eternity ’.
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compose the character Yung well. His theory is profound and
difficult. It has been well interpreted in a book entitled ‘ Yiing-
Tzt-Pa-Fa’ (a F /\ i) by Li Fu-Kuang (4 #§ #) of Ch‘ing
dynasty. Mr. Li extended the eight strokes to thirty-two,
most of which are dealt with in the present chapter. But Yung
does not include all the strokes necessary for the formation of
certain other important characters ; and the descriptions given

側

 

FIG. I100.—THE CHARACTER YUNG, “ETERNITY *

below therefore include more strokes than Wang Hsi-Chih’s

eight, though fewer than Lady Wei’s seventy-two.

To those who do not know the Chinese language it should

be a help, I think, to see these strokes written down and de-

scribed one by one. I have provided white lines down the

middle of the strokes to indicate the path of the brush-tip. It

must be remembered throughout that every stroke is executed
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in a very short space of time and that no correction is possible.
Someof the examples are in Hsing-Shu, most are in K‘at-Shu.

Y

6
~
§
J

a
v
w
l
S
J
y
e
a

‘ Leftward’ Dot, Hsiang-Tso-Tien (( #¢ 85). Like
a tiger’s claw descending. Written first to theleft,
then to the right, then to the left again.

‘ Rightward’ Dot, Hsiang- Yu-Tien (1) 右 點). Like
a tortoise’s head. Written first to the right, then to
the left, then to the right again.

* Vertical’ Dot, Chih-Tien (i 3h). Like an eagle’s
beak. Written first upwards, then downwards.

* Elongated’ Dot, Chang-Tien ( Bi). Written first
to the left, then downwards to the right, then again to
the left to form a hook.

“ Curved’ Dot, Ch‘ti-Pao-Tien (th #4 3k). Written
first to the left, then round to the right, then down-
wards slightly to the left.

“ Two-faced’ Dot, Liang-Hsiang-Tien (兩 向點).
Written first to the left, then downwardsto the right,
then again to the right with a quick upward movement.

‘ Left-and-right’ Dot, Tso-Yu-Tien (左右點 ).
Nearly the sameas the ‘ vertical’ dot, except thatit is
written in a slightly horizontal direction.

* Hooked’ Dot, Kou-Tien (4 i). Written like the
“elongated ’ dot, but with a downward direction instead
of an inclination to the right, and forming a large hook
at the end.

‘ Level’ Dot, Ping-Tien (48 8k). Written first to the
left, then to the right. It is the shape of a bean.
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the ‘vertical’ dot reversed. Written first upwards,

then downwards, then slightly to the left.

‘Tiny’ Dot, Wei-Tien (# i). Like an apricot-

Dv kernel. Written first upwards to the left, then down-

wards to the right.

為 ‘ Beak’ Dot, Cho-Tien (啄 點). It differs from the

Q Upward’ Dot, Hsiang-Shang-Tien (1) : 84). Like

vertical dot only in its position. Written first to the

right, then to the left.

These two dots, joined together in the

form of the Arabic numeral three, may be

considered as two ‘level’ dots, with a light

line joining them.

bs These three dots wecall the Water Radical,

because the meaning of any character which

3) contains them has something to do with

water. The dots are written as the arrows

indicate. Notice that each influences and is

influenced by the others ; they seem affiliated.

These two dots are a combination of the

BP » ‘beak’ dot and ‘tiger-claw’ dot, set closer

together at the top than at the bottom.

These two dots are a combination of the

‘two-faced’ dot and the ‘beak’ dot, set

4 rather wider apart at the top than at the

bottom.

These three dots are a combination of two

4 yy v ‘two-faced’ dots and one ‘tiger-claw’ dot.
They stand at a distance, facing one another.
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These three dots are a combination of
two ‘two-faced’ dots and one ‘ beak’ dot.

GWSip They stand rather close as if the middle dot
were either being received by the outer two
or thrown from the left dot to the right.

These four dots, a combination of one
“upward ’ dot, two ‘ two-faced’ dots and one

9 y y vd “tiger-claw’ dot, are called the Fire Radical.
The meaning of any character which includes
this sign has something to do with fire.

These four dots are called Four-dots-back-to-
為 為 back, Pei-Szu-Tien (# 09 Bi) because they are not
of YD written in the same direction though they are

closely related, as you can see.

These four dots we call Four-dots-packed-
A together, Ho-Szu-Tien (4 四 24). They areacom-
G wiD bination of two ‘two-faced’ dots and two ‘ beak ’

dots.

The dot in Chinese calligraphy has very numerousvarieties
of shape. The examples I have given are only the most
common ; there are others like willow-leaves, Chinese orchid-
petals, chestnuts, &c. Dots are always written instantaneously
with a very slight movement of the brush-hair.

This “Hortzontal’ Stroke, Heng-Hua (i #),
is written first to the left, then to the right, then

GQ. slightly to the left again. The general direc-
tion is horizontal, but the strokerises slightly
at the right end to give a touch of liveliness.
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This * Perpendicular’ Stroke, Hsti-Hua (& #),
is like a sheep’s leg. It is written first upwards,
then downwards, with a final turn to the left to

make a hook if necessary.

This ‘ vertical ’ stroke is called ‘ Dropping-Dew ’,

Ch‘ui-Lu (# %), because the lower part is in the
form of a dew-drop and has in relation to the
upper part the appearance of dropping down. Itis
written first upwards, then downwards, then turned

slightly to the left and drawn back instantly.

This stroke is called ‘ Suspended Needle’, Hsiian-

Chen (8 $1), from its shape. It is written first up-
wards, then downwards.

This stroke has a Curved-head, Ch‘ii-T‘ou (#8 38)
executed with a slight twist of the brush-hair at the

start. The brush is then drawn downwardsand at

the end slightly turned to the left and brought back

instantly.

This Sweeping-left Stroke, ‘ Pieh’ (it), is very
important. It has many varieties of shape, of which

this, the first, called the Shghtly Curved Pieh, Ch'ii-

Pao-Pieh (th 4 ik), is written first a little to the

right, then with a sweeping movementto the left,

and ends with a slight backward turn to the right.
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The ‘ Short-straight Pieh, Tuan- Chih - Pieh
(4a i& fffk), is in shape like a ‘ beak’ dot but longer.
It is written in the same way: first to the right,
then to the left, then slightly turned back again to
the right. It should be written with a rapid hand
that can control the length of the brush-hair and
execute the leftward sweep at a desired length.

The ‘ Long-straight Pieh’, Chang - Chih - Pieh
(長 直 的) is written in the same wayas the ‘ short-
straight pieh’. But the wrist should be held sus-
pended, or the force will be unevenly transferred to
the brush and the stroke present a feeble appear-
ance.

The ‘Curling Pieh’, Chiian-Pieh (# if), is
shaped like a new moon,slightly elongated. It is
written by laying the point of the brush as shown
in the figure and then sweeping it to the left.

The ‘Vertical Pieh’, Shu-Pieh (8 #8i), looks
rather like a vertical stroke, exceptthatit is slightly
inclined to the left. The first part is written in the
Same way as the vertical stroke; then the brush-tip
is raised to its point and drawn downsteadily to the
left.

As this stroke begins with a twist it is called a
‘ Curved-headed Pieh, Chti-T‘ou-Pieh (ith 58 #84). It
is written like the ‘ curved-headed vertical’ stroke
at the start, then sweeps to the left as if for the
* slightly-curved Pieh’.
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The ‘Long-vertical Pieh’, Chang - Shu- Pieh
(長 & i), written in the same wayas the

‘

vertical
pteh’, but the central part of the stroke, before it
swerves to the left, is longer.

The ‘ Hu-feng Pieh’, Hui-Feng-Pieh (30 % i&),
or ‘ Returning-point Pieh ’, is written in the same way
as any other pieh, but is shorter and turns upwards
and back at the end without leaving a sharp point.
When twopzehs occur in the same character oneis
written in this way in order to avoid repetition.

The ‘ Level Pieh’, P‘ing-Pieh (4 i&), is written
in the normal way: first to the right, then to the
left, then slightly turned back.

The ‘ Orchid-leafPieh’, Lan-Yeh-Pieh (ij # i8}),
so called from its shape, is written by laying the
point of the brush-hair as in the figure and then
sweeping it steadily to theleft.

A sweeping rightward stroke is called Na
(#) in Chinese. This particular one, the ‘ Ver-
tical Na’, Shu-Na (& #5), sweeps rightwards

with a rather steep slant. For the lower part of
the stroke the Tun movementis used, steadily

\
\

NS
一

stretching towards the right. It is also called
‘ Duck’s-beak Na’, Ya-Cho-Na(‘ils "& #8).

The ‘ Level Na’, P‘ing-Na (48 #5), is in shape
and movementlike a waverising and falling. It

is written first to the left, then to the right, and

at the end turns back a little. It is also likened
to a swimming fish.
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The ‘Inclined Na’, Tsé-Na (fi) #), is less

flat than the ‘ level Na’ and notso sloping as the

“vertical Na’. It is written in the same way

as the others, only more inclined to the right.

The ‘ Reversed Na’, Fan-Na (x #), differs

from the ordinary Na in having no sharp tip.

It is written in the same way asthe ‘ tiger-claw’

dot but is a little longer. In characters which

contain two Na, the first is always written in

this way in order to avoid repetition.

- The ‘ Curved-head Na’, Chiti- T‘ou- Na

(#i 98 #5), is written in the same way as the

“vertical Na’, except that the head is bent

down a little to theleft.

The ‘ Golden-knife Na’, Chin-Tao-Na

(金 刀 #8), is very similar to the ‘vertical Na’,

but without the duck’s beak.

This stroke is called Jiao (#k) in Chinese.

It is the only kind of stroke written from the

lower part upwards. This first 7zao is called

‘Level Tiao’, P‘ing-Tiao (# $k), and is written

first to the left, then steadily upwards to the

right.

The ‘Long Tiao’, Chang-Tiao (£ #k), is
written in the same way as the ‘level Tiao’,
but is longer and has not the angle at the left
side.
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The ‘Long Hook’, Chang-Kou (£& 49),
generally forms a triangle at the base. It is
written first as if for a vertical stroke; then,
near the bottom, the brush is shifted slightly
to the right to make the first angle; next it
moves downwards, then again upwards little,
finally it stretches out to the left.

The ‘ Flat Hook’, P‘ing-Kou (4 $9). The
first part is written like a horizontal stroke, from
the left, but as the brush reaches the right
extremity it is lowered down andthen stretches
out to the left to form the hook.

The ‘ Horizontal Hook’, Heng-Kou (tx #1),

is written from the left, the brush movingfirst

to the left, then inclining to the right until the

line is level as in the figure ; then, after a short

pause at the right extremity, the hook finishes

by curving upwards to the left.

This is a ‘ Ké Hook’, Ké-Kou (& #9). A

Ké is an ancient Chinese fighting weapon some-

thing like a javelin and shaped like the form in

this figure. It is written first slightly upwards,

then with a downward inclination to the right,

and ends in an upward hook.

This is the ‘Nu Hook’, Nu-Kou (3 3).

Nuis a kind of bow. ‘Thestroke is written first

horizontally, then turns downwards to form a

vertical stroke, and ends with a leftward hook.
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The ‘ Phenix-Wing Hook’, Feng-Chth-Kou

( 4 38), 1s written by drawing the point of the
brush from left to right, raising it slightly at the
turning-point, then sweeping downwards and to
the right, and finally turning upwards to form a
hook.

The ‘ Twisted Hook’, Niu-Kou (4k $4), is so
called because in writing it the brush-point is
twisted from the right to the left and then to the
right again ; near the end the brush turnsto the
left once more and endsin a left upward hook.

The ‘Dragon-Tail Hook’, Lung-Wei-Kou
(#E #2 39), is so called because in the Chinese
character for dragon the last stroke is of this

- shape. When written quickly in Hsing-Shu or
K*ai-Shu,it is really very like thetail of a dragon.
The first part of the stroke is vertical; at the
base of it the brush turns to the right horizon-
tally, and ends in an upward hook.

The ‘ Floating-Swan Hook’, -Yu-Wo-Kou
(i #5 34), is written in nearly the same way as
the last, but the stroke is undulating and the
hook restrained. Indeed, the hook is hardly
visible, but one has the impressionthatit is there.

The * Supporting Hook, T‘o-Kou (4 $9). Charac-

a
d

ters which have many strokes in the upper part are
generally “ supported’ by this stroke as a handle or
axis.

downwards and then turningit to the left to form a

It is written by moving the brush smoothly

rather long hook.
II [ 161 ]
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The ‘ Round Hook’, Yiian-Kou (圓 4), is written

by drawing the point of the brush rightward in a

crescent, then leftward to form a hook.

The ‘ Enclosing or Wrapping Hook’, Pao-Kou

(包 1), is so called because in some characters many

strokes are wrapped up init. It is like a lion’s mouth

and is written first with a horizontal stroke; then,

after a slight upward movement, the brush travels

downwards as for a ‘ long-hook’ but inclining to the

left.

The ‘ Rightward Hook’, Hsiang-Yu-Kou (向 右鉤)
is so called because the hook faces right. It is written

first with a short vertical stroke slightly inclined to the

right, then a movement to the left, and finally up-

wards to the right.

The ‘ Playing-butterfly ’ Stroke, Hsi-Tieh (15 #%), is

actually a combinationof a ‘ beak’ dot andan “ apricot-

kernel’ dot. The ‘ beak’ is written first, then, with-

out a break, the brush turns to the right to form the

‘ apricot-kernel ’ dot.

The ‘ Curled-up Dragon’ Stroke, P‘an-Lung (#& #£),

is a combination of two short piehs, two short hori-

zontal strokes and one small dot. They are written

as indicated by the arrows.

The ‘ Chanting-insect’ Stroke, Yin-Ch'itung (¥ %)s

is a combination of a ‘level Jiao’, a ‘short pieh’

and a ‘round hook’. They are written as indicated

by the arrows.W
A
M
&
&

<
j

ev
e
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Although these examples by no means comprise all the
strokes of Chinese calligraphy, they are sufficient, if properly
mastered, to enable the pupil to write almost any character.
Thefact that we are accustomedtopraise a single well-executed
stroke, quite apart from the meaning of the character or even
the execution of the other strokes in it, testifies to the high
value we place upon good brushwork.

Every character is formed, of course, by combining several
strokes, and the methods by which this is accomplished are
the next thing to be learnt. Here are two examples (more are

Jen means ‘man’ Li means ‘ force’

FIG. IOI

unnecessary). The character fen (A) is a combination of the
‘slightly-curved pieh’ and the ‘ duck-beak Na’. The char-
acter Li (Jj) is a combination of the ‘ wrapping-up hook’ and
the ‘long-straight pieh’. Knowledge of the direction of par-
ticular strokes helps the writer to grasp the order of the strokes
in a character. The dotted lines in the figures indicate this.

We have four terms to describe the quality of strokes:
Bone, Flesh, Muscle, and Blood. For we look at strokes and
characters from an animistic point of view. Thus Lady Wei
said :

In the writing of those whoare skilful in giving strength to their strokes,
the characters are ‘bony’; in the writing of those whoare not thusskilful,
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the characters are ‘fleshy’. Writing that has a great deal of bone and very

little meat is called ‘sinewy’; and writing that is full of flesh and has weak

bones is called ‘ piggy’. Powerful and sinewy writing is divine; writing that

has neither power nor sinewsis like an invalid.t

Thus every type of stroke should have a bone within it,

formed by the strength of the writer. Wecriticize calligraphy

according to whether it has strength—‘ bone ’—or not. That

is why the handling of the brush is of such importance and

@
* Ox-head’” dot Mouse-tail Wasp-waist

= week ee
Bamboo-section Water-caltrop Broken-branch Stork-leg

os
A pole for carrying fuel

FIG. I102.—THE ‘EIGHT DEFECTS’

the suspended wrist position the best. Theflesh of the stroke

depends upon the thickness of the brush-hair and the pressure

or lightness of the writer’s touch. It also depends upon the

amount of water in the ink. The flesh will be loose if there is

much water, and arid if there is too little; it will be fat if

1 Translated by Lin Yii-Tang in My Country and My People.
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the ink is very thick, lean if the ink is very thin. The nature
of ‘muscle’ in a stroke can beleft to the imagination; when
the stroke is bony and has the right amount of flesh, muscle
is sure to be there. In well-written characters there seem to be
muscles joining one stroke to another, and even one character
to another. The ‘blood’ of a stroke depends entirely upon
the amount of water with which the ink is mixed—thecolour.
Thus it can be seen that the principle of ‘life’ is borne out
even in the technical detail of Chinese calligraphy.

All these areillustrated in the examples (Fig. 102) which we
call the ‘ Eight Defects,’ Pa-Ping (/\ iia).

Here no flesh, no bone, no muscle, and no blood are, re-
spectively, shown clearly. Beginners inevitably make some of
their strokes like these, but the defects diminish gradually with
continual practice, and ultimately the brush can be controlled
with ease.
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COMPOSITION

HE composition of Chinese characters—proportioning

of the parts, spacing within the imaginary square,

poise, posture, adaptation in the interests of pattern or

meaning—is not governed by inviolable laws. It issues

from the calligrapher’s personal aesthetic. Just as two painters

will paint the same scene and produce utterly different pictures,

so two calligraphers writing the same characters will produce

completely different pieces of writing. There are, of course,

for each of the recognized styles—Li-Shu, K‘ai-Shu, Ts‘ao-Shu,

&c.—general principles of composition, and these cannot be

ignored with impunity, for they are less laws than warnings

against the pitfalls which await the careless or over-confident;

but even within a single style a writer can—indeed, must—

exercise choice.

The changes in the general style of calligraphy which took

place from dynasty to dynasty were in large part changes of

composition. Necessarily ; for, as was remarked by the great

calligrapher Chao Meng-Fu of Yiian dynasty, brushwork never

changes. Modern Chinese characters are stylized ideograms

(pictures of zdeas) which have developed outof an original small

number of pictograms (straightforward pictures of things).

No fundamental changes of structure have taken place since
[ 166 ]
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Han times, but changes in the methods of composition have
been effected continuously all through the succeeding dynasties,
andarestill being effected. In the Chin dynasty calligraphers,
followingthe lead of ‘ the two Wangs’, held graceas their ideal,
and the less skilful exponents tended to becomefacile. In
T’ang times Ou-Yang Hsiin, who preferred order, convention,
kept writers firmly disciplined. The Sungcalligraphers, led by
Mi Fei, wrote with an air of thoughtfulness, strove to put their
personal convictions into their characters. And soon. Every
piece of writing displays not only the writer’s personality but
the stamp of his epoch.

The first element of composition to be considered is the
“skeleton ’—that which in painting would be called the rough
sketch: the plotting out of the parts in relation to one another
and to the spaces left blank. The Chinese name for this is
Chien-Chna ({ii 28), and it is subdivided into Fen-Chien (Zt fil)
and Pu-Pai (76 B).

Fen-Chien means ‘ relative division’. The Chinese char-
acter is always written in an imaginary square which, for the

purposeofanalysis, itis convenient to divide into two

or four parts. As a great many characters are composed of

two or four elements, these arrangements are useful to the
student. But to the calligrapher, anxious to avoid the rigid
symmetry of the printed character, and 中和 to achieve

balanced asymmetry, the nine-fold square [:

 

some ingenious but anonymous writer of the Tang dynasty, is
more serviceable, and it has been very generally employed for
the purpose ever since. It enables the writer to learn to make
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the right and left sides of a character, and the top and bottom,

asymmetrical. For example, the character 77, which means

‘earth’, when written in a twofold square, has a disintegrated

appearance—it looks almost like two separate characters; but

when written in a ninefold square, the greater size and weight

 

FIG. 103.—TI, EARTH

of the right-hand side causes the two elements to lean together

and form a whole. The twofold square tends always to pro-

duce the effect of falling apart. The character Tan, ‘ sunrise ’,

which is composed of the radical ‘sun’ over a line which

represents the horizon, is another instance. When written in a

twofold square, the sun symbol appears to have norelation to

See eeeeemere

FIG. 104.—TAN, SUNRISE

the horizontal stroke; whereas when written in a ninefold

square, the character is integrated and harmonious. But let us

take a more complex example: the character Chin, meaning

‘to prohibit’. Here we have a combination of two ‘ wood’

symbols over the radical for ‘to show’ (in ancient times

public notices, which would mostly be prohibitions, were hung
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on trees). Written in a fourfold square, the two upper symbols
have equal value with the lower one, and though there is
nothing wrong with the individual strokes, the character is top-
heavy. Written in a ninefold square, the lower part becomes
proportionately larger and the character is balanced.

 

FIG. I05.—CHIN, PROHIBIT

The second division of Chien-Chia is Pu-Pai, the ‘ arrange-
ment of spaces’. It is not, as might be supposed, merely the
negative aspect of Fen-Chien, but itself an important consider-
ation, being intimately connected with the Chinese philosophy
ofart. The part played by the blank spaces in Chinese paintings
is noticed by every one. These spaces are. not, in the truest
sense, ‘blank’ at all, but constitute unstated expressions of
sky, land or water. In calligraphy the ‘ empty portions of the
imaginary character-squares are full of invisible muscles joining
stroke with stroke. We expect these empty spaces to exhibit
some inherent harmony with the strokes.

Space gives breadth and ‘light’ to a character. The
strokes can be well formed and lively and yet the characters
appear black and dead because cramped or disproportionately
spaced. For inspiration we take, as always, Nature: the night
sky. There can be no more wonderful example of beautiful
spacing than the stars and planets in the firmament, filling the
vast dome completely, yet irregularly and without any sense of
crowding. In England the night sky is often clouded, and
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there are comparatively few opportunities of studying it, but
in China the moonis constantly visible, and scholars and painters
and calligraphers derive continual inspiration from the con-
templation of the exquisitely disposed intervals betweenthestars.
The Chinese have alwaysplacedtheir faith in Nature as educator
and inspirer; we think that there can be no more perfect
models than hers.

So much for Chien-Chia as applied to individual characters:
a few words must be added onits application to whole pieces
of writing. The problem is really a new one, because char-
acters which, taken separately, might appear indifferently
composed and of odd sizes will, taken together, be seen to
have been deliberately written thus in order to set off one
another. The reader will see this clearly if he turns back to
some of the examples of Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu, in which
styles the characters vary considerably in size and placing.
Chiian-Shu, Li-Shu and K‘ai-Shu, which have characters of
more even size and position, show it less markedly, but it is
still present, and it can be detected in even the most ancient
script. To describe this happy sequence of large and small
characters we use the simile of the Chinese family. We say
that it is like proud grandparents reviewing long lines of off-
spring. ‘This simile, like many others in this book, will seem
far-fetched to those wholly unfamiliar with Chinese ways of
life. Welive in very large families, several generations residing
in different parts of the same house; sometimes as many as
thirty or forty persons are sheltered by one roof. - And pre-
cedence and respect are always given to elders, for we reverence
age and like to ponder the long humantradition which our
family system maintains. Hence there is about characters
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arranged in a sequence that can befitly likened to a fine family,

an intimate relationship, a ‘family likeness’, and an ordered

dignity.?

To arrive at general rules of composition is very difficult.

The number of Chinese characters runs into many thousands,

and although the space occupied by each is, in K‘a-Shu at

least, roughly equal, no two are composed alike; the number

of strokes varies from one to more than twenty; the general

form may be dense or loose, broad or slender, heavy or light ;

even the component strokes have different kinds of movement

—bending, stretching, covering, and so on (see Chapter VIII).

Wang Hsi-Chih’s ‘ Eight Components of the Character ““ Yung’’’
offers reliable guidance in composition, but the instruction is
too highly concentrated for any but calligraphers of some

experience. Later critics, as explained on page 152, extended

Wang’s eight types of stroke into thirty-two ‘Postures’. In
the T‘ang dynasty the famous calligrapher Ou-Yang Hsiin

devised independently a set of thirty-six rules. The Ming
writer Li Ch‘un (4 @) expounded as many as eighty-four.
I shall not attempt to explain all these ‘laws’, but in order to
give the reader some idea of how to analyse and appreciate

composition, I shall select arbitrarily those which in my view
are most important.

The first requisite in the composition of a character is that
it should stand stably on its foot (or feet) without an appearance
of lameness or stumbling. Those characters which have a
vertical stroke down the middle are obviously the easiest to

1 Those desirous of pursuing the subject of composition in detail will find
in the books listed in the Bibliography at the end of this volume all the main
‘rules’ and principles.
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balance, because the centre of gravity falls at the foot of the
axial stroke. Fig. 106 contains some examples :

FE LAF
Chung Hsiao

(middie) (to Faish) (small) Be died

FIG. 106

With characters comprising two elements the problem at
once becomes more difficult; with three or four elements it
may be very complex indeed. And even with simple char-
acters like those in Fig. 106, the obligation to balance them upon
the centre of gravity is, as will be seen when some of them
recur as examples in the paragraphs following, not the only
principle it is necessary to consider.

I have chosen fourteen rules:
(1) P‘ai-Tieh (# #), Arranging and Piling Up. We apply

this principle to characters of particular complexity or those
which have duplication and re-duplication of elements. We
have to ‘arrange’, or space, the strokes of these characters
regularly, taking care neither to overcrowd nor to leave too
loose; or else we ‘ pile-up’ the elements evenly, avoiding a

crushed appearance. Wetry to place the strokes so that, in
spite of their number, the characteris still lively. Such similes
as that of a mass of spring flowers or a pile of summerleaves
are commonly used to convey the desired absence of either
artifice or confusion. In Fig. 107 the first character, Shou,

“longevity ’, is composed of a succession of regularly-spaced
horizontal strokes, one below the other; the result is neither
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overcrowded nor empty. The second, Hung, is composed of
three ‘cart’ symbols, and has the appropriate meaning, ‘ the
rumbling noise made by wheeled vehicles’. Notice that the
character is composed by

‘

piling’ one cart upon the other two
in such a way thatits central vertical stroke creeps down between
the two lower ‘ carts’, and thus avoids an ineloquent blank in
the centre of the character which would cause the whole to
disintegrate. Similar principles may be observed in the other
examples, Shéng and Ling, both of which contain duplications.
An agreeable appearance is achieved by carefully regulated
spacing of the strokes and an even formation of similar forms.

$f A RS
Shéng Ling

(eager) (rumblingofcarriages) (sound) (spirit)

FIG. 107

In general, it is easier to achieve a beautiful effect with char-
acters composed of large numbers of strokes than with simpler
characters, because the writer has an abundance of material
with which to fill the imaginary squares. Most painters would
acknowledge that to compose a picture with a wealth ofdetail
is actually easier than to compose one in which the effect is
gained with only a few bold lines.

(2) Pi-Chiu (it€ #t), Avoiding and Approaching. Some
characters are of uneven density, others have too many, similar
strokes. With thefirst the calligrapher’s problem is to ‘ avoid’
over-density in one part and ‘ approach’ the looser part; with
the second, it is to ‘avoid’ monotonous repetition and
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‘approach’ asymmetry. ‘The examples in Figs. 108 to 112 will

clarify the implications of the terms.

The character P‘o is a com-
RA bination of Pi and Yeh. Pi alone

is generally finished with a long

sweeping stroke to the right, but
(see. (ckin (ae) when combined with Yeh this

os becomes a ‘long’ dot in order to
avoid cramping Yeh or displacingit.

The character Su is a combination of Kéng and Shéng. A

very ugly effect would be created by making the two parts of

equal size and placing them side by

By 更 AE side: so the lower, sweeping stroke
of Kéng is lengthenedto enfold Shéng,

Kéng  Shéng Which is proportionately reduced in

eeio aess (bom) size. This practice wecall ‘ making
ad the parts approacheach other ’.

The character Chiu (meaning ‘a turtle dove’) is a com-

bination of Chiu (meaning ‘ nine’)

He, N, and Niao (meaning ‘bird’). To

“ wsx~w》 avoid an awkward gap between the
Chiu Chiu Niao parts, Chiu (‘nine’) is reduced in

ie doy . . .
(turtle dove) (nine) (bird) Size, and shorn of its ‘ dragon-tail

FIG. IIO 5
hook’.

The character Hsii is a combination of C/iu (‘ nine’)

and Fh (‘sun’). This time the

Ha It 8 ‘dragon-tail’ hook of Chim is

lengthened to enclose the smaller
Asti Chiu Fih 2

(dawn) (nine) (sun) .

FIG. III The characters Feng and Tsou
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both contain two very similar sweeping strokes to the right.
The procedure is to change the upper
Sweeping stroke of Féng and the lower % % #
one of Tsou into dots. This obviates A
the effect of the characters being, as it
were, on two levels.

(3) Ch'uang-Cha (3 #8), Piercing .
Through and Inserting. Somecharacters A
comprise spaces traversed or intersected ‘
by strokes. Here the problem is to knit
the skeleton of the character together.

In the characters in Fig. 113, Chung, Shen, T‘sé, and Shuan,
the Chuang principle can be seen at work. Thefirst two are
pinioned by the vertical
stroke, which must

‘

pierce ’ Hr
the remainder of the char-
acter securely. The second Chung T'sé Shuan

(middle) erSot (a record) (clear)

FIG. 113

Féng (to meet unexpectedly)

Tsou (to report)

FIG. II2

two have, respectively, a
horizontal stroke and two
curved strokes sweeping in opposite directions into which the
remaining elements of the characters are ‘ inserted ’.
The Ch‘a principle can be

observed in the four char- Wy pe) a Wh
acters in Fig. 114: Ch‘i, "
Wang, San, and Yii. Two cri

‘ ee 5 (crooked) Ss Gate asvertical strokes are

‘

inserted FIG. 114
into Ch‘ii, two crosses into
Wang, four Jen symbols into San, and four dots into Yii.
The shaping and placing of piercing and inserted strokes has
to be done with tact. In Chung and Shen, for example, the
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vertical stroke should divide the oblong into two or four

equal squares, but the equality should be more an optical

illusion than a geometrical exactitude.

(4) Hsiang-Pei (0 4),
內 AT Py 幼 Facing Inwards and Out-

wards. In certain characters

(intedor) (good) (do (young) «the parts have the appear-
FIG. 115 ance of facing one another;

in others, of turning their

上 Jak x Ht, backs to each other. The
4 four characters in Fig. 115,

Fei Nei, Hao, Men, and Yu,

(Nort nd) oui) (8) face inwards; the four in
" Fig. 116, Pez, Fen, Wai, and

Fei, face outwards. These effects are the product of the general

movements of the strokes. In composing inward-facing char-

acters, the difficulty is to place the parts just far enough apart to

secure the effect of ‘facing’; with outward-facing characters,

it is to get the parts, without cramping, close enough together

to secure the effect of ‘ back-to-back’.

跟形 AA ie
Kén Hsing Yiian
(heel) (shape) (to wish) (body)

FIG. II7 FIG. 118

Sometimes the two parts face the same way. Both parts

. of the character Kén in Fig. 117, for example, have a rightward

tendency, while both parts of Hsimg are directed leftwards.

Hsiang-Pei is also applied to characters, such as Yiian and

Ti (Fig. 118), of which neither part faces either inwards or out-
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wards but both face forwards. Both parts must then be written
in a similar upright manner. Before attempting to compose
any character, the calligrapher must first decide what kind of
character it is.

(5) P%ien-T‘se (偏側 ) 長 4 Ss a ahah
Aslant. Most Chinese char-

Chang Hsin Huoacters have an erect pos- (jong) (heart) (perhaps) eo.with
ture, but a few definitely aa aa)
lean to oneside or the other.
Chang, Hsin, Huo, and Tui Be 用
(Fig. 119) lean to the left.
Hist, Nat, Shao, and Li(Fig.
120) lean to the right. Des-
pite the slant,it is in every
case necessary that the posture should be stable. A toppling
effect is aesthetically fatal. The centre of gravity mustfall within
the (in this case imaginary) base—like that of the Leaning Tower
of Pisa. Andtheinclination mustnever be exaggerated. Itis a
commonplace of criticism that upright characters should be
written with a suggestion of slant and slanting ones with a sug-
gestion of uprightness.

(6) Hsiang-Fang (+9 i), 員 幼 B BsMutual Concession. Strictly 防 ?a
speaking, the concession is
not always mutual; often esshp) Geen (imme. Gane
one part dominates and only He! wee ment
the other ‘ concedes’. The
concession effect is achieved by variations of the positions of the
parts as well as by modificationsoftheir size. Each ofthe charac-
ters in Fig. 121, Chu, Yu, Chi, and Pu, has theleft side lifted

12 [177]
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into the upper two-thirds of the ninefold square, and the right

RR AvB)

Tung Chi
(rain- (to a

read) bow) spin) discuss)

FIG. 122

are composed to give prominence

Be Mit oe AF
(to ey ehalee) en (builtanes)

FIG. 123

the relative widths of the parts. Fig.

BR BR ET oR
Chin

(antes) tooffer) (aah) (reverent)

FIG. 124

side pulled down into the

lower two-thirds. Thus,

dominance is given to the

left-hand part of the

character. Conversely,

the characters Tu, Tung,

Chi, and I in Fig. 122

to the right-hand part,

the left-hand part being

reduced in each case to

about two-thirds its nor-

mal size. In the eight

characters in Figs. 123

and 124, the Hstang-Fang

principle operates upon

123 showsfour characters

in which only one-third

of the total width is occu-

pied by the left-hand

part; Fig. 124 four in

which only one-third is

occupied by the right-

hand part. In both sets of characters the length of the two

Bf ER
Féng Chiin

(to人 (to Bhale) (a lofty (steeply)
peak).

FIG. 125
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account of the relative
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numberofstrokes in the parts. The characters in Fig. 123 all
have fewer strokes in the left-hand part than in the right; those
in Fig. 124,.vice versa. In
certain characters, both the

length and breadth of one Fe xo $a Ag
part are reduced in size. jy, Chih Tien. Hei
But notice that some of (amicable) (to know) eS (thin)

igree
these, like those in Fig. 125, FIG. 126
have the diminished part
placed roughly on a level with the top of the dominant part,
while others, like those in Fig. 126, have the diminished part
placed level with the bottom ? >
of the larger. The object re ~~ eu é
of all these ‘ concessions’ RR B ae

- always the same—the Chia Kuan Kung Yu
achievement of a beautiful (home) (officer) (empty) (to pardon)
pattern.

(7) Fu-Kai (# ), ns i
Covering Over. A large Aa
number of characters are Yiin Lao
subject to this principle of ea!) Se
composition. Theyare all
characters of which the a全全命
upper element resembles a 命
roof or shelter. Thelower xy; Ho Chin
parts must always be (to meet) (to unite) (gold) (on

FIG. 127brought well under the
cover, like the members of a family sheltered by one roof,
and arranged there in orderly fashion, each holding a proper
relation to the others. Of the ten characters in Fig. 127, Chia,
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Kuan, K‘ung and Yu have a flat cover at the top, the centre

of which is marked by a well-placed dot; Ym and Lao have

additional strokes above the cover; Hui, Ho, Chin and Ming

have obviously roof-like tops, with the lower elements so dis-

posed as to balance the whole.

(8) Man-Pu-Yao-Hsii (js 不 BE iit), an idiomatic phrase

which may betranslated, ‘in filling up, leave no empty space’.

Man-Pu-Yao-Hsii is applied chiefly to characters bounded by

a large outer square which the calligrapher must fill with suit-

ably sized strokes so as to leave no ineloquent blanks. The

tendencies are either to crowd the enclosed strokes or to extend

them too close to

EA 國 目 \e2) oO the square. The
square itself, inci-

(eanden) ea ie5) (return) an dentally, is usually

more nearly a rect-

angle (see Yiian,

Kuo, and Mu in Fig. 128), and the corners are not perfect

right angles but are modified in such ways as the five shown in

Fig. 128. Characters like Mu, Hui, and K‘ou, which have few

or no enclosed strokes, have their whole compass diminished

in order to reduce the size of the blanks.

(9) I-Lien (3% #2), Implied Connexion. Certain rather

simple characters are composed of dots and strokes which have

no obvious interrelation.

al: y = yy Hsiao, I, San, and Ch‘uan

— in Fig. 129 are examples.

at Gn Chuan  Lhese touches of the brush
(small) (to 和 (three) (stream) fall, as a rule, away from

FIG. 129 ‘one another, but they seem
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nevertheless to be joined by some ofthose in visible muscles I
described at the end of the previous chapter. In these characters
the order in which the strokes and dots are written governstheir
direction andeffects the implied connexion between them. Hsiao
and Ch‘uan exemplify the J-Lien principle particularly clearly.

(10) Chieh-Huan (ff #&), Exchange. This principle, unlike
those described so far, is not for general use. The sanction of
precedent—the precedent of some great scholar or calligrapher
—is almost obligatory. It consists of the transposition of
elements in a character for aesthetic reasons; and such a
practice can obviously only be followed with caution and great
skill if confusion is to be avoided.

Examples of the successful implementation of the principle
are Su, Chiu, and E. Suis generally written, as in Fig. 130, A,

Bde

|

PKK
(a) 6) © ©)

Su Chiu
(to revive) (autumn)

FIG. 130

with the a sign on theleft, but the difficulty of arranging the
ee

right-hand side, with its rather short horizontal strokes and long
sweeping rightward stroke, makes this composition awkward.
So the two sides are transposed and, necessarily, the sweeping
rightward stroke curtailed (Fig. 130,B). The same applies to
Chiu, which is commonly written as in Fig. 130, c, with the
right-hand side containing fewer strokes than the left and the
character tending to sprawl. If the twosides are transposed,
the long rightward-sweeping stroke of symbol # abbreviated,
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and that of the ~ symbol lengthened (Fig. 130, D), the effect is

more closely knit. E has three variants. Fig. 131, A, is the

regular form, but it is obvious that the long hook swinging

rightward in the left-hand part of the character will tend to

’ . ate collide with the right-hand part and

4g, BR give a tight appearance. Both the

“sy os alternative compositions, Fig. 131,

(a) @) (0 _B and Cc, obviate this constraint.
E Personally I prefer c, but there is

a danger in it of over-elongation.

Not muchlicence is permissible

with the CAieh-Huan principle. We prefer a character to be

written well in a normal form to one in which a new or eccen-

tric composition is chosen in order to make the balance easier.

(11) Tséng-Chien (38 t&), Increasing and Decreasing. A

simple and effective way of improving the appearance of some

(goose)

FIG. 131

s & =a eee oe
(a) (B) (c) (D)

Hsin Ts‘ao
(acrid) (partly)

FIG. 132

characters is to suppress or add one stroke. Thus, in Hsin

(Fig. 132, A), if the lower element has only two horizontal strokes

the effect is top-heavy ; with three it is: stable (Fig. 132,B).

Contrariwise, Ts‘ao (Fig. 132, C) is better written with one

of the vertical strokes in the upper part subtracted and the

other broken (Fig. 132, D).
[ 182 ]
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Tséng-Ciuen is anotherprinciple that must be used sparingly
and as a rule only with good precedent. Its value is not realiz-
able except by long experience, and the modificationsit entails
cannot be practised lightly.

(12) Ch‘éng-Chu (# #:), Lower Prop. Characters with a
rather small base easily become weak, because the centre of
gravity falls on the slightest part of the whole. Cho, Ts‘ao,
Mao, and Ting, for example,
are supported on ‘ dewdrop’
or ‘ suspended needle ’ verti-
cal strokes, or ‘ supporting
hook’. Cho and Ts‘ao are Guano ae (en -

easier to write than Mao and FIG. 133
Ting: the vertical stroke at
the base has the stability of a stake driven into the ground.
The hook in Mao and Ting is slightly curved in the right direc-
tion—a subtle method for producingtheeffect of this stability.

(13) Chao-I (#3 #:), Salutation. Characters which have
two or three parts of equal value we think of imaginatively as
people of equal rank meeting and acknowledging one another.
Where there are only two such parts, as in Ku, Fu, and Yiin, in
Fig. 134, these should be of equal height and breadth. Where
there are three (Fig. 135), the centre one must stand precisely

AF 3 8HB
Yiin Ch‘ung Hsieh Shu

alook ie (rhyme) (to push (to (tree)
back) assist) forward) thank)

FIG. 134 FIG. 135
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upright and theleft and right flanks appear to hold it up. These

effects are subtle but can usually be mastered with practice.

(14) Hu-Pao ((] #4), and Pao-Ke (@1 3), Embracing and

Wrapping Up. These principles apply to characters in which

one or more strokes embrace or fold round the rest. There

areny ways in which this can occur. In Fig. 136, Pao,

Mien, and Yang each have

包 $, a long, curving stroke in
», BS the left-hand part that em-

ae oe braces the right-handpart ;

eee al Gvhirled) T‘ung and Shang have three

strokes which begird other

= vp? characters from above;

同 1) ZA 3% Hsiung and Yu have similar

Tung Shane Elstune strokes begirding the char-

(nd) however) (Grud) (allen) acters from below; Kuang
= and Kuez effect the ‘ wrap-

二 一 a) DP. ping’ in a rightward
direction, Hsiin and Wu in

Kuang Kuei Hsiin
0 @big (period ee全 a leftward. Dangers to

Se avoid are over-extending
FIG. 136 the embracing strokes and,

in the endeavour to achieve

the embracing effect, curving them round too much. Thus,

if the rightward-sweeping stroke in Pao, Mien and Yang is

made too long, the embraced element will not seem to fill

the imaginary space enclosed ; while if it is curved round too

much it will cause the embraced element to look cramped. In

characters in which the ‘wrapping’ is effected upwards or

downwards, the base or top as the case may beis slightly con-
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tracted. JT‘ung, however, is an exception, the outer vertical

strokes being parallel. In rightward-wrapping characters like

Kuang and Kuei strength is achieved by means of the Tun

movement described in Chapter V (page 145).. In leftward-

wrapping characters a slight curving movementto the left of

the embracing stroke supplies the necessary support and strength.

The fourteen principles of composition I have described

provide an adequate foundation for those who wish to be able

to discriminate good characters from bad. Serious students

should consult two important books, Li Shun’s ‘ Ta-Tzd-

Chieh-Kou-Pa-Shih-Szu-Fa’ (K ¥ #8 # /\ + i) and Huang
Tzu-Yitian’s (# A 30) ‘ Ling-Chiu-Shih-Erh-Fa’ (8% ju + = i&),
both of which can be obtained of any Chinese bookstore.

Here I will only add a few characters not directly covered

by the fourteen principles, but which exemplify simple and evi-

dent modifications in the interests of pattern. Tso and Tsai in

Fig. 137 have notably short horizontal strokes, and the leftward-

sweepingstrokes are there-

fore elongated. Yu and a
Yu have proportionately

longer vertical strokes, so
the sweeping stroke is (let ao (to ey (cick)

shortened. Characters oN 朱 和8
like Mu and Chu, contain- ~

ing a short horizontal ‘y”
: Mu Chu Lé Chu

stroke, a long vertical one, @ood) (red) (happi- (to build)

and sweeping strokes to Bess)
right and left, are given

breadth (and saved from a lean appearance) by spreading the

curved strokes. If, on the other hand, the horizontal stroke of
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a character has to be extended to support the upper elements,
as in Lé and Chu, the two sweepingstrokes to left and right
of the vertical stroke are diminished to dots with the appear-
ance of facing one another. In characters containing twostrong
horizontal strokes, like Chéng and Ping (Fig. 138), the upperof the
two is made shorter than the lower. Characters with two strong
vertical strokes, like Tz and Yin, are made with the right-hand
stroke a little longer than the left-hand. Characters which have
a big “head and wide ‘ feet’, such as Ying and Ching, are usually

written with the central part
JE. ib. 4 Bl reduced in size. Characters

with long horizontal strokes

Gene) Gide!by (Gon) 吧 the middle and short
sweeping strokes to left and

right, such as Shih and Ch‘z,
e ue 矢 37) have the right-hand sweep-

Ying stroke reduced to a dot.
Shih Chi These last examples

Ga stn) : ee (contract) SHoyy hat composition i

> not simply a matter of obey-
ing rules deduced from the practices of old masters. Any
writer’s own experience will provide him with principles which
he will not find written down anywhere as laws. All the
minor principles I have described are in any case only con-
tributory to the two fundamentals of composition, Fen-Chien
and Pu-Pai, ‘relative division’ and ‘ arrangementof spaces’,

which together we call Chien-Chia. The only other generally
accepted rule is that which ordains that multi-stroked char-
acters should be written small and few-stroked ones large,
lest the former should sprawl out of their imaginary squares and
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the latter shrink to insignificance. After some practice the

writer will find himself enlarging and contracting his characters
almost unconsciously. .

Wecall beautiful characters Ch‘iieh Hao (8) #), ‘just right’.
The reasons for the writer’s success are often very difficult, if —

not impossible, to describe—some magical co-ordination of
brush and brain seems to have been at work. Ou-Yang Hsiin,
the famous calligrapher of T‘ang dynasty, wrote someinstruc-
tions on composition which convey better than any I can write

the things to be desired. I will translate his words freely in
order to avoid puzzling the reader with technical terms:

Have the idea in your mind before you take up the brush. Design the
composition only after you have thoroughly considered it. Be very careful
with the general shape and spacing, and do notlet the character tilt sideways.
Too pale an ink will dim the characters’ lustre, too thick a one will impede
the flow of the brush. A broad fleshy stroke looks gross; a very slim one

exposes the ‘bones’. Do not spoil a character by over-pliancy, nor cause

discomfort by imbuing it with a quarrelsomefeeling. Let all four sides be
evenly proportioned and all parts co-ordinated. Short and long strokes must
be calculated in relation to one another, and a compromise effected between
the coarse and the fine. Mind and eye together should determine density or

looseness of texture, and also inclination—whether upright or aslant. The

animation and spirit of a character depend largely upon its proportioning.
It is fatal to place a light head on a heavy base, or to shorten one side too much

in relation to the other. The stance of a character should be like that of a

well-built man. Achieve these qualities, and the atmosphere of your writing
will be delightful. Only follow these instructions, and there will be no reason

for failure.

Trial and error is a good way of learning. Choose some

printed character and try to write it as pleasingly as you can:

then compare it with the same character as written by some

1 From ‘ The Book of Calligraphy’, by Ou-Yang Hsiin (Bk BB 2) 3 =).
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acknowledged master of calligraphy. That will teach you
much. Or try to write any of the characters given in this
chapter, using another principle of composition than that of
whichit is given here as an example: then judge if your method
has been justified.
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TRAINING

S I have already explained the technique of Chinese
calligraphy, it may seem to the reader that a chapter
on training is redundant. But actually I have not

yet described how calligraphy is taught and the calligrapher
systematically trained in theart.

Children are naturally unable to grasp at onceall the fine
points of technique—thetheories of stroke-making, composition,
&c. So, at the age of seven or eight, or in somecasesearlier,
a start is made on very simple lines. But from the outset at
least one hour a day is devoted to practice. The pupils are
first taught, as I have already explained, how to handle the
brush and to grind the ink. They are encouraged to hold the
brush very tightly. Totest this, the tutor will sometimes creep
up behind a pupil and try to snatch the brush out of his hand !
Next, the pupils are asked to work over in black ink a number
of characters which are printed on

‘

practice’ paper in red or
other bright colour. These characters are not

‘

printing’
characters but reproductions of hand-written ones. Children
do not, of course, succeedatfirst in exactly covering the coloured
strokes, nor can they manage the three movements of the brush
necessary to the proper formation of a stroke. Frequently
they only draw a line down the middle of the coloured stroke.
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No objection is made to this; the tutor contents himself with
explaining the positions of the various strokes in the characters
and making the pupils execute them in the right order. He
does, however, insist that each stroke be madein a single move-

ment, with the brush travelling the length of it in the right
direction. It is utterly contrary to the nature of Chinese

calligraphy—as it is of Chinese painting—to correct or retouch

a single dot. We demand that even a beginner should write,

not fill in the coloured outlines as if he were drawing. Children

soon get interested in writing, and strive to maketheir strokes

resemble the model. Then the tutor shows them how to move

the brush and shape thestrokes.

The next stage consists in tracing characters. The tutor

gives his pupils specimens of good calligraphy—usually written

by himself—and tells them to cover them with thin paper

through which the positions and constructions of the characters

are partly visible. With this help, the children trace the speci-

men characters over and over again, and thus learn to make

their own strokes and accustom their eyes to the general structure

of whole characters.

Copying comes next. A model is placed in front of the

pupil, slightly to the left- or right-hand side of the paper on

which he is writing. The number of characters to be copied

is gradually increased. ‘The object of this exercise is to teach

the pupil to understand the structure of good characters. At

first he finds it very difficult to copy the model accurately, and

is assisted by using a kind of ‘ graph’ paper divided, as de-

scribed on page 167, into series of nine squares. The tutor

explains which part of a character should fall within each of

the squares and points out to the pupil where heis at fault.
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At school, pupils over the age of ten are made to write from
ten to twenty middle-sized characters and fifty or more small
characters every day; under ten, the middle-sized characters
are required but not the small ones. The models for the middle-
sized characters are changed about every ten days.

By the time the pupil has passed the ‘ squared paper ’ stage
he will have learned to raise his wrist in making a stroke, and
a little later he is taught to raise the elbow also. This is very
important when medium-sized or larger characters are to be
written, and it has to be practised assiduously. The raising
of the wrist and elbow enables the writer to achieve great swift-
ness and beauty of stroke. The wrist and elbow should belevel
with one another and maintained at a height not much below
the shoulder. When a pupil has practised for some time, the
tutor places on his elbow-joint a flat weight of some kind.
The weightis not fastened to the elbow in any way and has to
be balanced while the writing is executed. This exercise has
the effect of strengthening the muscles of the arm andintensi-
fying the writer’s control over the brush, so that his hand ceases
to tremble when making a stroke and his constructions become
sure and steady. If he perseveres with the weight he will find
that afterwards, withoutit, he can write much better and more
fluently than he could formerly.

Ourcalligraphy has, as I have already shown, many styles.
In practising writing we always start with K‘at-Shu, not merely
because its characters are more ‘orthodox’ than those of
Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu, nor wholly because it provides such
fine training in the making of beautiful patterns, but primarily
because it opens the door, as it were, to those later styles.
Strictly speaking, Ts‘ao-Shu was invented before K‘ai-Shu, but
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it was not established until later. Chiian-Shu was the ancestor

of both. The need for increased speed of execution brought

about the establishment of Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu, both of

which grew round the basic structural shapes of K‘at-Shu.

Hence without a thorough grounding in K‘ai-Shu it is very

difficult for any pupil to grasp the principles of strength and

posture upon which good composition depends. And thefreer

and more rapid movements employed for the more widely used

Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu result in formlessness unless the

writer constantly practises the structural shapes of K‘ai-Shu.

Chiian-Shu and Li-Shu are also cultivated. Though more

formal than K‘ai-Shu, they possess a beauty and rhythm of

their own, and the different ways in which their characters are

arranged and spaced enlarges the writer’s capacity to arrange

his K‘ai-Shu characters distinctively.

By the time a pupil has satisfactorily copied a number of

good examples of K‘ai-Shu the tutor is able to decide which

manner best suits his particular talents and he then encourages

him to concentrate on that manner. Asa rule our first model

is the writing of either Ou-Yang Hsiin, or Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing or

Liu Kung-Chiian. Subsequently we try to copy as many good

examples of K‘ai-Shu as possible, in order to gain a really

comprehensive mastery of the brush andbe able to shape a great

variety of good strokes. Actually, the ‘hand’ of a copyist is

never exactly the same as the model, but he should never abate

his efforts to make it so (Figs. 139 to 141). Here are some

pregnant remarks on the subject by the famous calligrapher

of the T‘ang dynasty, Sun Kuo-Ting: (4% 54 #2).

The first lesson the beginner should learn is to look attentively at the par-

ticular traits of each style. For works of the same style by different artists
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usually show marked divergencies, and different works by the sameartist are
by no means identical. Sometimes strength and sinuosity are coiled up in
one stroke, sometimes they are bodied forth separately ; an apparent smooth-
ness may disguise the bones and sinews, or a burly vigour beat and throb
upon the surface. In any case the student should delve deep into his subject;
and if he starts by copying, he should copy his model without equivocation.
When hefails in this—when, from absence of mind or reluctance to copy
slavishly, the distribution of the strokes falls out of order and the structure
of the body is loosely shaped—then, to whatis splendid and to what are the
pitfalls in this art, he is equally stranger, and such he will remain.

To achieve a perfect copy would requirea lifetime’s practice.
In time, of course, writers are able to evolve and establish new
styles of their own, but their power to do so always depends
upon good early training and unremitting practice. It is the
same with other arts. For a dancer the road to proficiency
lies equally through the sometimes tedious regions of training
and practice.

Nothing is of greater importance than constant practice. In your work
you will be ever confronted with difficulties, but do not despair ; every obstacle
can be surmounted by perseverance and assiduous practice. ... It is only
by practice that one mayattain proficiency, and it is only by practice that
one may preserve it.
A briefperiodof idleness or indifference regarding this essential of dancing

causes the pupil to lose what it has cost him so much labour to acquire—
his equilibrium becomes faulty . . . whereas by daily practice the pupil
acquires and maintains that nice poise, facility of movementandelasticity of
spring, which are a joy to the eye.”

To Chinese scholars calligraphy is the hobby ofa lifetime.
The majority of our most famous calligraphers reached the

* From an essay ‘ On the Fine Art of Chinese Calligraphy ’, adapted from
the translation by Sun Ta-Yii (f% # fj) in the ‘ T%en Hsia Monthly’,
September 1935.

* From ‘A Manualof the Theory and Practice of Classical Theatrical Dancing’,
by Cyril W. Beaumont and S. Idzikowski. London, 1932.
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FIG. 139.—AN EPITAPH, CHIH (it), OF CHANG HEI-NO

(張 黑 2%) MADE IN THE WEI PERIOD
(Collection of Ch'in Ch‘ing-Tséng, Soochow)
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The object of these

three figures is to exhibit

the Chinese practice of

‘copying’. The epitaph

of Chang Hei-Ni (Fig.

139) was found by the

Ching dynasty  calli-

grapher, Ho Shao-Chi,

who made the style

known by the appreci-

ations he wroteofit in his

book, and by the copies

he made ofit. Figs. 140

and I4I are copies by

two other good calli-

graphers of the Ching

dynasty. Notice that

neither even attempts to

be a- facsimile of the

original; superficially,

they differ as much from

it as from one another :

it is the aesthetic qualities

only of the original that

the copyists have tried

to reproduce. And the

copies being good, each

has value in itself. The

same applies to good

copies of paintings.
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height of their powers only at a venerable age. No matter how

long they practised they never seem to have beensatisfied with

their work, but always to have been finding something new in

the old models and to have striven to compass it themselves.

There is a Chinese proverb which says: ‘ Shu-Néng-Shéng

Chiiao’ (#4 #8 4: %5])—‘ good practice can produce skilfulness’.

We even believe that if a writer practises perseveringly he

need not worry about proficiency, for that is bound to come

in time.

Wedistinguish three stages in the development of an appren-

tice calligrapher. At the first stage the writer finds that he can,

perhaps after several attempts, make a copy of a character

which seems to him to be nearly as good as the original. This

stage is a happy one. The writer’s eye is not yet sufficiently

trained to enable him to perceive how far short his effort really

falls of the model. Further practice brings him to the second

stage, when herealizes the relative poorness of his work. This

is very discouraging and sometimes a writer will give up trying

further. But actually this discouragement is a sign of improve-

ment; it shows that the writer has begun to appreciate not

merely his own defects but the excellence and beauty of his

models. Those who are genuinely devoted to the art will

succeed ultimately in transcending this stage. It may take a

very long time, or it may be accomplished comparatively

quickly. Suddenly the writer achieves a result whichis really

as good as the example. The wearisomeness of the endless

practice falls away andherealizes that his success is due to his

having at last understood theoriginal so acutely as to be able

to reproduce it. That is the third stage. ©

But it is by no means the last. At this point the writer
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has begun to do good work. To becomea finecalligrapher he
must thenceforward steadily improve his taste and judgement;
there is no stage of complete accomplishment. But now there
is a far greater interest in practising, and the pupil can genuinely
regard himself as a student of calligraphy. For the object of
his attention has become not merely the laborious acquisition
of the necessary physical proficiency but the study of the beauties
of calligraphy.

All the instruction I have so far given has centred round
the all-important matter of correct handling of the brush. I
have explained the four essentials—Hsii, Hsiian, Ch‘th, and Chin
—which every writer must achieve. From my description it
should be possible to comprehend them in the abstract, but
how and whythey are essential the writer must find out for
himself in actual practice. The reason why the talent of some
gifted writers never fully develops is often that they have not
learned faithful obedience to these rules.

At this point also the shaping of strokes and the composition
of pattern really begin seriously to be considered. The aspiring
writer turns naturally to the acknowledged masterpieces of the
past. The idea that new styles grow outof the old is one with
which,as I have said in an earlier chapter, we are deeply imbued
in China. A Chinese artist always masters and venerates the
work of his predecessors, believing that by studying their
achievements he can capture their quality and at the same time
profit by their experience and avoid the pitfalls which they
have uncovered. Hence we regard the devoted copying or
imitation of old masterpieces as the shortest path to the pro-
duction of new work of comparable merit.

Writers who have passed the third stage of development
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seek to examine as many existing masterpieces of calligraphy

as possible. Until recently they suffered a considerable handi-

cap in that no means existed of reproducing calligraphy beyond

that of engraving on stone and taking rubbings from thestone.

The rubbings were circulated among scholars and closely

studied, and the process of engraving was carried to such a

pitch of excellence that it becameitself an art; in every period

there were good craftsmen doing this work, though their

names were not recorded and are not now known. But these

rubbings had no wide circulation. Formerly, when travel in

China was tiresome and inconvenient, it was often very difficult

to procure good examples of them. Sometimes a scholar who

possessed one would try to take a fresh engraving from it and

circulate rubbings of this; later, a third engraving might

be taken from one of the second rubbings. With each tran-

script a part at least of the quality of the original would be lost.

This necessitated a special study being made by scholars to

distinguish rubbings taken from original engravings from

those taken from copies. It was a delicate study, for the

craftsmen who engraved the copies had necessarily to be highly

skilled and they could generally write well themselves. From

reading and personal experience I know that Chinese scholars

have always spent a great deal of time discussing the strokes

and composition of good examples of calligraphy engraved on

stone. The stone may be worn with repeated rubbings; the

inscription may be partly obliterated and the meaning of the

passage incomplete; there may be nothing left but a few

isolated strokes—still our scholars see beauty in these stone

inscriptions and copy them as faithfully as they can.

It has always been the ambition of our scholars to collect
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genuine masterpieces, but, as I have explained, it was an

ambition that, until recently, was seldom realizable on any
considerable scale. But during the last thirty years two new
methods of reproduction have to some extent supplanted the
old stone-rubbing process: lithography and collotype. And
now most of the great work of the past can be purchased cheaply
at any stationer’s shop in China. Books ofcalligraphy printed
by lithography or collotype, and even a kind of stone rubbing
issued in book form, have a much wider sale in China than
books on painting or any other subject, for calligraphy excites
universal interest, whereas painting and most other subjects
have only a limited appeal. Webelieve that every one should
try to write well, for the intrinsic satisfaction it brings to the
writer himself as well as the esteem it gains him amongothers,
even those he has never met.

Despite the new methods of reproduction, original master-
pieces of calligraphy are still very highly valued by Chinese
art lovers, some of whom will willingly pay higher prices for a
piece of it which they feel they need thanfor an original painting.
Not a few of our scholars collect calligraphy only and have no
taste for painting. A cousin of mine used, when our family
assembled to enjoy the family collection ofart, to pay no attention
to the paintings, jade, porcelain, and so on, but when a long
roll bearing the characters of a well-known calligrapher was
produced he gave no oneelse a chance to speak. He seemed to
have been born with a love ofcalligraphy, for from early child-
hood he never ceased to study and practise it. To meit is
strange that this art has never really appealed to the West.

The well-knowncalligrapher, K‘ang Yu-Wei, who died only
a few years ago, once remarked: ‘To learn calligraphy one
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must start by imitating the old writers. Those who cannot
acquire the good qualities of old writings cannot put their
talents into their own. But before one can copy an old example
faithfully one makes hundreds of unsuccessful attempts, for
only when one has learned to make the same movements and
turns of the hand as the original calligrapher will one succeed
in making a perfect copy.’ So, you see, the imitation and
copying of good calligraphy constitutes a very important part
of the training of a calligrapher, and the acquisition of good
examples to copy is imperative.

The early morning has always been regarded as the best
time for practice. The mind, as well as the world, is fresh at
this time, and—whatis almost as important—thelight is clearer
and stronger than it is later in the day. Artificial light of any
kindis inferior to even poor daylight. This fact will seem more
evident to a Chinese than to an Englishman, because in China,

where the climate is by comparison with England dry, the
daylight is brighter. But even allowing for the goodartificial
light generally available in England, I still find it is best to
write by daylight as far as possible. After writing for some
time by electric light my eyes get very tired and the edges of
my strokes become blurred instead of sharp. This confirms
the Chinese belief that lamplight not only hinders the making
of beautiful strokes but impairs the eyesight.

Posture is another consideration which affects both the
calligraphy produced and the writer’s health. The body should
be held square to the table, with the chest not more than three
inches from the edge. The back should be upright—at right
angles to the surface of the table ; and the shoulders level and
parallel to the table. It is wrong to incline or twist the body,
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or to moveit aboutat all while writing. Theslightest motion
impedes the control of the arm and upsets the focus ofthe eye.
The body should form an immobile base from which the arm
can operate like the ‘arm’ of a crane. Theleft elbow is bent
naturally and the left hand rests on the paper, to hold it, like a
paper-weight. The right elbowis bent and the right hand
holds the vertical brush, the position of the right hand and
forearm being at about right angles to the left hand and fore-
arm. The head, obviously, is inclined slightly towards the
paper; the neck may be stretched a little if desired. The
tendency of beginners to lie forward on the table must be
corrected; nor must they be allowed to crouch down at
their writing with the head tilted sideways, like cocks and
hens looking for scraps of food. These faults inevitably result
in bad writing and bad health.

Never try to write until you have calmed yourself com-
pletely. Any sort of rush before writing is fatal. You would
not expect to be able to play the piano well immediately after
running half a mile in the park! First concentrate on the
characters to be written and work out patterns for them. This
will induce a state of tranquillity in your mind and enable you
to execute them as you wish.

For beginners, the four writing instruments need not be of
specially good quality. Indeed, even accomplished writers
frequently use for common purposes instruments which can be
bought very cheaply of any stationer in China.1 The ink-
Stick is generally made of oil-smoke and the brush of sheep’s

*I am afraid they are not obtainable at all in Europe. But they can be
had on application, in English, to The Commercial Press, Ltd., or the Chung
Hua Book Company, both of Honan Road, Shanghai, China.
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hair. The practice papers are called Chu-chih (4% #&) and
Mao-pien-chih (2 % #&) (‘rough-edged paper’); they are
made of bamboo or the stems of weeds and they have a coarse,

rough surface yellowish in colour. The reader may think that

this is to make things more difficult than need be for the be-

ginner. And so it is; but we hold that it is better to start

under severe conditions so that easier ones may produce better

results. Let me warn you, however, not to ‘make do’ with

such paper as is used in the West for printing newspapers and

books, nor to use any stiff paper with a shiny surface. The

latter papers are not absorbent and the differences of strength

in the ink show in the strokes. The great drawback to them

for our purpose is that the surface reacts against the force

applied through the arm to the point of the brush and makes

it almost impossible to get the right shape of stroke. These

defects will not be fully realized except by comparison with

Chinese papers. Writers who have reached the third stage

of development will naturally want to try their hand with

better—or even the best—instruments and materials. The best

paper is called Hsiian-Chih (& #).

As this book is intended for those who know little or nothing

of Chinese calligraphy, I do not feel there is any object in my

going into the finer points of training and technique. The

subject is inexhaustible. For centuries past thousands of our

scholars have devoted their lives to the discussion of its subtle-

ties and delicacies. But these niceties cannotbe realized without

a great deal of actual experimentation such as my readers are

not likely to be in a position to carry out ; they cannot adequately

be described in words. It goes without saying, too, that in-

tellectual effort and aesthetic discrimination of graphic and
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lineal qualities are required in a high degree, and I have not
set out to scale these heights.

Some idea of the difficulty of attaining a high standard in
the art, even after undergoing a thoroughtraining, is conveyed
in this second quotation from Sun Ta-Yi:

As regards the commonfaults, there is not so much a great variety of these
as a wide prevalence of two or three. Some writers indulge in a running hand
because they do not know howto linger ; others favour a lingering one because
they cannot trust themselves to moveat the right speed if they try one of the
flowing styles. Ideally, speed is the flash of inspiration, slowness the pro-
longing of pleasure. To hurry only over intervals is the secret of perfection ;
but to be slow on every occasion is to renounceall possibility of achieving the
extraordinary. To hasten when the occasion does not demand hasteis tanta-
mount to dawdling ; to linger merely out of sluggishness brings no enjoyment.
Unless the mindis at ease and the handalert and responsive, the two qualities
of speed andleisureliness rarely favour one person. . . .

Thus, it is easier to excel in one way than in many ways. Aspirants who
begin by following the same master will end by developing different styles:
their owntraits will ultimately emerge in place ofthose of the master. Straight-
forward, simple people will always write with austerity and vigour ; thestyle
of obstinate ones is harsh and unattractive. Reserved persons exhibit a stiff
and stilted manner. Undisciplined natures violate alike the rules which can
and those which cannot be violated. Unrelieved gentleness ultimately proves
effeminate ; untempered courage produces stridence. Then there are the
cautious ones who perpetually hesitate to strike, and becomestale; the dull
ones, oppressed by their own clumsiness; and the trite and vulgar whose
style reproduces their qualities.

I will close this chapter with a few stories about famous
Chinese calligraphers. In China such stories have always been
a favourite way of explaining the significance ofartistic training
and technique—analogous to the Biblical parables.

It is said that Chang Chih, a great master of the Grass
* From an essay ‘On the Fine Art of Chinese Calligraphy’ adapted from

the translation by Sun Ta-Yii in the ‘ Tien Hsia Monthly ’, September, 1935.
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Style in the Han dynasty, practised his calligraphy out of doors

and left the water of a pool near which he worked entirely

black. Chung Yu, another great master, the founder of the

Regular Style of the Wei period, withdrew for about ten years

to the mountain called Pao-Tu (4 #%) in order to practise

calligraphy in quiet, and left nearly all the trees and rocks

about him stained with ink. Wang Hsi-Chih, the Chin dynasty

master alluded to on pages 67-8, practised all his life yet

was not satisfied with his work until he was past fifty. The

monk Chih-Yung (#3 #), of the T‘ang dynasty, lived in the

upper floor of a temple and in forty years’ practising of callig-

raphy filled nearly five large baskets with worn-out brush-

hairs. Chao Meng-Fu, a great painter and calligrapher of the

Yuan dynasty, devoted himself for a long time to copying the

writing of Wang Hsi-Chih, andit is told that he wore out the

sleeve of one coat after another with his labours.

Natural objects and movements have often served to awaken

or inspire the talents of Chinese artists. The Grass Style

writing of Chang Hsii was greatly improved after he had seen the

dancing of Lady Kung-Sun (24 #). Huang T‘ing-Chien attained

a new posture for his writing from watching boats being rowed

with oars. The monk Huai-Su realized the infinite variety

possible in Ts‘ao-Shu by watching summer clouds wafted by

the wind. Wén T‘ung (% jij) made a sudden step forward with

his Ts‘ao-Shu after seeing some snakes fighting. And so on.

Helpful as these stories are in putting the student on the

right path, there is, in the appreciation of art as in its perform-

ance, no substitute for individual talent. In a book one can

explain only the how and the why. Personal effort and capacity

must do the rest. Confucius said: ‘There is no one who
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does not eat and drink. But few there are who really know
the taste of what they eat and drink.’ This book is designed
to enable the reader to eat and drink the aesthetic food of
Chinese calligraphy: it cannot ensure that he tastes the food
and drink.

1 From ‘ The Conduct of Life’, translated by Ku Hung-Ming.
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THE RELATIONS BETWEEN CALLIGRAPHY

AND OTHER FORMS OF CHINESE ART

and the other graphic and plastic arts have been mentioned.

The reader has probably already perceived that in China

these different genres of art are in less discrete compartments

than they are in the West. The uniting element is line. We

call it ‘ linear rhythm ’, because that phrase conveys more truly

the beauty of line desired. ‘ Beauty,’ says Mr. Herbert Read,*

‘to use the good medieval definition, is 7d quod visum placet,

that which being seen pleases. And in a very real sense, plastic

form and linear rhythm resolve into the question of visual

comfort. The rhythm of a composition may have other

qualities ; it may be static and restful, or dynamic and exciting.

But primarily form in plastic art is related to a pleasant sense

of visual comfort.’ There you have in a nutshell the quality

of the line in Chinese art—‘ a pleasant sense of visual comfort ’.

We commonly think of the visual arts as falling under three

heads: painting, sculpture, and architecture. In the West,

painting is subdivided according to the tool or pigment used

—oils, water-colours, drawings, etchings, &c. In China we have

only one important medium—ink: the medium of calligraphy.

1* Art Now’, page 79.
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For us, sculpture includes most of the arts which in the
West are generically called plastic: engraving on stone ; mod-
elling in earthenware ; the casting of bronze andiron ; engraving
on wood ; and the carving of jade.

Architecture comprises not only the planning of buildings
but the designing of furniture.

In the pages that follow I propose to discuss Chineseart
under these three heads, relating each branch to calligraphy
and proving, I hope, that an understanding of calligraphy is
necessarily a substantial aid to the comprehension of Chinese
art in general.

PAINTING AND CALLIGRAPHY

It is easy to see that no rigid barrier exists between these
two arts. I explained in Chapter II how the earliest forms of
the written characters can be regardedas pictures; and although
the later forms develop further and further away from direct
pictorial representation, it is still possible to trace in them
commonvisual links. There is, for example, a strong similarity
between the ‘ Seal’ characters of the Chou dynasty and the
designs on bronzes of the same period.t In the Han dynasty,
when Li-Shu, K‘ai-Shu, Hsing-Shu and Ts‘ao-Shu were all
practised, the linear movements discernible in contemporary
paintings bore a marked resemblanceto those in these four styles
of calligraphy. Hantiles and mirrors, too, engraved with both
characters and designs, follow the same principles of pattern-
ization as Han calligraphy. If you compare the painting of

* No paintings from Chou or Han times remain to-day. We are accus-
tomed to think of the designs, after paintings, made on bronzes, tiles, &c., as
paintings.
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Ku K‘ai-Chih, an example of which is in the British Museum,'

with the calligraphy of Wang Hsi-Chih, who lived in the same

dynasty, you will notice a similar suppleness of stroke, a dis-

tinctive suppleness which was an innovation to both arts.

Chinese art critics continually debate the question whether

Chinese painting and calligraphy were in origin the same or

independent. Some hold that they sprang from the same root

but parted company at an advanced stage of development. I

cannot myself see that they have ever diverged far. The

technique of the twois still very similar, and precisely the same

medium is employed—ink—except that occasionally a few pale

or rich colours are added to a painting, for embellishment

rather than for their intrinsic qualities. And it cannot be gain-

said that now, as always, monochrome is preferred for most

paintings—black monochrome, the ink of calligraphy. More-

over, we customarily speak, not of ‘ painting’ a picture, but of

‘writing ’ it. However the theoreticians may argue, I believe

that instinctively the Chinese think of painting and calligraphy

as branches of the sameart.

Thefirst two essentials of good calligraphy are a simulation

of life in the strokes and a dynamic equilibrium in the design.

Any Chinese painter would confirm that these are also the first

two essentials of painting. Again, in making a piece of writing

a calligrapher thinks first of the structure of the single characters

with a view to their forming pleasing patterns in themselves;

then he considers their arrangement in the whole. A painter

devotes himself first to composing each componentpart of his

picture well, then to arranging the parts into the design of the

whole.

1Jt is called ‘The Admonitions of the Instructress’.
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Chinese paintings are far less detailed than most Western
paintings, and the equilibrium ofline and space has therefore
to be very carefully considered. Everything whichis notvital
to the onlooker’s comprehension is eliminated. Or perhapsit
would be truer to say, everything which is not essential to the
artist’s vision: for Chinese painting is essentially ‘ subjective

°

;
its aim is not to depict an object as it scientifically is but as it
is seen through thelens of an individual mind. Hencedrastic
simplification is always effected. But, as I explained in Chapter
II, the characters of calligraphy were originally nothing but
simplifications of observed objects ; so here is another similarity.

Let me drive the point home with a concrete example.
The written characterfor a tree is a complex of lines embodying
the prime attributes of the tree: in later styles it is simply a
vertical stroke, representing the trunk, with a horizontal stroke
and two oblique strokes for the branches. In many paintings
clumps of trees—on the side of a mountain or along a river-
bank—are shown thus or even simply by clusters of vertical
strokes. Perspective and chiaroscuro are ignoredalike in paint-
ing and calligraphy.

Every calligrapher strives to attain, within the bounds of
tradition and good taste, a striking and unusual style. The
counterpart of this in painting is an element of the grotesque.
A painter will tend to exaggerate some part or object in order
to emphasize his personal approach.

In the West a painting is said to be a work ofart if it has
what is called ‘quality’. In China we call this necessary
element Rhythmic Vitality. It is the first thing we look for in
a painting, and we require that it shall be present not only in
the picture as a whole but in each separate stroke. We object
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to the presence of a single ‘ dead’ stroke. Now, the power to

imbuestrokes with life is acquired from training in calligraphy,

in the manner described in Chapter VIII. ‘ Writing’ lines are

used very extensively in Chinese paintings, which indeed are

built up of them. Even solid objects usually have their con-

tours outlined, and the merit of a picture is largely estimated

by the excellence with which these structural lines are formed

and placed. They seldom run continuously round the object.

Except in delicate or elaborate work we prefer to use a few

simple and carefully selected strokes to convey the essentials

of the form. A ‘ dead’ stroke among these few is very apparent

and causes visual discomfort to the onlooker.

You have probably noticed how partial the Chinese are to

flower paintings. Orchids, chrysanthemums, the blossoms of

winter plumsand cherry trees are perpetually recurring subject-

matter. Iam convinced that one of the reasons for this is that

the stems, leaves, branches, and petals of these natural growths

lend themselves so well to calligraphic brush treatment—that

treatment in which is embodied the ‘rhythmic life’ that is

the essence of a painting, whether it is in colour or in mono-

chrome.

SCULPTURE AND CALLIGRAPHY

The similarity here is not nearly so immediately apparent

as that between painting and calligraphy, butit is none the less

present. In my opinion the somewhat extreme simplicity of

our carved, engraved, modelled, or cast forms derived in the

_ first instance a good part of their inspiration from calligraphy.

I do not mean that our craftsmen and sculptors had definite

calligraphic models in mind when they worked, but that their
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early training must have so familiarized them with the shapes
and patterns of writing that these patterns emerged in their
sculptured or engraved designs.

There is a great variety of design in early Ghinese pottery.
An almost sophisticated individuality seems sometimes to have
Possessed its creators, to which they sacrificed even regularity
and utility. I give below seven different forms of the character
Hu, ‘ pot’, in the ancientscript.

rego 8 &
FIG. 142—HU, POT

A comparison of these with those real pots which one might
have seen in the Chinese Exhibition in London or in some
big museum leaves no doubt in the mind that the two were
contemporaneous. Theearliest inventors of handwriting mod-
elled their characters upon actual objects, but I am notat all
sure that the earliest pot-makers did not find some oftheir
patterns among the already beautified forms of characters.
At any rate the characters had some effect on the pots.

You have probably noticed that the animal forms carved
upon stone, jade and bronze are far from realistic, but possibly
you have not noticed how closely the principles of simplification
employed by the artists correspond with those practised by the
precedent calligraphers who invented the characters for the
same animals. The examples in Plate VI show the resem-
blance clearly.

I could easily multiply examples to prove theiimpression I
have had for a long time that almost all Chinese carving followed
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the designs of the ancient script ; but it is not my object in this

book to prove such points. The examples given amply show

that some connexion existed between the two arts, and I need

not go further.

Chinese bronzes of the 12th and 13th centuries B.C. are as

varied in form as the pottery. They are rarely symmetrical,

for the Chinese have always found asymmetry agreeable, and

this preference enlarges the variety of possible forms.

Ancient jades are usually simple in design, but even the

simplest of them have unmistakable aesthetic quality. A few

bear engravings of dramatic stories; the majority have only

natural objects, stylised for the purpose. The bronze fish in

Plate VI, for example, bears little resemblance to any fish that

ever swam in water, but nevertheless indubitably ‘lives’. Its

life is the life of art—thelife that stirs in the strokes of a good

calligrapher.

The most characteristic Chinese sculptures are the figures

of Buddhist and Taoist deities : figures which to many Western

people are the very emblem of Chinese art. Here again realism

is absent. Neither the expressions of the figures nor their

proportionsarelife-like in the way that many Christian pictures

are life-like. Philosophic ideas are conveyed in the modelling

of the faces and the attitudes of the figures. Philosophic and

religious ideas do not, of course, themselves vary from epoch

to epoch, but it is not so much these which are depicted in the

sculptures as theartists’ personal responses to the Buddhist and

Taoist religions. The power of Chinese sculpture depends not

upon mass,as in the West, so muchas upon /ime. From the small-

est jade to the most colossal Buddhist image, line is the distinc-

tive quality. Inthe huge figures, where delicacy of featureis not
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attainable, the beauty lies in the folds of the drapery—line
again. And the quality of this line derives from calligraphy.

In modern sculpture the prevailing tendency is towards the
simple and ‘ primitive’. The following characters from ancient

bt xy KAZ

ARE RG

‘Poh &
$ 993
Rove mh a

FIG. 143

Chinese script are characteristic specimensof the designs drawn
upon. Their analogy with the designs frequently to be seen
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in the West to-day prompts the suggestion that European
sculptors too might do well to give some attention to ancient
Chinese script.

In calligraphy the essential nature only of the object is
depicted ; and to this the sculptor adds perhaps a few judicious
touches to make his work more lively. All the finest examples
of Chinese sculpture possess in a high degree this almost un-
canny allianceof liveliness and abstract beauty.

ARCHITECTURE AND CALLIGRAPHY

The suggestion that there is anything fundamentally in

common between calligraphy and architecture probably sounds

far-fetched. Yet I can affirm that there is no type of Chinese
building—pavilion, terrace, temple, bower, or house—whose

harmony and form are not derived from calligraphy.

Architecture makes no attempt, either in the West or in the

East, to imitate nature. It has been called the most abstract

of the arts. Its basis is utilitarian and its laws are its own.

Thefirst buildings were,it is evident, not intendedto be aesthetic

objects, but just piles of stone or timber to provide shelter from

rain and wind. ‘The builder’s task was to find the way to erect

his edifice in the most stable and convenient manner. Many

plans were no doubttried before a satisfactory shape was found

and the builder could turn his attention to artistic considera-

tions.

Now consider the developing forms of the character Shzh,

‘house’, in the ancient script. Sixteen forms are shown in

Fig. 144. Thefirst three depict crude shelters ; butit is clear

from the last five that in time houses came to have their walls

decorated in recognized ways.
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Shih (#), ‘ house’
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T‘ing (#2), ‘ bower’

FIG. 144

Did the ancient builders invent these (comparatively)
elaborate designs for their own purposes and the calligraphers
follow them, or were the designs suggested by primitive writing
forms? I am considering, remember, two arts: obviously
there could be no character for a house before houses existed 5
but when conscious design appeared, was it the work ofarchi-
tects or calligraphers? No positive answer can be given.
Probably the two groups ofartists influenced one another. But
at least it can be said that one of the most typical forms in
Chinese architecture, the sagging roof, must surely have come
from calligraphy. In ancient script the roof of a house is
represented by an inverted ‘V’. And that is the roof-shape
of most primitive dwellings ; indeed,it is the roof-shape of the
thatched cottages of Chinese peasants to this day. But in later
script an added grace was given to the inverted ‘ V’ by makingit
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slightly curved. And, parallel with this change, the roofs of
houses began to curl.

介
But the influence of calligraphy upon architecture is usually

more subtle than this. It can be discerned in the general
structure, the form and proportions, of buildings. The Chinese
do not hide the supporting framework of their buildings. The
skeleton—the pillars, rafters, and beams—is left visible both

outside and inside. The pillars, which are usually of wood,
are naturally erected first, then the beams andrafters, then the
walls are merely filled in with bricks and the roof covered with
tiles. The structure has to be balanced firmly on its founda-
tions just as a character has to be poised on its base in the
manner described on pages 171-2.

An even more interesting connexion between calligraphy
and architecture is the use made byarchitects of the shapes
of characters for their ground plans. The buildings sometimes

follow the characters Chung (+p) and Pin (§) in the dis-
position of the rooms, halls, and courtyards.

Architectural detail too has characters incorporated in its

designs. Windows and fences in particular show this. Glass

windows were introduced into China only recently; formerly

the window-spaces were filled with wooden lattice work covered
with thin paper. Thelattice work was often elaborately carved
into characters with propitious meanings such as ‘ Happi-
ness ’, ‘ Longevity ’, ‘ Kindness’, and so on.
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SEAL-ENGRAVING is one of the most characteristic forms of
Chinese art. I might have included it in the present chapter
under Sculpture, for it is carried out with cutting tools. But
its relation to calligraphy is so obvious—itis, indeed, actually
a form of calligraphy—that I have preferred to deal with it
separately. Most Europeans have seen on the bottoms of pieces
of Chinese porcelain small marks, usually in red, which are
generally known as seals, Yin (Ej). These are merely period
marks and have no aesthetic value. The seals with which we
are here concerned are the personal stampsofartists, in which
the arrangements of the characters, the shaping of the strokes,
and the patterns,are all carefully worked out and stylized. The
practice of cutting seals has been going on in Chinasince the
Chou dynasty, and there have been many changes of style from
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of Ming dynasty of Ching dynasty

 

FIG. 153
By Wu Chang-Shih

   
和
6
人

lye =

ne
FIG. 154 FIG. 155

By Chao Chih-Ch‘ien By Téng Shih-Yu
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period to period. The examples given on the two previous pages

speak for themselves and should be studied carefully. The art

is a subtle one, requiring great manual skill as well as skill in

designing. The quality of the seal is often made the final

test of a possibly counterfeit painting.

女 女 女

To summarize: In China, anything which can claim to be

a work of art has some connexion, obvious or subtle, with

calligraphy. The common factor may lie in the design itself

or in the introduction of some calligraphic motif. Further,

many forms of Chinese art have actual writing upon them—to

fill awkward blanks, complete a design, or add some meaning.

We frequently, for example, write poems or descriptions on

pictures and sculptures, and even on walls and pillars. The

smallest oljet d’art bears, for preference, one or two characters.

But we do not regard calligraphy as merely, or even pri-

marily, an embellishment for other arts. We consider it to be

itself the chief of all the arts. Without an appreciative know-

ledge of it no real understanding is possible of the Chinese

aesthetic.
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advertisement characters, 116
Ancient Script, see Ku-Wén
architecture, Chinese, 214-17
Arp, Hans, 108

Babylonian script, 36
Bacchylides MS., 3
‘ Battle Array of the Brushes’, see Pi-

Chén-T‘u
Beaumont, Cyril W., 193
“Book of Calligraphy, The’ (by Ou-

Yang Hsiin), 187
‘ Book of Changes, The’, see I-Ching
Borrowed Characters, see Chia-Chieh
Breton, André, ‘ What is Surrealism ??

109
bronzes, Chinese, 211, 212, Plate VI
brush movement, see Yiin-Pi
brush pen, Chinese, 126, 137-8

handling of, 138-44
Brush Treatment, see Yung-Pi

Carlo, Blasis,
127

Categories of characters, 16, 25-33
Chia-Chieh (Borrowed Characters),

255 32-3
Chth-Shih (Indicative Symbols), 25,
27

Chuan-Chu
31-2

Hsiang (Images), 25-6

‘Code of Terpsichore’,

(Reciprocating), 25,

Categories of characters (continued)
Hstang-Hsing (Imitative Figures),

25-6, 33
Hsing-Sheng (Phonetic Compounds),

25, 27-9
Hui-I (Logical Combinations), 25,
"29-31, 109
Tzu (Compound Figures), 25
Wén (Simple Figures), 25

Cathay Publishers, Shanghai, Collec-
tion of, 57, 58, 64, 66, 87, 102,
103, 124, Plate II, Plate V

Chang, Han Emperor, 93, 151
Chang Chih, 94, 203
Chang-Chih-Pieh, 157, 163
Chang Hei-Nii, epitaph of, 194
Chang Hsii, 127, 204
Chang-Kou, 160
Chang Lai-Kung, Collection of, Nan-

king, x, 65, 71, 76, 79, 91
Chang-Shu-Pieh, 158
Chang-Tiao, 159
Chang-Tiao-Cho, 133
Chang-Tien, 153
Chang Ting-Hsiang, 222
Chang Ts‘ao, see Styles
Chang Yii-Chao,x, 76
Chao Chih-Ch‘ien, 56, 79, 11 §, 118,

I2I, 219
Chao-I, 183
Chao Meng-Fu,68, 85, 118, 123, 166,

204, 218
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Chén Lao-Lien, see ‘Old Lotus’

Chén

Chén Man-Shéng, 65

Chen-Shu, see Styles

Chen Tao-Fu, 102

Ch‘én Ts‘an, IoI

Chén Tzi-Ming, x

Collection of, Shanghai, 70, 73

Chén-Wan, 142

Ch‘éng, Prince, 76

Cheng Chi-Yii, 221

Ch‘éng-Chu, 183
Chéng Hsieh, 78, 91, 123

© Cheng-Kuo-Wén-T2u- Yii-Shu-Fa ’,

222
Ch‘éng Miao, 42, 53

Cheng Ping-Ho, 222
Chia-Chieh, see Categories

Chia-Ku-Wen, see Styles

Chiang Chi, 222

Chiang Shan-Kuo, 221

Chiang Ta-Ch‘uan, x

Collection of, Kiu-Kiang, 56, 62, 74,

75> 89, 100, 195
Chieh-Huan, 181

Ch‘teh-Shéng, 18
Chien-Chia, 167-70, 186

Ch‘ien Lung, Emperor, 130-1
Chien-Tsa Yuan, 91

Chih, brush-play, 144, 197

Chih, see Strokes

Chih-Shih, see Categories

Chih-Tien, 153
Chih-Yung, monk, 204
* Chi-Ku-Chiu-Chéng °, x, 222

* Chi - Ku - Tsai - Chung - Ting - I -
Chi-Kuo-Shih’, 221

Cht-Miao, 112-13
Chin brush-play, 144, 197
Ch‘in Ch‘ing-Tséng, Collection of,

Soochow, 48, 50, 61, 194

Ch‘in dynasty, 42, 46, 52, 59, 70, 167,

218

Chinese Art Exhibition,

(1935-6), 130
“ Chinese Eye, The’, v, 2, 12, 18, III

Ch‘ing dynasty, 12, 67, 76, 78, 80, 86,
87, 103, 130, 194, 219, Frontis-

piece, Plate II

Ching Tung-Hsing, 66, 78
Chin-Kan Doctrine of Tai-Shan, 63
Chin-Shth-Hsiieh, 46
Ch‘in Shih-Huang-Ti, Emperor, 24
Chin-Shou Hall, Collection of, Shang-

hai, 44
Ch‘in state, 42
Chin-Tao-Na, 159

Chi-Shu, see Styles

Chiu-Ch‘eng-Kung, 71

Cho-Tien, 154

Chou dynasty, 21, 41, 207, 218
Chou, Imperial Recorder, 24, 41

Chou-Wen, see Ku-Wen

Chuan-Chu, see Categories

Ch‘uang-Ch‘a, 125

Chitan-Pieh, 157
Chiian-Shu, see Styles
Chu-chih, 202

Chu Chiu-Chiang, 141

Chu Hsi, 8
Ch'ui-Lu, 156
Chu I-Tsun, 64

Chung Hua Book Co., 201

© Chung - Kuo - Wén - Tzii - Chih -

Chi - Yuan - Chi - Chi - Kou -

Tsao ’, 221

© Chung - Kuo - Wén - Tzti - Pien -

Chien-Kao ’, 221

* Chung-Kuo-Wén-T2zti-Hsiieh *, 221

Chung Yu, 68, 69, III, 125, 204

Ch‘un-Lien, 10

Ch‘ii-Pao-Pieh, 156, 163

London
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Ch'ti-Pao-Tien, 153
Chu Sui-Liang, 68
Chii-T‘ou, 156
Ch'ti-T‘ou-Na, 159
Ch'ti-T‘ou-Pieh, 157
Chu Yiin-Ming, 100
Clerical Style, see Li-Shu
Commercial Press, Shanghai, Collec-

_ tion of, 95, 201
Compound Figures, see Tzit
Confucius, 204

Conduct of Life, 92, 205

Dot strokes, 112, 153-5 (see also
Strokes)

Egyptian ancientscript, 36-7, 109
“Eight Components of the Character

“ Yung,” 151-2
“Eight Defects, The’, see Pa-Ping

Fan-Na, 159
Fen-Chien, 167-9, 186
Feng-Chth-Kou, 161
Féng-Chii-Tieh, Plate III
Feng Hung-Chang, 124
Féng Wu, 222
“ Fifteen Essays on the Great Seal >, 41
“Fine Art of Chinese Calligraphy,

Essay on the’, 193, 203
Five-Character Method of Brush-

holding, see Yeh-Ya-Kou-Tieh-
Fu

Flying Grass Style, see Ts‘ao-Shu
“ Four Books, The’, see Szu-Shu
“Four Treasures of the Room of

Literature’, see Wén-Fang-Szu-
Pao

Fu-Hsi, 18-20
Fu-Kai, 179

Grass Style, see Ts‘ao-Shu
Great Seal Style, see Ta-Chiian

‘ Han-Ch't-Shu-Fa-Tung-Chieh?, 222
Han dynasty, 33-5> 42, 595 60, 80, 935

94, 105, 135, 167, 207, 218
Han Mu, 222
Han Yui, 46
Heng, see Strokes
Heng-Hua, 155
Heng-Kou, 160
Ho-K‘é-Chieh-Piao, 68
Ho Liang-Chiu, 222
Hook Stroke, 160-2, see also Strokes
Ho Shao-Chi, 57, 77, 81, 88, 194, 195
Ho-Szu-Tien, 155
Hsiang, see Categories
Hsiang-Hsing, see Categories
Hsiang-Fang, 177-9
Hsiang-Pet, 176
Hsiang-Shang-Tien, 154
Hsiang-Tso-Tien, 153
Hsiang- Yu-Kou, 162
Hsiang- Yu-Tien, 153
Hstao-Chiian, see Styles
Hsiao- Yao-Fu, 75
Hs: Chou, Duke of Chii, 47
Hsi-Hsiacalligraphy, 38-40
Hsing-Sheng, see Categories
Hsing-Shu, see Styles
Hsi-P‘ing Doctrine, 62
Hsi-Tieh, 162
Hsi-Tzti-T‘a, §
Hsiian brush-play, 144, 197
Hsiian-Chen, 156
Hsiian-Chih, 202
Hsiian, Emperor, 4I
Hsiian-Ho-Shu-Pu’, 221
Hstian-Pi Pagoda, 72
Hsiian-Wan, 142-3
sii brush-play, 144, 197
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Hsii-Chi, 20, 23

© Hsueh-Ku-Fa-Fan !, 221

Hsii-Hua, 156

Hsii Hsiian, 52, 54

Hsii-Na, 158, 163

Hsii-Pieh, 157

Hsii San-Kéng, 219

Hsii Shen, 24-5, 221

Hsii Ta-Fu Chih, 65

Huai Su, monk, 97, 124, 204

Huang-Ti, Emperor, 20

Huang T‘ing-Chien, 12, 68, 73, 84, 86,

99, 204
Huang Ting-Chin, 70
Huang Tzi-Yiian, 185

Hua Shih-Fu, 33, 221

Hui-Feng-Pieh, 158

Hui-I, see Categories

Hui-Pao, 184

Hui-Tsung, Emperor, 11, 83, 123, 131

Hui-T‘u-Wén-Tz2i, 18, 20, 21, 23

Hung Tsé-Chou, 9

Hung Yii, monk, see Wang Tso-Ling

I-Ching, 15, 20

Idzikowski, S., 193

I-Lien, 180

Images, see Hsiang
Imitative Figures, see Hsiang-Hsing

Indicative Symbols, see Chih-Shih

ink, Chinese, 134-6

ink-stone, 135-6
Iron-Wire-Seal Writing, see

Hsten-Chiian
I-Shan Pei memorial, 52-3, 54

Tien-

jade, 211, 212

Jade-Muscle-Seal Writing, see Yii-
Ching-Chiian

Japanese calligraphy, 38-40

K‘ai-Shu, see Styles

K‘ang Yu-Wei, 89, 199, 222

Kan-Su province, 40

Kao-Ti‘eng-Chung-Chou, 221
Ké-Kou, 160

Knotted strings, see Chteh-Shéng

Korean calligraphy, 38-40

Ko Shou-Chih, 222

Kou-Tien, 153
* Kuang- Yi-Chou-Shuang-Chi ’, 222

© Ku-Chou-Pien ’, 221

Kuei-Chu-Lai-Tzti, 76
Ku K‘ai-Chih, 208

Kung-Sun, Lady, 127, 204

© Kuo-Wén-Tan-So-I-Pan ’, 221

_ Kushih, 221

Ku-Wen,see Styles

Lang-Ya Terrace, 52

Lan-Ting-Hsii, 81

Lan-Yeh-Pieh, 158

Level Wrist, see P‘ing-Wan

Liang-Hsiang-Tien, 153

Liang Wén-Shan, 222

Li Chien, 49

Li Ch‘un, 171
Li Fu-Kuang, 152

Li Jui-Ching, 115, 195

‘ Ling-Chiu-Shih-Erh-Fa ’, 185

Lin Sen, v—vi

Lin Yii-Tang, 128, 148, 164

Li Po, 53
Li-Shu, see Styles
Li Shun, ‘185

Li Szu, 24, 42, 52, 535 54
Liu Hai-Su, Professor, x

Liu Kung-Chiian, 68, 72, 115, 151, 192

Liu Mao-Chih, Collection of, Shang-

hai, Frontispiece, Plate IV

Liu Té-Sheng, 80

Li Yang-Ping, 53, 54
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Lo Chén-Yii, 43, 221

Logical Combinations, see Hui-I
Lu i-Chén, 222
Lung-Wei-Kou, 161
Lu Szi-Mien, 221

Magna Carta MS., 3-4
“ Manual of the Theory and Practice of

Classical Theatrical Dancing, A’,

193
Man-Pu- Yao-Hsii, 180

Mao Chin, 221

Mao-pien-chih, 202
Mao-Shan, Epitaph on, 74
Mi dot, 12

Mi Fei, 12, 68, 82, 102, 123, 130, 167,
221

Ming dynasty, 65, 80, IOI, 102, 171,
219

Na, see Strokes

Na (Brush Movement), see Yung-Pi
National Museum,see Peip‘ing
Niu-Kou, 161

Northern Wei period, 65, 67, 76, 87,
89, III, 120, 125

Notched-stick, see Hsii-Chi
Nu-Kou, 160

Official style, see Li-Shu
“Old Lotus’ Chén, 86
Ou-Yang Fu, x, 222

Ou-Yang Hsiin, 68, 71, 72, 115, 151,
167, I71, 187, 192

Pa-Fen, see Styles
Pagoda of Compassionating the Char-

acters, see Hsi-Tzu-T‘a
painting, Chinese, 207-10
P‘ai-Tieh, 172-3
Pa-Kua, 18-20

INDEX

P‘an-Lung, 162
Pao-Ch‘i district of Shensi, 46
Pao-Kou, 162

Pao Shih Ch‘eng, 222
paper, Chinese, 134, 136-7
Pa-ping, 164-5
Parallel Sentences, see Tui-T2ti
Pa-Ta Shan-Jen, 87
Peip‘ing :
Temple of Confucius, 46
National Museum, 47
Palace Museum, 82, 83, 84, 85, 96,

97> 98; 99, LOI, 124, 130, Plate III
Pei-Szu-Tien, 155
Phonetic Compounds,see Hsing-Sheng
Piao-Shih, 18
Pi-Chén-T‘u, 140
Pi-Chiu, 173-5
Picture-characters, see Hui-Tu-Wen-

Tzt

Pieh, see Strokes
Pten-T‘se, 177
Pillowed Wrist, see Chen Wan
P‘ing-Kou, 160
P‘ing-Na, 158
P*ing-Pieh, 158
© P‘ing-Shu-Tieh’, 222
P*ing Tén-Ké, Collection of, Shanghai,

513 55> 104
P‘ing-Tiao, 159
P*ing-Tien, 153
P*ing-Wan, 141, 142
Pi-Shih, 126
Po-Téng, 139

pottery, 211-12
printing characters, 115-18
Pu-Pat, 167, 169-70, 186

Raised Wrist, see Ti-Wan
Read, Herbert, 206

‘ Art Now’, 206
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Reciprocating Characters, see Chuan-
Chu

Regular Style, see K‘ai-Shu

Round Stroke, see Yung-Pi
Running Style, see Hsing-Shu
Russian Ballet, 129

San family of Chou, 48
San-Fen, 54

Scattered Grass Style, see Ts‘ao Shu
sculpture, Chinese, 210-14
seal-engraving, 217-20
“Seven Mysteries ’, see Ch‘t-Miao

Shang-Yin dynasty, 21, 23, 44
Shell-and-Bone Writing, see Chia-

Ku-Wen
Shih-Cht-Tieh, 95
Shih-Tao, Plate IT
* Shu-Fa-Chéng-Chiian ’, 222
“ Shu-Fa-Chih-Nan ’, 222
* Shu-Fa-Chin-Liang ’, 222
* Shu-Fa-Fé- Yen’, 222
* Shu-Fa-Sui- Yen’, 222
* Shu-Fa-Ya- Yen’, 222
© Shu-Hua-Shih’, 221
Shuo-Wén-Chieh-Tzti, 24-5, 27
* Shuo-Wen-Chui-Tziti’, 221
“ Shu-Shih’, 221
© Shu-Shih-Hut- Yao’, 221
Simple Figures, see Wen
Slender Gold, see Styles
Small Seal Style, see Hsiao-Chiian
Spring Couplet, see Ch‘un-Lien
Square Stroke, see Yung-Pi
Stone Drum Inscriptions, 46, 50
Strokes, 110-14

Chih (Vertical), 112
Heng (Horizontal), 112
Na (Sweeping downward left-to-

right), 113, 147, 158-9

Strokes (continued)
Pieh (Sweeping downwardright-to-

left), 112, 147, 156-8
T% (Stiff downward), 113
Tien (Dot), 112, 153-5
Wan (Sharp curve), 113

Styles, 41-105
Chang-Ts‘ao, 67; 80, 93
Chéng-Shu, another name for K“ai
Shu

Chia - Ku- Wen (Shell - and - Bone

Writing), 24, 41, 43, 45
Chi-Shu (Varnish Style), 66
Chiian-Shu (Seal Style), 41, 43-

53, 58, 59, 67, 78, 80, 93, 115,
II9, 120, I70, 192, 207, Plate
II

“Clerical Style’, another name for
Li-Shu

‘Flying Grass ’, 93
Hsiao-Chiian (Small Seal), 24, 42,

43, 52-3, 54, 57, 60
Hsing-Shu (Running Style), 42, 43,

80-92, 93, 100, 105, 119, 129, 130,
140, 143, 145, 147, 151, 170, I9I-
192, 207, Plates III, IV, V

K‘at-Shu (Regular Style), 40, 42, 43,
57> 63, 67-80, 81, 84, 93, 105, III,

T19, 129, 140, 143, 145, 147, ISI,
170, I71, 191-2, 204, 207

Ku-Wen (Ancient Script), 24, 41, 43,

46, 49, 58, 120
Ii-Shu (Official Style), 42, 43, 53,

58, 59-67, 78, 80, 81, 93, 94, 115,
120, 170, 192, 207, Plate II

Pa-Fen, 42, 50, 61, 64, 81, 93
“ Scattered Grass ’, 93
“Slender Gold’, 11, 83
Stone-Drum-Inscription Style, 51
Ta-Chiian (Great Seal), 24, 41, 43,

46, 52-3> 60, 104
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Styles (continued)
T‘ieh-Hsien-Chiian (Iron-Wire-Seal

Writing), 53
Ts‘ao-Shu (Grass Style), 40, 42, 43,

67, 80, 93-105, 122, 127, 129, 130,

140, 143, 145, 147, 151, 170, I9I-
I92, 204, 207, Plate V

Tso-Shu, another name for Li-Shu

‘ Twining Grass ’, 93
Yii-Ching-Chiian (Jade-Muscle-Seal

Writing), 53
Sung dynasty, 11, 68, 75, 83, 85, 98,

167

Sung Ts‘ao, 222
Sung Yi, 125
Sun Kuo-Ting, 192
Sun Ta-Yu, 193, 203

Surrealism, 108-9

© Su-Shu-Fa-Lun’, 222

Suspended Wrist, see Hsiian-Wan
Szu-shu, 16

© Szu- Yu-Ch‘ai-Shu-Lun’, 222

Ta-Chiian, see Styles
Ta-Ch‘uan Hall, Collection of, Kiu-

Kuang, 58
Tai Hsi, 118
Tai Liang-Mo, x

Collection of Peip‘ing, 69
T‘ai Shan mountain, 52

T‘ai Tsung, Emperor, 68
T‘ang dynasty, 12, 46, 68, 71, 79, 81,

96, 97, 167, 171
Southern, 52

T‘an Yen-Kai, 90
Tao Chiu-Ch‘éng, 221
“Ta - Tz - Chieh - Kou - Pa - Shih -

Szu-Fa’, 185
Téng Shih-Yti, 55, 56, 118, 120, 219

“Thirteen Classics’ (of Confucius), 5
Three Folds Method, see Yung-Pi

Ti (brush movement), see Yung-Pi
Tt, see Strokes

T1‘eh-Hsten-Chiian, see Styles
Tien, see Strokes

T1-Wan, 142-3
T‘o-Kou, 161

tortoiseshells, 23, 43

‘ Touching-the-Stirrup method of
brush holding, see Po-Téng

T‘sai Hsiang, 68, 98

T‘sai Yung, 60, 93, III

Tsai Yii-Ting, x

Collection of, Nanchang, 8, 54, 63,

72, 88, 94
Ts‘ang-Chieh, 20-1, 41

Ts‘ao-Ch‘iian, epitaph of, 61
Tsé-Na, 159

Tséng-Chien, 182

Tseng, C. Y., Collection of, Nanking,

63
Tséng family, Collection of, Hu-Nan,

49
Tséng Hsi, 49
Tseng Kuo-Fan, 49
Tseng-Yen-Tung, Frontispiece
Tso-Shu, see Styles
Tso- Yu-Tien, 153

Ts‘uan-Pao-Tzu, stone inscription of,

63
Tuan-Chith-Pieh, 157
Tui-Tzu, 7, 10

Tun, see Yung-Pi
Tung Ch‘i-Ch‘ang, Plate V, 80
Tu Ts‘o, 93

Twining Grass Style, see Ts‘ao Shu
Tz‘ao-Shu, see Styles
Tzii, see Categories
* Tzu-Hsiieh-i-Ts‘an’, 222

Varnish Style, see Chi-Shu
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Wan, see Strokes

Wang Hsi-Chih, 68, 70, 81, 82, 85, 86,
95, 96, 122, 123, 125, 140, I51,
152, 167, 171, 204, 208, Plate III

Wang Hsien-Chih, 125, 140
Wang Ta-Ts‘o, 222
Wang-Ting, 222
Wang Tso-Ling, 103, 130
Water Radical, 154
Wei Fu-Jén, 140
Wei, Lady, 151, 152, 163
Wei Tan, III

Wei-Tien, 154
Wei Ts‘ao-Chén, broken epitaph of, 62
Wen, see Categories
Wén-Fan-Szu-Pao, 134, 148
Wen P‘éng, 219
Wen Tung, 204
Wén-Wang, of Hsi-Chou dynasty, 20
Western (European) calligraphy, 3-5
Wu Chang-Shih, 46, 51, 55, 104, 219
Wu Ta-Chén, 46

Ya-Cho-Na,see Hsii-Na
Yang (and Yin), 19
Yang Fa, 58
Yao Meng-Chi, 222
Yeh Kung-Ch‘o, x, 92
Yeh Shou-Chien, Collection of, Nan-

king, 9
Yeh- Ya-Kou-Tieh-Fu, 139
Yeh Yii-Shen, 43, 45

Yellow Emperor, see Huang-Ti
Yen Chéng-Ch‘ing, 68, 74, 77, 82, 90,

II5, 120, 123, 130-1, I51, 192
* Yi-Chou-Shuang-Chi’, 222
Yen Shou-Ch‘ien, Collection of, Nan-

king, 9
Yi Li-Hsiin, 58
Yin (and Yang), 19
Yin-Ch‘iung, 162
* Yin-Hsii-Shu-Chi-Kao-Shih’, 221
Yuan dynasty, 68, 218
Yiian-Kou, 162
Yuan Ytian, 221
Yu-Ching-Chiian, see Styles
Yung-Pi (brush movement), 144
Exposed, 146
Fang-Pi (Square Stroke), 146-7
Ju-Mu-San-Fen, 146
Na, 144, 145
Reserved, 146
San-Chieh-Fa
Method), 147

T‘t, 144-5, 146
Tun, 144-5, 185
Yutian-Pi (Round Stroke), 146-7

* Yiing-Tzit-Pa-Fa’, 152
Yiin-P1, 144
Ytin-Yang prison, 59
Yti Shih-Nan, 68
Yu-Wo-Kou, 161
* Yii- Yen-Lu-Shu-Fa ’, 222
Yu Yu-Jén, 91

(Three Folds
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